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ABSTRACT

THE USE AND ABUSE OF AUTHORITY: AN INVESTIGATION
OF THE E20YIIA PASSAGES IN REVELATION

by
Laszlo I. Hangyas

Adviser: Jon Paulien
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The purpose of this
linguistic, structural, and

dissertation is to carry

exegetical investigation of the

term 8^0'UO'ia as it occurs in the Greek text of the
Apocalypse.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of the pertinent
literature dealing with fc^O'uaia.

The review follows a

chronological order to demonstrate a trend in the
development of E^O'Udia studies.

Earlier works put more

emphasis on the meaning of power or authority, whereas
recent studies point to liberty and right as the primary
meaning of E^oixricx.

outa

The current tendency emphasizes
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philosophical and socio-ethical aspects without due
consideration of the etymology of the term.
Chapter 2 surveys the usage of E^O'UCTlot in
nonbiblical (Greco-Roman, Papyri and Inscriptions, Jewish
apocalyptic, Qumran, Hellenistic Jewish, Rabbinic) and
biblical (LXX, Biblia Hebraica, Greek NT) literary sources
that are linguistic backgrounds to the meaning of the term.
The Greco-Roman and Hellenistic Jewish works generally
employ fc^O'UCJia with regard to human power relationships.
The NT use of the term closely follows the LXX and the
Jewish apocalyptic usage particularly in the area of
delegated power/authority in human and supernatural
relationships.
Chapter 3 focuses on the specifics of the twenty-one
fe^O'uaia occurrences in Revelation.

These passages are

investigated in the literary context and structure of the
book.

The role fe^owia plays in the overall literary

context of the Apocalypse is further demonstrated by
microstructural analyses of the passages.

The term plays a

special focusing role both in the macro- and the
microstructures of the Apocalypse.

Thus, it significantly

contributes to the central message of Revelation, which is
the activity and judgment of antidivine powers.
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In the summary and conclusions of the dissertation
the findings of the research are given.

Theological and

ethical implications are pointed out, and some areas for
further study are suggested.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this dissertation is to report the
results of a linguistic, structural, and exegetical
investigation of the term E^oucioc as it occurs in the Greek
text of the Apocalypse.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of the pertinent
literature dealing with fe^OUCi.CC.

The review follows a

chronological order to demonstrate a trend in the
development of E^O'UO'ia studies.

Within a given period

journal articles, which address the same NT book, are
grouped and studied together.
Chapter 2 surveys the usage of E^Otxria in
nonbiblical (Greco-Roman, Papyri and Inscriptions, Jewish
apocalyptic, Qumran, Hellenistic Jewish, Rabbinic) and
biblical (LXX, Biblia Hebraica, Greek NT) literary sources
that are linguistic backgrounds to the meaning of the term.
The survey follows an approximate chronological order due to
the uncertainty of the dates of some ancient works.
Chapter 3 focuses on the specifics of the twenty-one
fc^ovaia occurrences in Revelation.

These passages are

1
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2

investigated in the literary structure and context of the
book.

The role e^GUGioc plays in the overall literary

context of the Apocalypse is further demonstrated by
microstructural analyses of the given pericopes.
In the summary and conclusions of the dissertation
the findings of the research are given.

Theological and

ethical implications are pointed out, and some areas for
further study are suggested.
Statement of the Problem
From a linguistic point of view, k^GUGia has not
been treated in a comprehensive manner as one of the key
terms of Revelation.

Neither macrostructural nor

microstructural analysis of the E^CiUGia passages has been
carried out to investigate the role the term plays within
the literary structure of the Apocalypse.

The dissertation

explores the impact of E^OUGia clustering on the formulation
of the literary units of Revelation.

The purpose of John's

irony, especially in the central chapters (11-13) of the
book, is also investigated.
Statement of Thesis
The E^OUGia clustering in some parts of the
Apocalypse (chaps. 9 and 16-18), and particularly in the
central chapters

(11-13), clearly indicates John's
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intention. He employs the term in an artful way to highlight
major movements in the antidivine power struggle.

This

anti-Christian rebellion culminates in Rev 13, where onethird of the fe^ouoia occurrences are concentrated.

The

life-and-death struggle focuses on the issue of worship.
This apocalyptic combat theme is the conceptual backdrop to
Revelation.

In the center of the chiastic focus (11:19-

15:4), John's call for wisdom expresses his understanding
that Christians are the fulfillment of the prophesied □''‘ps&tp
in Dan 11:33 and 12:10.
Delimitation of Study
The literature review is not intended to be an
exhaustive analysis of studies dealing with B^O'UO’ioc, but to
present a selective and representative collection of works
in chronological order.

The criteria for selection are

presenting new shades of meanings of the term and showing a
trend in the development of k^OTXTia studies.
Although the background study covers some hundreds
of years, it cannot be exhaustive especially in the case of
the Greco-Roman, Qumran, and Rabbinic writings.

Hellenistic

Jewish studies are limited to the works of Josephus and
Philo.
The dissertation does not address questions related
to NT introduction.

Both macro- and microstructural
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analyses are based on the Nestle-Aland Greek text of the NT.
References are made to the Critical Apparatus of the Greek
text where it provides a better understanding.

In some

instances the differences between the LXX and the Theodotion
translations are pointed out in comparison with the MT.
The discussion of the E^OUdia passages is arranged
according to the parallel elements of the chiastic structure
of Revelation.

The resulting dissertation is not a

commentary or a detailed exegesis of the Apocalypse.
Research Methodology
As a linguistic and exegetical study of the Greek
noun E^OUdia, the dissertation focuses on the use of the
term in nonbiblical and biblical literary sources.

The

major emphasis is on the NT usage of the word, particularly
its use in Revelation.

The k^ODdia occurrences within a

literary source are grouped and studied according to
different shades of meaning.
The twenty-one k^O'Odia passages in Revelation are
investigated by both inductive (an analysis of the Greek
text in its canonical form) and deductive (following a
priori definitions of literary forms) methodologies.

The

passages are first studied in the macro-context of the
Apocalypse, then a microstructural analysis of the given
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literary unit is provided, and finally key terms and
stylistic peculiarities are pointed out.
The purpose of the contextual and microstructural
analyses of the 8^oiX5i.a passages is not to study the
literary structure itself, but to demonstrate the role the
term plays in a given unit.

The overall purpose of this

investigation is to reconstruct the original meaning of the
text, as far as possible, by literary, topical, and
terminological structures.

The main emphasis of this

dissertation is to contribute to the groundwork for a more
detailed exegesis of the Apocalypse by providing an in-depth
study of one of its key terms.
Definitions of Terms
Non-English translations of kEpvcicx are always
underlined.
emphasis.

Italics are employed for definitions and
A brief explanation of the most important and

frequently used terms or expressions is usually given in the
footnotes, at the first occurrence of the particular phrase.
The titles "Revelation," "Apocalypse," or "Book of
Revelation" are used interchangeably.

The name "John"

indicates the author of Revelation without further comment.
The term "investigation" describes both the contextual
studies and the micro-analyses of the fe^O'uaia passages in
the Apocalypse.
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CHAPTER

I

LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter provides an overview of the pertinent
literature dealing with the Greek feminine noun t] fc^oudia as
it occurs in the Greek NT and especially in the Book of
Revelation.1

It appears that no comprehensive study of the

fe^OUdia passages in Revelation or in the NT has ever been
written.2
The literature review in this chapter follows a
chronological order to demonstrate a trend in the
development of e^oudia studies.

First, nine decades before

TWNT are surveyed then Werner Foerster's article in
TWNT/TDNT is discussed.

Next, the literature between 1936

:While fe^OVdia occurs 102 times in the Greek NT, it
appears more frequently in Revelation (21 times) than in any
other NT book.
2I found one unpublished M.A. thesis by Arthur J.
Alexander, entitled "An Examination of Exousia and Dunamis
in the Greek New Testament" (Wheaton College, January 1969).
This study does not focus on the Book of Revelation and it
considers authority "only in relationship to power, not
authority per se" (6). A detailed review of this work
follows.

6
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and 1964 is surveyed and followed by a review of Otto Betz's
article in TBNT/NIDNTT.

Finally, studies between 1966 and

1986, and in the last decade are discussed.

Within a given

time period journal articles, which address the same NT
book, are grouped and studied together.
Before TWNT
The period surveyed before TWNT spans over nine
decades beginning with the Greek-English lexicon by Liddell
and Scott,1 who derived e^otaia from the impersonal fe^Ecnn,
"it is possible/proper/permitted/lawful."2 The following
three shades of meaning are provided:
authority to do a thing, permission,

(1) power, means,
license,

(2) absolute

power, authority, might as opposed to right, and (3)
abundance of means, resources.

The Latin potestas is also

supported as it refers to an office or magistracy.3 No
LHenry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A GreekEnalish Lexicon Based on the German Work of Francis Passow
(Oxford: University Press, 1843), s.v. "fe^cnxjia."
2This derivation is usually followed in subsequent
works.
3In this regard cf. the following later revisions:
Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-Enalish
Lexicon, rev. Sir Henry Stuart Jones and Roderick McKenzie
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), s.v. "fe^O'UOicx"; idem, &
Greek-Enalish Lexicon, rev. Sir Henry Stuart Jones and
Roderick McKenzie (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), s.v.
"fe^cyuaicc." In these editions, which are enlarged by more
Classical Greek sources, Papyri, and Inscriptions, one finds
office, magistracy as the second meaning, and pomp as the
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biblical references are listed, but only classical Greek
literary sources.
The new feature in Edward Robinson's lexicon1 is
that he defines e^O'uaia as power (moral power) and ability.2
He is the first to make references to the book of
Revelation.3 The four4 subsequent meanings of the term
given over-emphasize the notion of power at the expense of
authority.5
fourth meaning of the term.
marginal.

Biblical references are only

:Edward Robinson, A Greek and English Lexicon of the
New Testament, new ed. (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1850),
s.v. "e^otaia."
2Ibid., 262. This idea later surfaces in Alexander
Souter, A Pocket Lexicon to the Greek New Testament (London:
Oxford University Press, 1956; reprint of 1916 ed.), p. 88,
where he refers to (1) power, authority, weight, especially
moral authority, influence, and (2) in a quasi-personal
sense a spiritual power, and an earthly power, often in
combination with &PXT1- There is no a single reference to
Revelation.
3See (1) Rev 9:3-19, where the specific meaning is
strength, force, efficiency, (2) Rev 22:14, meaning right,
(3) Rev 9:10; 11:6; 13:5, indicating power as entrusted, and
(4) Rev 2:26; 6:8; 12:10; 13:2, 4, 7, 12; 14:18; 17:12, 13;
16:9; 18:1; 20:6, where the term denotes power over persons
and things.
Robinson's and all subsequent other references
to biblical and nonbiblical books besides Revelation are
dealt with in chapter 2 of this dissertation.
4See (1) power to do anything, ability, faculty, (2)
power to do or not to do, i.e., license, liberty, leave,
right, (3) power as entrusted, i.e., commission, full-power,
authority, and (4) power over persons and things, dominion,
authority, rule, in the LXX for
dominion, kingdom.
5This tendency characterizes later works as well.
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On the other hand, in Lightfoot's commentary on
Colossians,1 originally dated in 1875 the emphasis shifts to
"license."2

He considers the Pauline corpus and Luke, but

not Revelation.
Cremer's Biblico-Theoloaical Lexicon3 states that
B^oucria is a combination of the ideas of right and might.*
The lexicon also compares the German bevollmachtiaen (to
authorize), and its synonyms Berechtiaung (entitlement) and
Ermachtiquncr (authorization).

Thus, Cremer's focus is on

right and permission.5
LJ. B. Lightfoot, Saint Paul's Epistles to the
Colossians and to Philemon, new ed. (London: Macmillan,
1879).
2Ibid., 141, where fe^ODCTta "properly signifies
'liberty of action' (§^£<yti) ," and the "corresponding
English word is license." Lightfoot also gives two
"secondary ideas": (1) "authority," "delegated power" (Luke
20:2), and (2) "tyranny," "lawlessness," "unrestrained or
arbitrary power" (Luke 22:53).
Cf. LSJ, 1973 ed., 482;
Robinson, 262.
3Hermann Cremer, Biblico-Theoloaical Lexicon of New
Testament Greek, trans. William Urwick (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1880), s.v. "k^O'uaia."
4Ibid., 236.
5This meaning is detected in Rev 6:8 and 18:1.
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Thayer's Greek-Enalish Lexicon1 defines B^OOXJia as
"power";2 nevertheless, his interpretation is more balanced
between power and authority.3 He is the first to note that,
beside the Hebrew

the Aramaic

(dominion, power)

is also translated by fe^OOXJia in the LXX.4
The study by Walter Grundmann5 insists that E^OiJaia
is the rendering of the Aramaic

(in Dan 7:14)6 meaning

Joseph Henry Thayer, A Greek-Enalish Lexicon of the
New Testament (New York: American Book Co., 1886), s.v.
"e^O'uaia."
2Ibid., 225; cf. Robinson, 262-263.
3The following three shades of meaning are provided
with regard to Revelation: (1) power of choice, liberty (Rev
22:14); (2) physical and mental power, which one either
possesses or exercises (Rev 9:3, 10, 19; 11:6; 13:2, 4, 5,
12; 18:1); and (3) the power of rule or government,
generally translated authority (Rev 2:26; 6:8; 11:6; 12:10;
13:7; 14:18; 16:9; 17:12, 13; 20:6).
4Thayer, 225; cf. George Abbott-Smith, A Manual
Greek Lexicon of the New Testament. 3d ed. (London: T. & T.
Clark, 1937) , s.v. "k^OPdicx"; Abbott-Smith also refers to
the above Hebrew and Aramaic terms but emphasizes freedom
(Rev 22:14) and right (Rev 12:10) for E^OiXJia. See also
James Hope Moulton and George Milligan, The Vocabulary of
the Greek Testament (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1952;
reprint of 1930 ed.), s.v. "E^O'Udia"; the primary meaning of
E^oucia is defined as power of choice and liberty of action.
5Walter Grundmann, Per Beariff der Kraft in der
neutestamentlichen Gedankenwelt (Stuttgart: Verlag W.
Kohlhammer, 1932), 57-58.
6He does not mention the Hebrew rfpiZfEO (dominion,
kingdom) in the OT.
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power (Macht)1 and authority (Herrschaft) .

He concludes

that in B^OUdia "the power (Macht) , received from God, is
expressed as a sound of full power, authority (Vollmacht)."2
Summarizing the review of the representative studies
for this period, one notices that the majority of the works
tend to over-emphasize the notion of power as the primary
meaning of E^oudioc.

Later studies, however, point out that

permission or right are also important shades of meaning of
the term.

None of the works notes the importance of B^OUdioc

in the Book of Revelation.

The Importance of TWNT/TDNT
Werner Foerster's article in T W N T / T D N T 3 is the most
comprehensive ex p o s i t i o n of k^O'Udict.

He too derives k^OUdia

:Cf. R. Dahrendorf, "Macht," Die Religion in
Geschichte und Geaenwart: Handworterbuch fur Theologie und
Reliaionswissenschaft. ed. Hans F. v. Campenhausen et al.
(Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1957-65), 4:564572; here Herrschaft denotes an institutionalized
relationship of power with the presence of subordination.
2Grundmann, 57.
3Werner Foerster, "k^OUd'lCX," Theoloaisches
Worterbuch zum Neuen Testament, ed. Gerhard Kittel and
Gerhard Friedrich (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1933-1979),
2:559-571; cf. idem, "B^OUdia, " Theological Dictionary of
the New Testament, ed. Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich,
trans. Geoffrey Bromiley (Grand Rapids, MI: William B.
Eerdmans, 1964-1976), 2:562-574.
In the following footnotes
the paging of TDNT is provided since it gives an exact
translation of the German original and is usually quoted by
English scholars.
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from fe^saxiv, meaning an "ability to perform an action" to
the extent that "there are no hindrances in the way."1
Thus, the term denotes the possibility granted by a higher
norm or court, or "the right to do something or the right
over something."2

Foerster notes that this "right" or

"possibility" is illusory unless backed by real power (e.g.,
the power of the state); consequently "it is not always
possible to separate between authority and power."3
As a direct background to the NT usage of E^oucia,
Foerster refers to the LXX, where the term first means
"right, authority, permission or freedom in the legal or
political sense," and then "the right or permission given by
God."4

’E^ouaia therefore can be the rendering of the

Hebrew rT72>'aa in the sense of "kingdom" or "sphere of power,"
or it can be used for the Aramaic

- T

when the reference is

to God's power to express "the unrestricted sovereignty of
lIbid., 2:562.
2Ibid.
3Ibid., 2:563.
4Ibid., 2:564.
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God"1 (cf. Dan 4:14).

Foerster concludes that "formally the

usage of the NT^ is closest to that of the LXX."3
In regard to the use of k^ouaia (or E^O'uaiai) for
political relationships (e.g., in a general sense for
"government") / it is stated that the singular form of the
term can also be employed for "the absolute monarchical
power of God," or "the sphere over which one disposes," or
simply "sphere or kingdom."5
Discussing the NT concept of k^oudoc, Foerster lists
three specific roles the term plays when it denotes the
power that decides:

(1) the invisible power of God whose

Word is creative power,

(2) the lordship of God in a fallen

world where nothing takes place apart from His k^OUCia or
xIbid., 2:564, 565.
2The term can mean the power of God in nature and in
the spiritual world, the power that Satan exercises and
imparts, and especially the power or freedom that is given
to Jesus, and by Him to His disciples; cf. Foerster, 2:565.
3Ibid.
“Ibid., where Foerster argues that this meaning is
borrowed from the rabbinical legal term niEh (ruling power,
the right/freedom of possession to something, authority or
commission, and government) , and he concludes that rotfl is
"co-extensive with k^O'UCTia, but it goes beyond it in the
very matters in which the NT does so."
5Foerster suggests that "if almost all the NT
passages where k^oixricc occurs can be construed with the help
of n«h, derivatives from the stems bBfQ and vbti may also be
taken into consideration" (2:566).
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authority,- and (3) the freedom or authority which is given
to the community.
When Foerster details the NT usage of k^Obdia, he
supports six shades of meaning along with references to
Revelation:

(1) absolute possibility of action;

(2) the

k^Obdta and power of God variously displayed (Rev 14:18,
where the context shows that nature is regarded as an
ordered totality; Rev 6:8; 9:3, 10, 19; 16:9; 18:1, where
E^Obdioc is given by God to the forces of destruction in
nature and history);

(3) k^Obdicc, which is Satan's sphere of

dominion (Rev 13: 2, 4, 5, 7, 12, when the Antichrist is
given a free hand decided by God);

(4) Christ's divinely

given power and authority to act (Rev 12:10);

(5) the

authority or freedom imparted to the community (Rev 2:26-28;
11:6; 22:14, where power cannot be used arbitrarily); and
(6) a special use of k^Obdia for supernatural powers, which
leads to the concept of several cosmic powers

(especially in

the Pauline corpus) with whom "human life is connected in
many ways."2

He makes the following important comment on

the power of evil: "The final mystery is not the power of

foerster adds: "Indeed, E^Obdloc is given to the
Antichrist for his final activity, so that nothing takes
place apart from the k^Obdia or will of God" (2:566).
2Ibid., 2:573.
he does not comment.

Rev 20:6 is the only text on which
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evil itself.

It is the fact that the power of evil, which

is radically hostile to God, may be exercised as such and
yet encompassed by the divine overruling."1

Foerster also

notes on the special use of e^Obdioci for supernatural
powers.2
In conclusion, Foerster mentions the Latin potestas
as equivalent to fe^Obdioc and makes the linguistical
observation that e^Obdioc "is abstract, like the related

0p6vo<; and KbpiOTrjg."3 The relationship between fe^Obdia and
0p6vo<; is especially determinative for the thematic
arrangement of Revelation.4
Summarizing, Foerster presents a wealth of
information and makes a significant contribution by
broadening the scope of meaning of B^Obdia in the NT.

To

the Hebrew n^EJQQ
and the Aramaic ta4-?©’
, he adds the rabbinical
r r • v
r '
legal term

as co-extensive with fe^Obdia, referring to

LIbid., 2:567.
2Usually together with &p%ai, Kbpi6xT|T:eg, and Sbvdjieax;
in Col 1:16 and Eph 1:21.
Foerster later remarks: "It is
not possible to distinguish between e^Obdiai and <5cp%ai, and
to assign to them the different functions of two groups of
powers, since neither the NT nor parallels give any
indication in this direction" (ibid., 2:573).
3Ibid., 2:572.

4e£obdia and 0p6vog appear more often (21 and 47
times respectively) in Revelation than in any other NT book.
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the absolute monarchical power of God.

He seems to be the

only author who devotes several paragraphs of his article1
to the discussion of e£o\xjia in Revelation.

Studies between 1936 and 1964
The journal articles of this period are constantly
struggling either with Markan or Pauline passages containing
kEpvcia. (or S^otxjiai) .

There is no discussion of the term in

the Apocalypse.
Oscar Cullmann's article2 draws the much-debated
conclusion that e^ouaicxi in Rom 13:1 means both "the State
and the Power [die Engelmachte] behind it" but "Christ's
reign is over the Powers

[der Herrschaft Christi ist iiber

die Machte]."3
LSee ibid., 2:565, no. 3; 2:566, no. 5; 2:567,
no. 2; 2:568, nos. 3-4; 2:569-570, no. 5.
2Oscar Cullmann, "Zur neuesten Diskussion iiber die
EHOYSIAI in Rom. 1 3 , 1 , " Teologische Zeitschrift 10 ( 1 9 5 4 ) :
321-336.
3Ibid., 336.
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Friedrich A. Strobel1 argues, contra Cullmann's
hypothesis, that in the above passage e^O'UClai simply refers
to the "profane, civil-state,"2 where we are taxpayers.3
In their very short articles under the same title,
"&>g e^ODCriocv §^C0V," H. J. Flowers4 and Donald F. Hudson5 agree
that this phrase in Mark 1:22 (par. Matt 7:29; Luke 4:32)
can be derived from the Hebrew

(cf.

to rule, have

dominion), denoting "as one exercising authority."6
1Friedrich A. Strobel, "Zum Verstandnis von Rom 13,"
Zeitschrift fur die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 47
(1956): 67-93.
2Ibid., 93; cf. Ernst Kasemann, "Romer 13, 1-7 in
unserer Generation," Zeitschrift fur Theolocrie und Kirche 56
(1959): 376, concludes that fe^ouciai cannot mean angelic
powers because "Diese Welt ist nicht Regnum Christi. . . .
Aber die Welt wird Regnum Christi."
3Cf. Frederick F. Bruce, "Paul and 'the Powers That
Be'," Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library of
Manchester 66 (1983-84): 88, argues that the authorities in
this passage are those "to whom taxes are paid, and it is
unnecessary to import angelic powers into the picture." For
similar conclusions, see also Robert H. Stein, "The Argument
of Romans 13:1-7," Novum Testamentum 31 (1989): 325-343.
4H. J. Flowers, "&)£ E^OUCiav §%COV," Expository Times
66 (1954-1955): 254.
5Donald F. Hudson, "d)Q e^ooxrlav fe^COV," ExpTim 67
(1955-1956): 17.
6See Flowers, 254; Hudson, 17. Flowers remarks that
"the translation should be bold and clear, like a king."
Hudson, on the other hand, insists that "the authority is
not merely that of a king, but of an emperor!" Hudson's
argument is based on his conviction that in Monumentum
Ancyranum E^cnxrla is the Greek translation of the Latin
auctoritas, denoting non-legal, personal authority, although
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John Coutts1 considers all ten occurrences of
E^O'udoc in the Gospel of Mark2 and divides them into two
groups:

(1) the authority Jesus exercised, and (2) the

authority He delegated to the Twelve.

He identifies the

paradox of Mark as "the Twelve . . . endowed with unlimited
powers [S^O'UCri.a] almost wholly inhibited."3
Joseph A. Fitzmyer's article4 investigates a
possible Qumran background to 1 Cor 11:10, where f| ywij
e^o-uoiav exeiv ...8id to-Cx; dyYfeXous is an unparalleled Pauline
construction.5 One needs to be reminded here that the

in the Koine E^Obcia often indicates legal authority or
jurisdiction. My observation is that in Monumentum
Ancyranum, E^OOXJia is the Greek rendering of potestas
whereas &£lCO|i.a stands for dianitas or auctoritas; cf. Res
Gestae Divi Auausti in LCL, 332-405.
^ohn Coutts, "The Authority of Jesus and of the
Twelve in St. Mark's Gospel," Journal of Teoloaical Studies
8 (1957) : 111-118 .
2Cf. 1:22, 27; 2:10; 3:15; 6:7; 11:28, 29, 33;
13:34.
3Coutts, 117.
4Joseph A. Fitzmyer, "A Feature of Qumran Angelology
and the Angels of 1 Cor 11:10," New Testament Studies 4
(1957-1958): 48-58.
5See ibid., 57, where he asserts that "the unveiled
head of a woman is like a bodily defect," which is not
permitted in the church "because 'holy angels are present in
their congregation'." Fitzmyer makes references to 1QM 7:46 and lQSa 2:3-11 (and also to Lev 21:17-23), but in those
sources the word woman does not occur.
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debate over the interpretation of fe^O'UOia as "veil" is not
settled yet.1
The dictionary articles of this period represent a
balanced understanding of E^O'ixria, as both power and
authority,2 although they make no further contribution.
With the exception of the Greek-Enalish Lexicon by Bauer,
Arndt, and Gingrich,3 references to Revelation are marginal.
xDavid R. Hall, "A Problem of Authority," ExpTim 102
(1990-91): 40, asserts that the literal English translation
of e£o\)Oiav kyjexv is "have authority." Therefore he assumes
that Paul's purpose is "to establish the right of a woman
prophet to do what she wished with her own head— e.g., in
this context, to keep it covered"; Annie Jaubert, "Le voile
des femmes (I Cor. XI. 2-16)," MIS 18 (1971-72): 430, argues
that in this cultic and cultural context, to have a "veil"
(fe^cyuaia) on a woman's head can "signify 'permission' in
accordance with contemporary traditions"; Gunther Schwarz,
"fe^o-ucrlav
^
K£(jxxA.fi?? (1. Korinther 11 10)," M
70
(1979) : 249, proposes that as an equivalent to E^ouaia the
Aramaic NHQin should be understood, which means (1) power,
strength, force, and (2) head cover, veil.
2J. Marsh, "Authority," Interpreter's Dictionary of
the Bible, ed. G. A. Buttrick et al. (Nashville: Abingdon
Press, 1962), 1:319-320, is the first to supply the Latin
auctoritas (authority, dignity) instead of potestas
(authority, power); W. C. G. Proctor, "Authority," Baker's
Dictionary of Theology, ed. Everett F. Harrison, Geoffrey W.
Bromiley, and Carl F. Henry (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book
House, 1960), 80-81; W. E. Vine, "Authority," &
Comprehensive Dictionary of the Original Greek Words with
Their_Precise Meanings for English Readers. 4 vols. (London:
Oliphants, 1939-1941), 1:89, notes a development from
permission/liberty to right in the meaning of fe^O'Udicx.
3Walter Bauer, William F. Arndt, and F. Wilbur
Gingrich, A Greek-Enalish Lexicon of the New Testament and
Other Early Christian Literature (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1957), s.v. "fe^O'UCTia"; support four shades of
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Cyril H. Powell's book on power1 gives only a simplified
version of Foerster's explanation of e^O'uaia in TWNT/TDNT.2
This section concludes with the studies of John L.
McKenzie3 and D. Ritschl.4

These articles do not focus on

any particular Bible text but make the general observations
that "the power base of authority in the NT is love"5 and
e^Obaia and 8i)V(X|J.l£ in the Bible denote "much more than our
modern word 'power'."6

It appears that these comments are

more philosophical than exegetical, which has been one of

meaning of e^O'UOia with references to Revelation: (1)
freedom of choice, right to act, decide, or dispose of one's
property as one wishes (Rev 13:5; 22:14), (2) ability to do
something, capability, might, power (Rev 9:3, 10, 19; 11:6;
13:2, 4, 12; 16:9; 18:1; 20:6), (3) authority, absolute
power, warrant (Rev 2:26; 6:8; 11:6b; 12:10; 13:7; 14:18),
and (4) the power exercised by rulers or others in high
position by virtue of their office (Rev 17:12, 13, where the
meaning is ruling power, official power) . For a similar
grouping, see Thayer's lexicon.
lCyril H. Powell, The Biblical Concept of Power
(London: Epworth Press, 1963).
2Ibid., 101, Powell argues that fe^O'UGla "involves
the possibility of its performance in freedom, without
obstacle either from right or might"; cf. Foerster, 2:562.
3John L. McKenzie, "Authority and Power in the New
Testament," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 26 (1964): 413-422.
4D. Ritschl, "Biblical Passages on Power and Its
Use," Student World 57 (1964): 169-177.
5McKenzie, 418.
6Ritschl, 170.
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the characteristics of most of the dictionary articles too,
since the 1960s.1
In summary, dictionaries of this period provide a
more balanced understanding of E^Obcricx, although later works
tend to leave out the corresponding Hebrew/Aramaic terms,
and minimize the references to Revelation.

Journal articles

deal only with certain passages in the Gospel of Mark or the
Pauline corpus.

The Concept of TBNT/NIDNTT
Otto Betz's article in TBNT/NIDNTT2 brings a fresh
approach to the understanding of the rich meaning of
k^Obaia.

The grouping of the term with S'tovap.i^ and 0p6voq3

appears to be a unique feature of his article.4

Betz

3See my summary below at the end of studies between
1966 and 1986.
2Otto Betz, "Macht, E^ObClOC, " Theologisches
Beariffslexikon zum Neuen Testament, ed. Lothar Coenen,
Erich Beyreuther, and Hans Bietenhard (Wuppertal:
Theologischer Verlag Rolf Brockhaus, 1965), 2:926-929; cf.
idem, "Authority, E^Obaia," The New International Dictionary
of New Testament Theology, ed. Colin Brown (Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1986), 2:606-611.
In the
following footnotes the paging of NIDNTT is provided since
it gives an exact translation of the German original and is
usually quoted by English scholars.
3Cf. Foerster, 2:572, where he mentions 0p6vo<; and
Kbpi6TT|q as related terms.
4Perhaps the listing of W. Wink comes closest to
that of this grouping; cf. Walter Wink, The Powers, vol. 1,
Naming the Powers: The Language of Power in the New
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compares S'UVCCJJ.IQ a n d fe^OUOia, and c on c l u d e s that the latter

"indicates the power to act which given as of right fsicl to
anyone by virtue of the position he holds."1

’E^O'uaia is

"freedom of choice, right, power, authority, ruling power, a
bearer of authority."2
Considering the LXX background to k^OUdia, Betz
observes that the term rarely
translates the Hebrew
J

T T

I V

He asserts that the Book of Daniel is an "important
background material for the NT use of the word," where
e^OUCTia is the Greek equivalent in the LXX for the Aramaic
(dominion, power).3
He, like W. Foerster,4 notices that the range of
meaning of k^ouota is particularly influenced by the
rabbinical Hebrew fHBfl, and the Aramaic HITIB'T (power of
attorney, power to act, freedom to do something).

Betz,

Testament (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984), 13-35, where
we find the following list for the NT concept of power:
&PXf| /Apxcov, e^o-uaia, S-CvajiK;, 0p6vo?, KtpibTr^, 6vopa, and

dyyeXoq.
1Betz, 2:601.
2Ibid., 2:606.
Betz gives only potestas as the
corresponding Latin word.
3Commenting on Dan 2:21; 4:31; 7:12, Betz states:
"The authority of the human world-rulers originates from the
supernatural realm; it is delegated by God, the Lord of
history" (2:607).
4Cf. Foerster, 2:565-566.
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however, makes an important reference to some Qumran
writings,1 where the Hebrew

corresponds with the Greek

fc^OOXTia, denoting kingdom or dominion.
When going into detail regarding the NT usage of
e^Olxna Betz lists three main shades2 of meaning of the
term, which are further subdivided.

He is the only one so

far who observes that e^ODOict appears most frequently in
Revelation, Luke, and 1 Corinthians.3

It is surprising,

therefore, that he only provides eight E^cnxTicx references to
Revelation discussed under the subheading "God's delegated
eschatological authority":
punishes;

(1) Rev 6:8, an angel who

(2) Rev 9:3, 10, 19, other creatures are involved

in the judgment; and (3) Rev 13:2, 4, 12, the devil, like
God, delegates his rule over the world to others, e.g., the
Antichrist.4
Particularly, IQS 1:18, 23f.; 2:19; 3:23; 1QM
13:5f.; 14:9; 17:5f.; 18:7f.
2Betz,
2:609, states that the "power, authority, and
freedom of action belongs: (1) to God himself, (2) to a
commission in the last days, and (3) to a Christian in his
eschatological existence."
3Ibid., 2:608: "In the NT k^O'OCia appears 108
times." This number evidently includes the occurrences of
k^O'UOi&^co (4 times) and KaTe^O'UC’i&^CD (2 times) which leaves
a total of 102 e^otxria passages in the Greek NT. The
occurrences of
for Revelation, Luke, and 1
Corinthians are 21, 16, and 10, respectively.
“Ibid., 2:609-610.
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In summary, Betz's article provides some unique
features: grouping k£ot>aia, 8<)V<X|J.i<;, and 0p6vo<;; noticing the
importance of the Book of Daniel and some Qumran writings as
background materials; and observing the frequency of e^oxxria
in the Book of Revelation.

His overall emphasis is on the

freedom, right, authority meaning of k^Oixjia, rather than
simply on power.

Studies between 1966 and 1986
Within this period Arthur J. Alexander's thesis,
Wayne Richard Kempson's dissertation, and volume one of
Walter Wink's trilogy are discussed first.
The 104-page M.A. thesis of Arthur J. Alexander1 is
the only unpublished study I found that aimed to "survey
S'Ovajli^ and k^Obaia as being representative of the concept of
power in the New Testament."2

The thesis is predominantly

influenced by Foerster's article in TDNT.

At the end of

chapter 1 Alexander concludes that "fe^Obcia is best
translated 'authority' and S'Ovap.l? 'power'."3

In chapter 3

xThe full bibliographical entry is given on page 6
of this dissertation.
Alexander,

7.

3Ibid., 22.
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one finds five references to Revelation,1 and Alexander
comments on the jurisdiction of God and the limited
authority of Satan in the Apocalypse.2
The stated purpose of the 286-page Ph.D.
dissertation by Wayne Richard Kempson3 is "to treat in
depth, as much as possible, the motifs and themes [of
Revelation] which exegetical study generates."4

Kempson's

"interpretative conclusions" are founded "on a combination
of the preterist, futurist and idealistic schools."5 He
perceives that "the literary structure is the key for
constructing the theological structure"6 of Revelation.
Based on a content analysis, Kempson "asserts the centrality
of chapters 12 through 14 both in a theological sense and a
*Rev 6:8; 9:3; 13:5, 7, 13.
Alexander asserts that "the Apocalypse clearly
reveals that, although Satan and his cohorts can bring
calamity and disaster upon the earth, this ability is within
the jurisdiction of God who is the true possessor of tf]V
E^O'Udav," and that "the authority of Satan may be universal
in scope but it still is a limited authority" (ibid., 87).
3Wayne Richard Kempson, "Theology in the Revelation
of John" (Ph.D. dissertation, Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, 1982).
4Ibid., 36.
5Ibid., 34.
6Ibid., 37.
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literary sense."1 He suggests that "the notion of power
serves well as the theological center of the book."2
Kempson not only states that the Book of Revelation
is "a theology of power"3 but also argues that there is a
strong emphasis, especially in the second half of the
Apocalypse, on the nature and tactics of any "abusive
(tyrannical) power."4

Therefore, his final conclusion is

the following: "Perhaps the greatest contribution the
Apocalypse can make likes fsicl in the evaluation of abusive
power as demonic and the denunciation of oppressive religion
as bestial."5 It makes one wonder why he did not use the
term "authority" more often in his study, or why he omitted
any comment on the importance of fe^Otaia in the Apocalypse.
The trilogy of Walter Wink on power certainly is the
most exhaustive study ever on the theme of power in the NT.
The first volume6 was published in 1984 and presents an
important study on the use of

in Revelation.

The

lIbid., 131.
2Ibid., 145; cf. his similar conclusions on 146,
158, 220, 277, 279.
3Ibid., 146.
"Similar expressions appear on pages 225, 226, 230,
243, 245, 285.
5Ibid., 285.
6The full bibliographical entry is given on page 21
of this dissertation.
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second volume (1986) does not study e^OUCJia.

The third

appeared in 1992 and thus belongs to a later period.
In the 165-page first volume one finds a two-page
explanation of fe^O'UGia.1 Wink defines the term as bearing
"the sense of the right or authorization to exercise
power."2

He proposes that "'legitimation' comes closest to

catching its meaning."3
Wink also remarks that 87 out of the 102 uses of
fe^Obcia in the NT are "for the impersonal capacity for
action which is bestowed by an office."*

Further he argues

that "85 percent of its [e^O'uaia] uses refer to a structural
dimension of existence, that permission or authorization
provided by some legitimate authorizing person or body"5
(italics his).
*Wink, Naming the Powers. 15-17.
2Ibid., 15.
3Ibid; cf. similar definitions in Cremer's BiblicoTheoloaical Lexicon. 236; LSJ, 1973 ed., 599; Thayer's
Greek-Enqlish Lexicon. 225.
4Wink, Naming the Powers. 15.
5Ibid., 15-16, Wink also states that the fe^oixiiai in
the NT are, "in the vast majority of cases, not spiritual
beings but ideological justifications, political or
religious legitimations, and delegated permissions."
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An interesting feature of his study is thelisting
of "paired expressions for power"1 in the NT; in it one
finds three references to Revelation.2

In the case of

e^O'UOia and S'Ovccp.K; he states: "Exousia denotes the
legitimations and sanctions by which power is maintained; it
generally tends to be abstract.3

Dynamis overlaps with

exousia in the area of sanctions; it refers to the power of
force by which rule is maintained"4 (italics his) .
In the last chapter of his book, "Interpreting the
Powers," Wink notices the "different picture of Revelation"
in regard to the language of power in the NT.5 He
particularly mentions John's use of fe^O'UGia for "political
rulership (2:26; 17:12-13)," for "the dominion of angels
(14:18)," and for "delegated authority (9:3; 13:4, 5, 7,
'Ibid., 7.
2See (1) Rev 17:13, under the pairs 8'0va|liv and
fe^OIXTiav, (2) Rev 13:2, under the expressions S'OvajllV, 0p6vov
and fe^OWiav, and (3) Rev 12:10, under the expressions
acorripia and S-Cvaiiig, and p a c iX e ia and e ^ o b d a .
It seems that
Wink does not notice the frequency or importance of fe^ObCJia
in the Apocalypse.
3Cf. Foerster, 2:572.
4Wink, Naming the Powers. 10.
5Wink, Naming the Powers. 99. Here, among other
things, he points out that one of the characteristics of
John is that he uses 0p6vOQ 45 times and fe^O'lXJia 20 times.
The correct figures are 47 times and 21 times, respectively.
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12)."1 His final remark— something of an overemphasis— is
that "Paul's letters, like the rest of the New Testament,
can be described as a theology of power."2
Journal articles of this period only deal with
certain passages in the Synoptics and the Pauline corpus.
Thus, the accounts of Matthew,3 Mark,4 and
discussed.

Luke5 are

Within the Pauline corpus the focus is on

Romans.6
LIbid.
2Ibid., 100.
3Birger Gerhardsson, "Gottes Sohn als Diener Gottes:
Messias, Agape und Himmelsherrschaft nach dem
Matthausevamgelium," Studia theoloaica 27 (1973): 73-106,
argues that the Hebrew fTO'T (Aramaic sniiy’T) stands behind the
Greek E^oucria in Matthew, and its German synonyms are:
"erteilte Erlaubnis, Vollmacht, Macht, Souveranitat,
Freiheit" (81); Ian S. Kemp, "The Blessing, Power and
Authority of the Church: A Study in Matthew 16:17-19,"
Evangelical Review of Theology 6 (1982): 9-22.
4Aubrey W. Argyle, "The Meaning of k^OVG'lCL in Mark
1:22, 27," ExpTim 80 (1969): 343; Thomas L. Budesheim,
"Jesus and the Disciples in Conflict with Judaism," ZNW 62
(1971): 190-209; David Daube, "fe^Oixjicx in Mark I 22 and 27,"
JTS 39 (1938): 45-59; idem, The New Testament and Rabbinic
Judaism (New York: Arno Press, 1973; reprint of 1956 ed. ),
205; cf. Henry George Liddell, Robert Scott, and H. Stuart
Jones, A Greek-Enalish Lexicon: A Supplement (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1968), s.v. "fe^oiXTia." Here the new entry
reads: "fe^OUCTia I, add '4. Licence conferred on teachers of
Jewish law, Ev. Marc. 1.22'."
5James M. Dawsey, "Confrontation in the Temple: Luke
19:45-20:47," Perspectives in Religious Studies 11 (1984):
153-165.
sRay Barraclough, "Romans 13:1-7: Application in
Context," Colloquium 17 (May 1985): 16-21; Pol Vonck, "All
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Interestingly, two of the better dictionaries1 do
not have entries for authority.

On the other hand, some of

the Greek-English,2 and especially the theological
dictionaries,3 generally emphasize liberty and right as the
Authority Comes from God: Romans 13:1-7— A Tricky Text about
Obedience to Political Power," African Ecclesial Review 26
(1984): 338-347.
:N. G. L. Hammond and H. H. Scullard, eds., The
Oxford Classical Dictionary. 2d ed. (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1970), one finds an entry for "autonomy" but not for
"authority"; Siegfried H. Horn et al., Seventh-day Adventist
Bible Dictionary, rev. ed., Commentary Reference Series, 8
(Washington, DC: Review and Herald Publishing Association,
1979), here is no entry for "authority" or "power."
2Barclay M. Newman, Jr., A Concise Greek-Enalish
Dictionary of the New Testament (London: United Bible
Societies, 1971), s.v. "fe^O'uaia," lists the following six
shades of meaning of the term: (1) authority, right,
liberty,- (2) ability, capability, (3) supernatural power,
(4) ruling power, government, official, (5) jurisdiction,
and (6) disposal; M a x Ze rw i c k and Mary Grosvenor, A
Gramm at ica l Analy si s of the Greek New T e s t a m e n t , rev. ed.

(Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1981), s.v. "k^ouoia, "
support only authority and right. Cf. Bruce M. Metzger,
Lexical Aids for Students of New Testament Greek, new ed.
(Princeton, NJ: By the Author, 1983), simply gives authority
as the corresponding English word for E^O'UCTla, but also
provides some etymological insights when he groups fe^ODdta
with ei|ii, &7cei|ii, 7t&pei|ii, mxpo'uaia, and fe^eaxt (56) .
3Samuel J. Mikolaski, "Authority," The New
International Dictionary of the Christian Church, ed. J. D.
Douglas, Earle E. Cairns, and James E. Ruark (Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1974), 90; J. I. Packer,
"Authority," New Bible Dictionary, ed. J. D. Douglas et al.,
2d ed. (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1993; reprint
of 1982 ed.), 108-109; John Rea, "Authority," Wycliffe Bible
Encyclopedia, ed. Charles F. Pfeiffer, Howard F. Vos, and
John Rea (Chicago: Moody Press, 1975), 1:179-180.
They also
differentiate between k^oixyta and 5<)Vap.i£, lawful power and
physical power, respectively.
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primary meaning of e^ouoia.

In two cases the philosophical

or practical aspects1 of the term are dominant without any
reference2 to fe^ouaia passages.
The major study by Gunneweg and Schmithals3
furnishes Latin,'’ Greek,5 French,6 and English7 equivalents
of the German Herrschaft.8 An important comment is also
5R. P. C. Hanson, "Authority," A New Dictionary of
Christian Theology, ed. Alan Richardson and John Bourden
(London: SCM Press, 1983), 58-60, makes a distinction
between external and internal authority; The Oxford
Dictionary of the Christian Church, ed. F. L. Cross and E.
A. Livingstone, rev. ed. (New York: Oxford University Press,
1983), s.v. "Authority," a difference is emphasized between
civil authority which enforces obedience, and ecclesiastical
authority that influences belief.
2With the exception of Geoffrey W. Bromiley,
"Authority," The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia.
ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley, et al., fully rev. in 4 vols.
(Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
1979), 1:364-371, beside several other OT and NT passages,
particular attention is paid to Rev 6:8; 9:3, 10, 19; 12:10;
13:2. The following important remarks are insightful: "The
right (authorized power) expressed by exousia is not
abstract.
Tt carries with it real power, even though this
be extrinsically rather than intrinsically derived. . . .
The true answer to misuse [of authority] is not surrender
but true and proper use" (1:365-366); cf. Foerster, 2:563.
3Antonius H. J. Gunneweg and Walter Schmithals,
Authority, Biblical Encounters Series, trans. John E. Steely
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1982).
4Cf. dominium, potestas. auctoritas. imperium.

5c f . &px,ri, Kupibtriq, SearcbTeia, e^otaia.
6Cf. domination, puovoir. autorite.
7Cf. dominion, rule, command, power, authority.
8Ibid., 9.
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made on Monumentum Ancyranum1 stating that no other Western
language, except Latin, makes a distinction2 which perhaps
indicates that the ideal unity of power and authority will
never be attained.
Max Weber's study3 discusses the theme of social
relations, under the subheading, "Power, Authority, and
Imperative Control."

Regarding the latter, he states:

"'Imperative control'

(Herrschaft)4 is the probability that

a command with a specific content will be obeyed by a given
group of persons."5
xCf. Hudson, 17.
2While auctoritas is "personally related" and "has
to do with freedom," ootestas is "institutionally related"
and "has to do with compulsion." The first means a
"persuasive power" but the second denotes "submission by
force" (Gunneweg and Schmithals, 17) .
3Max Weber, Max Weber on Charisma and Institution
Building, Selected Papers, ed. S. N. Eisenstadt (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1968).
4Since Weber is concerned with legitime Herrschaft
(which he believes usually not to be found in historical
cases in "pure" form), "authority" is both an accurate and a
far less awkward translation than "imperative control"; cf.
ibid., 15-16, n. 9. An even better rendering would be
"domination, rule, reign"; cf. Langenscheidt's New College
German Dictionary (New York: Langenscheidt, 1990; reprint of
1973 ed.), s.v. "Herrschaft."
5Weber, 15, also makes a distinction between
authority and power: "'Power' (Macht) is the probability
that one actor within a social relationship will be in a
position to carry out his own will despite resistance,
regardless of the basis on which this probability rests."
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Summarizing the tendencies of this period,
Alexander, although realizing the difference between 5\)VCX|ii<;
and e£o-ucn.cx, focuses on power.

Kempson's dissertation

asserts that Revelation is "a theology of power," and that
one of the purposes of the Apocalypse is to unmask any
"abusive power."

The first volume of Wink's trilogy

proposes that "legitimation" comes closest to catching the
meaning of e^oucia, and that the entire NT is "a theology of
power."

Journal articles only deal with a limited number of

k^oucicc passages in the Synoptics and the Pauline corpus.
Some of the dictionary articles distinguish between
power and authority and emphasize the liberty and right
aspects of k^ouaia.

They generally do not support the

corresponding Hebrew/Aramaic or Latin terms and limit their
Bible references.

The arguments tend to be more

philosophical than biblical.
Recent Developments
Jack D. Kingsbury discusses the relationship between
authority and irony in Mark's Gospel without exploring
e^Otoia in context.1

Ron Farmer addresses the question of

God's power in the Apocalypse by applying the methodology of
xJack Dean Kingsbury, "The Religious Authorities in
the Gospel of Mark," NTS 36 (1990): 42-65.
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process hermeneutic.1

Farmer concludes that Revelation

provides "a new perspective on power, both divine and
human."2
Interestingly the Anchor Bible Dictionary3 does not
have an entry for authority per se.

Some theological

encyclopedia and lexica, however, continue to emphasize the
difference between power and authority.4 Molinski's article
:Ron Farmer, "Divine Power in the Apocalypse to
John: Revelation 4-5 in Process Hermeneutic," in Society of
Biblical Literature 1993 Seminar Papers, ed. Eugene H.
Lovering, Jr. (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1993), 70-103.
Farmer points out that the main title for God in Revelation
is 7CaVTOKpdxcop, usually translated "almighty," "allpowerful," "omnipotent," "ruler of all things." The term
occurs 10 times in the NT, 9 of which are in Revelation
(1:8; 4:8; 11:17; 15:3; 16:7, 14; 19:6, 15; 21:22).
2Farmer also argues that God's power is "persuasive
not coercive, influencing not controlling, relational not
unilateral," whereas the Beast's power is "clearly coercive,
controlling, and unilateral" (91, 97).
3David Noel Freedman et al., eds. The Anchor Bible
Dictionary, 6 vols. (New York: Doubleday, 1992). Only the
following entries are found: "City Authorities" (1:10491050) and "Scriptural Authority" (5:1017-1056).
4Johannes P. Louw and Eugene A. Nida, eds., GreekEnglish Lexicon of the New Testament Based on Semantic
Domains, 2 vols. (New York: United Bible Societies, 1988),
s.v. "k^O'UO’ict." The shades of meaning of
are listed
under nine different entries: "Supernatural Powers" (12.44),
"To Distinguish, To Evaluate, To Judge" (30.122), "Control,
Restrain" (37.13), "Exercise Authority" (37.35-37.38),
"Rule, Govern" (37.48), and "Power, Force" (76.12). Under
"Supernatural Powers" e^O'uata is grouped with dp%f),
KOajiOKpdTCOp, 5<>vap.i(;, K-upibxTiQ, and Gpdvo?; cf. a similar
grouping by Betz, 2:601, and Wink, Naming the Powers. 13-15.
See also Waldemar Molinski, "Authority," Encyclopedia of
Theology: The Concise Sacramentum Mundi, ed. Karl Rahner
(New York: Crossroad Publishing Company, 1989) , 61-65; here
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points out that "authority must be distinguished from power
and coercion" and that "authority begins where it is freely
recognized and ends where it becomes power."1 These works
generally do not refer to Revelation.

The Hebrew/Aramaic

equivalents and Greek synonyms are only supported in one
dictionary.2
The dictionary entry by Zsigmond J. Varga,3 however,
does refer to Revelation.

Varga provides the following

the term is derived from the Latin auctor (cause, sponsor,
promoter, surety), which in turn comes from the verb auaere
(to increase [transitive and intransitive], to enrich); cf.
similar etymology in Webster's New World Dictionary of
American English. 3d college ed., ed. Victoria Neufeldt and
David B. Guralmik, 4th printing with cor. (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1989), s.v. "Authority." See also William D.
Mounce, The Analytical Lexicon to the Greek New Testament
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1993), s.v.
"k^O'Udicc"; here a long list of shades of meaning is given
for the term: "power, ability, faculty; efficiency, energy;
liberty, license; authority, rule, dominion, jurisdiction;
pi. authorities, potentates, powers; right, authority, full
power; privilege, prerogative."
kolinski, 62. His article ends with the following
sober statement: "An earthly authority which does not point
beyond itself becomes demonic and will show itself as
arbitrary naked power" (65).
2Thoralf Gilbrant et al., eds. The New Testament
Greek-English Dictionary. The Complete Biblical Library,
vol. 12 (Springfield, MO: The Complete Biblical Library,
1990), s.v. "E^otiaia"; the Greek 8\)vap.i<;,Kpdxoq,
K'upi6'tT|£, the Hebrew
and the Aramaic
and
are listed.
3Zsigmond J. Varga, Goroa-Maayar Szotar az
Qiszovetsea Irataihoz [A Greek-Hungarian Dictionary of the
New Testament Writings] (Budapest: Reformatus Zsinati Iroda
Sajtoosztalya, 1992), s.v. "k^O'Udia."
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shades of meaning of the term: "(1) possibility, authority
(Rev 13:5; 22:14),

(2) ability, might, power (Rev 9:3, 10,

19; 11:6; 13:2, 4, 12; 16:9; 18:1; 20:6),

(3) authorization,

full authority, assignment, commission (Rev 2:26; 6:8;
11:6b; 13:7; 14:18), and (4)

(political) power, ruling or

official power (Rev 17:12-13)."l
The study Power: Focus for a Biblical Theology by
Hans-Ruedi Weber2 concentrates on the term "power" rather
than on "authority."

In his 170-page book Weber mentions

"authority" only five times on four pages.3
The last volume of Walter Wink's trilogy4 focuses on
the term "powers" but hardly mentions "authority."5 Two
chapters of the book, "Unmasking the Domination System" and
"Celebrating the Victory of God," however, discuss
Revelation at length.

Wink uses the expression "the

3Ibid., 334-335.
2Hans-Ruedi Weber, Power: Focus for a Biblical
Theology (Geneva: WCC Publications, 1989).
30n pp. 44, 82 Weber comments on Jesus' authority,
and on pp. 62, 163, he discusses Rom 13 and Rev 13. He
states that in Revelation "the exodus tradition reappears
with its cosmic dimension," the Roman emperor "stands for
all rebellious and self-idolizing power," and the Roman
empire "appears as a satanic power with amazing and
miraculous authority over all the nations" (163) .
“Walter Wink, The Powers, vol. 3, Engaging the
Powers: Discernment and Resistance in a World of Domination
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992).
5The index of subjects (419-423) lists the terms
"power" and "powers" but not "authority."
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Domination System"1 which he interprets as "what happens
when an entire network of Powers becomes integrated around
idolatrous values."2
Later in his book, Wink uses another phrase, "the
Delusional Apparatus" or system, to describe the "game being
played on us by the Powers That Be."3 He argues that "that
game is nowhere more trenchantly exposed than in the
surrealistic images of Revelation 12-13."4

Wink devotes

seven pages to these chapters under two subheadings.5 He
believes that the "new insight here [Rev 12] is that order
is not the opposite of chaos, but rather the means by which
a system of chaos among the nations is maintained."6 Wink
lN'The Domination System" is the "outcome of the
systematic repudiation by institutions of their divine
vocations in order to pursue self-aggrandizement and greed"
(ibid., 107). Wink also refers to "Satan" as the "worldencompassing spirit of the Domination System" (ibid., 9).
2Ibid., 9.
3Ibid., 89.
4Ibid. It may be noted here that out of the total
of its 21 occurrences in Revelation, S^cyuCTia appears 6 times
in these chapters (12:10; 13:2, 4, 5, 7, 12).
5"The Delusional Apparatus according to Revelation
12-13" (ibid., 89-93) and "The Manufacture of Idolatry
according to Revelation 13" (ibid., 93-95).
Wink makes it
clear: "I do not attempt a thorough exegesis of these two
chapters [Rev 12-13], but focus only on the issues relevant
to the theme of the Powers" (ibid., 351, n. 4).
6Ibid., 90.
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concludes that this is an "element of power-worship . . .
stressed over and over by John."1
Wink's study ends with a positive picture for the
future: "The Book of Revelation contemplates a
transformation of power relations"2; therefore, its message
is a clear revelation of God's final victory over every
evil:
The Book of Revelation may be gory, surrealistic,
unnerving, even terrifying. But it contains not a
single note of despair. . . . The struggle continues,
but the issue is no longer in doubt.
The far-off
strains of a victory song already reach our ears,
and we are invited to join the chorus.3
The Theology of the Book of Revelation by Richard J.
Bauckham'1 does not deal explicitly with the theme of "power"
or "authority,"5 but focuses on the theocentric aspects of
2Ibid., 93. Wink also notes that the phrase "was
allowed" (Greek e 860T|) is a "refrain all through Revelation
13," and is an expression of the fact that people
"suppressed the truth about God and worshiped created
things; therefore, God 'gave them up' to darkened minds and
folly (Rom 1:18-32)." He concludes: "I am not aware of such
a concatenation of permissions stated so repetitively
anywhere else in Scripture. . . . The human race 'allowed'
these things— all of them associated here with the
centralization of state power under a satanic Domination
System" (ibid., 92).
2Ibid., 99.
3Ibid., 321.
“Richard J. Bauckham, The Theology of the Book,of
Revelation (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993).
50nly the expression "power, absolutizing of"
appears in the index (ibid., 168).
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the Apocalypse.2 According to Bauckham, "Revelation
portrays the Roman Empire as a system of violent oppression,
founded on conquest, maintained by violence and
oppression."2

He concludes that Revelation's relevance

today is that "it resists any absolutizing of power or
structures or ideals within this world" and "it unmasks this
dominant construction of the world as an ideology of the
powerful which serves to maintain their power."3 Bauckham,
as Wink did earlier,4 ends his book by pointing to God's
ultimate victory when His kingdom comes.5
‘•Bauckham states: "The theology of Revelation is
highly theocentric. This, along with its distinctive
doctrine of God, is its greatest contribution to New
Testament theology" (23). He adds: "The throne itself, on
which God sits in heaven, is mentioned very frequently.
It
is one of the central symbols of the whole book" (31). He
further argues that "we need to understand the correlation
between the understanding of God in Revelation and
Revelation's critique of Roman power if we are fully to
understand both" (35).
2Ibid., 35; cf. also 89-90.
Bauckham asserts that
the two aspects of Roman ideology are "deceitful illusion"
and "the worship of power" (36-37) ; cf. Wink, Engaging the
Powers. 89, 93. Bauckham concludes that "Rome's evil" is
"absolutizing her own power and prosperity," in other words,
it is a "deified political and military power" (38) .
3Ibid., 159.
4Cf. Wink, Engaging the Powers. 321.
5Bauckham asserts: "God's rule does not contradict
human freedom, as the coercive tyranny of the beast does,
but finds its fulfilment in the participation of people in
God's rule" (164).
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Summary
This review of the representative studies dealing
with k^O'UCia or authority as it is used in the NT reveals
the following characteristics:
1.

There is a shift in the rendering of e^otata.

Whereas earlier dictionary articles usually emphasize the
notion of power, later works represent a more balanced
understanding by providing the meanings of authority and
power.

Recent works point to liberty and right as the

primary meaning of k^ooxjia.
2.

The term is derived from

and the

corresponding Hebrew and Aramaic words are

and IB1?#.

The Latin equivalents potestas or auctoritas are usually
provided as reference especially in earlier works.
3.

More recent dictionary articles generally limit

their Bible references to the point where those from
Revelation are becoming marginal or nonexistent.

There is

an emphasis on the difference between power and authority,
which is based on philosophical or socio-ethical
considerations, but without the necessary etymological
study.
4.

W. Foerster's article in TWNT/TDNT is still the

most comprehensive exposition of the term that notes and
discusses the importance of e^O'uai.CC in Revelation.
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5.

0. Betz's article in TBNT/NIDNTT has the unique

features of grouping E^oudia, S'Ovailiq, and 0p6voq, observing
the importance of Daniel as a background material, and
pointing out the frequency of the term in Revelation.
6.

Journal articles limit their E^O'Udia studies to

the Gospels and the Pauline corpus, with the exception of R.
Farmer's recent article dealing with the notion of power in
Revelation.
This review makes it evident that no comprehensive
study has ever been written for the purpose of examining the
Greek term E^OUdia as it occurs and plays a special role in
Revelation.

Perhaps a study of the term as it appears in

the entire NT can also be a future task.
Since the philosophical arguments of the theological
dictionaries are determinative for interpreting authority/
power in the Bible, it is imperative to investigate and
explore the biblical meaning of E^Obdia.

A particular

problem, which needs to be addressed, is the use and misuse
of delegated authority in human and supernatural
relationships.
During the course of this investigation first the
nonbiblical and biblical backgrounds of E^OVdia are
considered then an examination of the term in the Greek text
and literary structure of the Apocalypse follows.
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II

THE BACKGROUND TO THE USE OF EZOYZIA IN THE
BOOK OF REVELATION
The purpose of this chapter is to survey the usage
of E^OVCia in nonbiblical1 and biblical sources.

Such a

study will serve to show the linguistic backgrounds to the
meaning of the term.

The survey is not intended to be

exhaustive but rather to demonstrate a trend in the
development of the meaning of k^oucria and its Hebrew/Aramaic
equivalents.
Nonbiblical Works
The two main categories of nonbiblical works which
provide evidence regarding the use of E^ouata and its
Hebrew/Aramaic equivalents are Greco-Roman and Jewish
writings.

These are presented in chronological order,

following dates provided by the Loeb Classical Library.
LThe discussion of early patristic works is left out
because it would go beyond the scope of this study requiring
another dissertation in itself.
For reference, see G. W. H.
Lampe, ed. , A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1961-1968), s.v. "k^OUOia."
42
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Greco-Roman Writings
These sources furnish us with a general background
to the rich meaning of E^ovaia.

First classical Greek

authors then some papyri and inscriptions are studied.
Classical Greek Authors
Perhaps the first attestation for e^ouoia is in the
writings of the orator Antiphon (ca. 480-411 B.C.).1 Here
e^OlXJia means chance, opportunity, possibility.2

Foerster,

and Liddell and Scott translate it "ability" or "power to
do."3

Interestingly the first occurrence of 8\)va|lig is also

found in Antiphon's works.4
Thucydides the historian (ca. 472-396 B.C.), a
contemporary of Antiphon, in his eight-volume History of the
Peloponnesian War, used E^aua'iot together with <5cpxa>v 5 and
S'uva|iai.6

In the first instance dpxcov is a reference to the

:Antiphon Prosecution for Poisoning 6, Minor Attic
Orators I, LCL, 16.
2The Greek text reads: |i£v yap aincS e^O'uaia fjv.
3Foerster, 2:562; LSJ, 1973 ed., 599.
"Antiphon First Tetralogy 1.6, Minor Attic
Orators I, LCL, 56; here xfj? 5‘Uvdp.ECOQ is a genitive of
description.
5Thucydides History of the Peloponnesian War 4.39.2,
Thucydides II, LCL, 280.
6Ibid., 7.12.5, Thucydides IV, LCL, 20.
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commander 'ETCixdSag, and the phrase Ttpdq xrjv e^O'oaiav is an
accusative of comparison.

Thucydides reported that the

commander gave fewer rations to his soldiers "than his
supplies would have allowed it."

In the second place pdAAov

S^Oixrioc means "a better opportunity, " which is given to the
enemy in a sea battle.

The subjunctive f|V 5i)VTixai expresses

a prospective "capability."
The orator Isocrates (436-338 B.C.), a younger
contemporary of Antiphon and Thucydides, employed an
accusative cum infinitivo clause1 to express "gaining the
power (E^ouaia) to do."

Liddell and Scott translate this

expression as "permission to do."2

The above construction

is also used by Isocrates to express the potential danger
when "one does what he likes" for his own happiness.3
Xenophon the historian (ca. 429-357 B.C.), an even
younger contemporary of the foregoing writers, also
mentioned E^O'UCiot in at least two of his works.

In

Isocrates 3.45, Isocrates I, LCL, 102: A,a|3ci)V
5 ’s^o'uaiav c&gxe tcoieiv .
2LSJ, 1973 ed., 599.
3Isocrates 12.131, Isocrates II, LCL, 452: xf]vS’
e^otciav 6 xi po'uA.exai xiq tcoieiv £t)5ai[!oviav.
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Memorabilia we find the word two times1 and in Hiero once.2
The construction can be rendered in two slightly different
ways3 to describe the danger of violence and injustice when
some want "to rule" (&p%eiv) .

In the second instance in

Memorabilia the conditional clause expresses a possibility.'1
Finally, in Hiero e^ODdia denotes an apparent contradiction
in the attitude of the tyrants (01 rupavvot) , when they
"enjoy freedom" but fail to provide it for others.5
The philosopher Plato (427-346 B.C.), a contemporary
of Isocrates and Xenophon, employed E^OiXJia several times.
In Alcibiades the term denotes the liberty or freedom to do
Xenophon Memorabilia 2.6.24, LCL, 138; ibid.,
2.6.35, LCL, 142.
2Xenophon Hiero 5.2, Xenophon Scripta Minora. LCL,
30.
3"That they may have power to do . . ." (Robinson,
262), or "that they may have permission to do . . ." (LSJ,
1973 ed., 599)(emphasis mine).
42.6.35. The Greek text reads: kdv 5£ p.01
e^Obdiav
ScpQXfeyeiV. BAG, 278 translates the phrase: "authority over
somebody."
55 .2. The Greek text reads: Trji; e’i<;x6 m p d v k^ooxriaQ
&V8KCX. Light foot interprets fe^OUdia here as "unrestrained
or arbitrary power" (141).
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what a person thinks (Sokeo )),1 or desires (PO'OA.op.cci) ,2
expressed as a conditional clause.

The pair fe^ODOia and

dp%Tl, is also used by Plato to denote "freedom" and
"authority."3

Further, he is probably the first one to use

the plural form (Ttdaaig dpxait; Kai k^ObaiaiQ)4 of the pair to
describe "rulers" or "magistracy."5
In a number of cases Plato employed fe^Obda to
describe "freedom" that is provided by society.6

In these

instances the term is translated in a variety of ways:
"possibility,"' "permission to do," "license," and "power
^lato Alcibiades 1.135A, LCL, 218.
reads: 81 tcp E^Obda £ir| rcoiEiv 6 5oK£l .
2Ibid., 1.134E, LCL, 218.
e^obda

The Greek text

The Greek text reads:

;i£v fj tc o ie iv 6 Po'uA.etcxi .

3Plato Alcibiades 1.134C, LCL, 216: oi>K dpa E^Obdav
aoi ot5 ’ dpxfjv 7capa<jK£\xxaT:£ov cramco 7toi£iv 6 ti &v Po'OA.ti.
4Ibid., 1.135A, LCL, 218.
5BAG, 278; Foerster, 2:253; LSJ, 1973 ed., 599.
Wink believes that the pair refers to "the civil
government," Naming the Powers. 8, n. 5. He adds: "Plato
was in no sense using a technical phrase" but "it was merely
a chance pairing of two of the terms for 'power'" (ibid).
6Plato Symposium 182E, LCL, 114: fe^Obdav 6 v6p.O<;
8£5cok£; idem, Goraias 4 61E, LCL, 308, a reference is made to
the "freedom of speech" (s^obdoc tob A.£y £W) ; ibid., 525D,
526A, LCL, 526, the expressions describe an abuse of
freedom: 8ia vt\v e^obdav pfeyiaxa ... diiapTrpaxa djiaptdvobai, and
kv |iEYdA.r| fe^obdg xov> dSiKEiv.
7Foerster, 2:562.
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over."1

Plato, as Isocrates had earlier,2 observed the

problem of misusing "many opportunities" to do "injustice."3
At least in three places Plato referred to the above danger
as one that threatens or "enslaves democracy" (KataSovAo'O'tai
SruioKpaxiav) .4
The orator Demosthenes (ca. 384-322 B.C.), a younger
contemporary of Plato, also used B^Obcr'ia to denote
"freedom."5

Robinson interprets the term as "license,

liberty, right."6

"Freedom of peace" (Trig eipljvTig B^Ohaia)7 is

probably a unique expression of Demosthenes, which is
translated by Liddell and Scott as "freedom permitted by
peace."8

Finally, Demosthenes twice employed B^crucia9 in a
3LSJ, 1973 ed., 599.
2Cf. Isocrates 12.131.

3Plato Resoublica 554C, Republic II, LCL, 274,
reads: c&crue ToAAfjg e^ouaiaig tax(3fea0cci too} &5 ikbiv ; cf. l s j , 1973
ed., 599, B^ouaia is rendered "license."
4Plato Resoublica 557B, Republic II, LCL, 284;
ibid., 563E, LCL, 310; ibid., 564D, LCL, 314.
5Demosthenes Epistulae 3.12, LCL, 232.
6Robinson, 263.
7Demosthenes De Corona 44, LCL, 46.
8LSJ, 1973 ed., 599.
9Demosthenes De Falsa Leaatione 200, LCL, 372;
ibid., 272, LCL, 424.
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negative sense denoting an "abuse of authority"1 or
"arbitrary power."2
Aristotle, a student of Plato (384-321 B.C.), who
devoted much time to ethics, used both the verb E^OUdia^co
(to have power/authority)3 and the plural form of the noun
k^OOJdia (authority, right, power).4

In the first case the

verb is used with a genitive of comparison,5 in which the
Apis ox in Egypt had "more authority than many monarchs."6
In the second place k^OUdiotl can mean persons in
"authoritative position"7 or "magistracy."8
Diodorus Siculus the historian (ca. 80-25 B.C.)
mentions both the singular and the plural forms of k£o\)dia
in his Library of History.
lLSJ,

The term describes "rulers,"9

1973 ed., 599.

2Lightfoot,

141.

3Aristotle Ethica Eudemia 1.5.6, LCL, 210.
4Aristotle Ethica Nicomachea 1.5.3, LCL, 14.

tcoXA-cov

5The Greek text reads: EV 7uA.EiOdi TCDV Toioittcov E^O'Udia^Ei
p.ovdpx,Gov.

6Thayer, 225, we find "to have power or authority";
cf. BAG, 278, and LSJ, 1973 ed., 599.
7Foerster, 2:563.
8LSJ, 1973 ed., 599.
9Diodorus Siculus 1.58.3, Diodorus Siculus I, LCL,
202, here k^dUdiai probably refers to former kings in Egypt;
cf. Robinson, 263.
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"supreme authority,"1 "authority,"2 "consular power,"3 and
"full power."4

In all these instances k^oucria has to do

with the power/authority of an office or position.

The term

always denotes delegated power when it is used in the
singular.
One can observe a similar usage of e^oucicx in the
Roman Antiquities by the historian Dionysius of
Halicarnassus (ca. 62-6 B.C.).

The noun B^OlXJia describes

the "office of the magistrate"5 and the verb k^oixrid^co
denotes the "ruling power of the magistrate."6
1Diodorus Siculus 13.36.2, Diodorus Siculus V, LCL,
218, reads: kScoKOCV xf)V E^ODaiav aircoKpdxopa Sioikeiv , an acc.
cum inf. construction; cf. Betz, 2:607.
2Diodorus Siculus 14.81.6, Diodorus Siculus VI, LCL,
232, reads: TT|V k^oucriocv kScoKEV airccp A.ap£iv, again an acc. cum
inf. construction; cf. Betz, 2:607.
3Diodorus Siculus 14.113.6, Diodorus Siculus VI,
LCL, 304, reads: TGOV tTjV IwCCCTlKflV E^OUCJICXV k%6VTC0V; cf. BAG,
278; LSJ, 1973 ed., 599.
4Diodorus Siculus 17.54.6, Diodorus Siculus VIII,
LCL, 274, reads: avYxoopouiikvTiQ ai/tcp xfjg 'eZpvciac,; cf.
Robinson, 263, here k^O'UCia is rendered "commission, fullpower, authority."
5Dionysius- of Halicarnassus Antiquitates Romanae
8.44.4, Roman Antiquities V, LCL, 130; ibid., 8.77.1, Roman
Antiquities V, LCL, 232; ibid., 11.32.1, Roman Antiquities
VII, LCL, 106; cf. BAG, 278; Foerster, 2:563; LSJ, 1973 ed.,
599.
6Dionysius of Halicarnassus Antiquitates Romanae
9.44.6, Roman Antiquities VI, LCL, 68; cf. BAG, 278;
Foerster, 2:574; LSJ, 1973 ed., 599.
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Plutarch (ca. A.D. 50-120) employed k^OUdia in three
different areas:

(1) personal, moral power,

(2) arbitrary

power, and (3) authority or power of an office.
of instances the term is paired with

In a number

As a personal

characteristic, E^oudia denotes the "power of the soul."1
In a negative sense, it can mean "arbitrary power."2

In

most of the cases, however, the term signifies the authority
of an "office" or"position," used in the singular3 as

well

as in the plural4form.
These two features (positive
E^OUdia) can be observed also in the

and negative uses of
works of Herodian the

historian (ca. A.D. 180-250), who employed k^O'Udiot both to
Plutarch Dion 11.1, Plutarch's Lives VI, LCL, 22:
veoc? H/'UX'n? e^oudia pEYdA/n m i Swdqiei; cf. Foerster, 2:563.
2Plutarch Alexander 33.6, Plutarch's Lives VII, LCL,
326: xf|v e^oudiav Kai xdv 6ykov xfjq 'A^e^avSpo'u SwdpEax;; cf.
Lightfoot, 141.
Plutarch Eumenes 13.4, Plutarch's Lives
VIII, LCL, 118, reads: at>xoi 8k dvdycoyoi xaig E^oudiaic;
<j)povfi|iaxa XDpavviKa. cf. Lightfoot, 141.
3Plutarch Camillus 1.2, Plutarch's Lives II, LCL,
94: e^o-udta*; Kal SwdjiECOQ iwcaxncfiQ; cf. Robinson, 263.
“Plutarch Caesar 58.1, Plutarch's Lives VII, LCL,
576: dAAaiQ E^O-Udiaiq Kal XipaiQ; ibid., Caius Marius 2.1.
Plutarch's Lives IX, LCL, 466: xdlQ fe^O'Udiai<;; ibid.,
Philopoemen 17.4, Plutarch's Lives X , LCL, 306: xd£ B^O'Udia^;
cf. BAG, 278; LSJ, 1973 ed., 599.
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denote the authority of an "office,"1 and to describe a
"capricious rule"2 or "tyranny."3
In summary, the surveyed classical Greek authors
have used E^ODcia with different meanings:
power of an office,

(1) authority/

(2) misuse of authority (tyranny), (3)

ability or possibility to do, and (4) personal freedom,
liberty, right.

The majority of the occurrences fall under

the first two categories.
As a general observation, the E^O'UGia occurrences in
these works have to do with human arrangements of power:
personal or moral freedom, authority, permission or right
provided by state law, or in a more general sense, simply
the ability and possibility of performing an action.4
Papyri and Inscriptions
These documents usually describe legal procedures,
and E^OUGict is generally used in a secular context.

The

:Herodian 3.7.8; ibid., 3.8.2, Herodian I, LCL, 304,
where references are made to the office of the Caesar
(Kodaapog E^otiaia), and to governorship (§0vou<; E^cmaia) .
2Herodian 2.4.4, Herodian I, LCL, 158; cf.
Lightfoot, 141.
3Herodian 7.10.4, Herodian II, LCL, 224: do? p.f| 7C(xp’
evI crGaa f| E^ouaia eq TupavvtSa 7cdX.1v &£ok£iA.ti meaning, "lest by
someone authority is yet being reverted to a tyranny."
4Cf. BAG, 277; Betz, 2:607; Cremer, 236; Foerster,
2:562; NTGED, 483; Wink, Naming the Powers. 15.
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surveyed papyri deal with human rights,1 civil magistracy,2
and authority/control.3
In two instances e^Oixria denotes the right of a
father over his child, as granted by law.4

In one place the

term refers to the right of a property owner expressed in
his will,5 and still in another context e^bucria describes
the right of a trade partner.6
In two passages, the term designates the tribunicia
potestas (tribunician power) of the Roman emperors.7

In one

lOxyrhynchus Papyri (PQxy.) 237.27; 237.28-29; POxy.
494.4; and Amherst Papyri (PAmh.) 92.23.
2London Papyri (PLond.) 1912.15; Fayum Papyri
(PFay.) 20.3-4; and PQxy. 261.15.
3Giessen Papyri (PGiess.) 11.18.
4POxy. 237.27, reads: Katd xotiq v6|iou<; a'UVK£XcopT||j.£vr|
e^cucria; cf. Select Papyri II, LCL, 198; Betz, 2:607;
Foerster 2:562; and POxv. 237.28-29, reads: tdv TTafEpa |lflT£
... xfj? rcaiSdq xr\Q bk5b8oh£vtiq s^O'uaiav £xetv; cf. select Papyri
II, LCL, 198-200.
5POxv. 4 94.4, reads: fe^BlV (IE TT]V TCOV i5icov E^buaiav; cf.
Select Papyri I, LCL, 244.
sPAmh. 92.23, the phrase is: "k^bObia^ CJOl"; cf.
Select Papyri II, LCL, 420; Foerster, 2:562.
7PLond. 1912.15, and PFay. 20.3-4, here the phrase,
"5T||j.apxiKfj<; E^Obcriaq," refers to the tribunician power of the
Roman emperors, Claudius and Marcus Aurelius Alexander
respectively; cf. Select Papyri II, LCL, 78. Cf. also, MM,
225.
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place, e^oucjia defines one aspect of the legal
responsibility of a representative.1
Finally, in one instance, the term refers to the
personal authority/control (or command) of a merchantseaman.2
The study of G. H. R. Horsley provides further
insights into, and comments on, the use of E^oixricc in some
papyri and inscriptions.3 His analysis of a "Love Charm"4
affirms that the lead tablet inscription is a magical text
that contains various permutations of vowels

(nomina

barbara), followed by an invocation5 built on verbal and

IPOxy. 261.15, reads: E7ci xe ndcT\q fe^ODcricxq m l rcavxdc;
KplXTlpio-U; cf. Select Papyri I, LCL, 180; BAG, 278; Foerster,
2:253, translates "authorities."
2PGiess. 11.18, reads: 6x1 dAAccg 6kx6 |rupi&5£<; k%co
TlXoicOV (5v k^OVGiav k%(0; cf. Select Papyri II, LCL, 576, here
the Greek is rendered: "I have room for other eighty
thousand artabae on the boats at my command." Cf. also MM,
225, who translate "power of rule, authority."
3G. H. R. Horsley, New Documents Illustrating Early
Christianity: A Review of the Greek Inscriptions and Papyri
Published in 1977. vol. 2 (Sydney: Macquarie University,
1981-82) .
4Ibid., 45.
sThe text includes a plarindome (locco coal) ,
containing one of the divine names frequently used in
magical texts.
The Greek reads: &£l00 KCCl 7tapCXKaA,d) xf|V
Soivapiiv ctctu Kal xfjv fc^ouaiav cob, which translates "I ask for
and request your power and authority."
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substantival doublets including E^oucia and 5bva|li<;,1 perhaps
expressing the "power of words."
Horsley lists three inscriptions and a papyrus
fragment under E^oucra.2

The inscriptions all refer to

civil authorities3 or magistracies,4 whereas the papyrus
fragment5 describes delegated authority.
Perhaps one of the most important ancient documents
is Monumentum Ancyranum. or Res Gestae Divi Augusti.6 first
published by Buysbecche, a Dutch scholar, in 1555.7 The
inscription is preserved both in Latin and in Greek.8

ihe pairing of 5bvap.l£ and e^oixria might carry a
magical overtone or it is simply an expression of emphasis;
cf. Wink, Naming the Powers. 7, for his list of "paired
expressions for power" in the NT.
2Horsley, 83-84.
inscription 4441 reads: Kcd A.6yov b^E^Eim rfj e^obdia;
inscription 97 reads: Bpbjlioq BacriA.Ob b |l£ya<; &vf|p ...PobXfj
E'bxapujtet... Kal xai<; e^oixjiatf;.
inscription 384 reads: [feycb 8£] JtoAAcx rtEpEUt^E-ufaoci; k £]

noXke.Q e ^o d c eie ^ [b7c]T|pETricKx<;.
sLaurenziana Papyri (PLaur.) 23, reads: b^O”ua[i]av
feScofcEV b [ico] dt5£A.cp. Horsley compares the wording to John
1:12, which reads: £8cokev abrbiQ k£<ruaiav.
6Res Gestae Divi Augusti. LCL, 333, 344-405.
ibid., 335.
8The Latin version reads: Post id temfpus praestiti
omnibus dignitate, potest) atis au(tem n)ihilo ampliu(s habui
quam qui fuerunt m)ihi quoque in ma(gis) tra(t) u conlegae;
the Greek version reads: ’A£ic6|i(a)Ti tu&vixov SifiVEyica, e^ouct'icxq
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According to the document, Emperor Augustus distinguished
between dignity (Latin dianitas. Greek &4ico|ia) and
authority (Latin potestas, Greek fe^OUOia) .
E. G. Hardy,1 commenting on Augustus' statement,
argues that after 23 B.C.
Augustus cut himself adrift from any regular magistracy,
and the real bases of his power stood wholly outside the
collegiate system. As a matter of fact, the various
elements which made up the position of princeps made him
not only first in dignity, but master of the empire.2
C.

K. Barrett, who also comments on Augustus'

statement, focuses on the term "dignity" and derives it from
the Latin auctoritas.3 Then, he adds that "auctoritas is
moral authority, almost '(power of) leadership.'

The

auctoritas of Augustus, backed by his tribunician4 and
proconsular rights, in fact gave him all the potestas, or
actual power, he needed."5 Barrett's interpretation was
5k ObSfcv tl 7cA.eT.OV kc%OV TCOV abvap^dvxcov p.01; cf. Res Gestae Divi
Auausti 6.34, LCL, 400.
LE. G. Hardy, ed., The Monumentum Ancyranum (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1923).
2Ibid., 161.
3C. K. Barrett, ed., The New Testament Background:
Selected Documents (London: S. P. C. K., 1957; reprint), 5.
4The phrase "tribunician power/right" (tribunicia
potestas or 5T|HapjClKf] k^ouaia) occurs 5 times (1.4; 1.6;
2.10; and 3.15) in the document.
sBarrett, 5; cf. Res Gestae Divi Augusti. LCL, 399,
n. b, where Shipley makes the following comment: "In form he
[Augustus] restored the republic; in substance the real
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later followed by Gunneweg and Schmithals, who asserted that
"where only one concept (e.g., authority) is available for
us, the tension between authority and power of office
resides within this concept."1

They also concluded that

"potestas without auctoritas cannot endure."2
Summarizing, the surveyed papyri and inscriptions
use E^OUOia in a secular (legal) sense, predominantly
denoting human rights that are granted by state law.

The

term, used in the plural, usually defines a group of state
officials (authorities or magistracies).
Jewish Writings
In this second main category of nonbiblical works
some pieces of the OT Pseudepigrapha (especially apocalyptic
writings), Qumran writings, two Hellenistic Jewish writers
(Philo and Josephus), and rabbinical works are studied.
Where appropriate, the similarities between the Jewish
writings and the biblical works are pointed out.
The OT Pseudepigrapha
D.

S. Russell's study on the inter-testamental

period and the Jewish apocalyptic writings, produced between
power rested with him, perhaps, in view of the
circumstances, unavoidably."
Gunneweg and Schmithals, 22.
2Ibid., 57.
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200 B.C. and A.D. 100, points out that an important feature
of these works is the notion that "the angels to whom God
had given authority over the nations and over the physical
universe itself, had outstripped their rightful authority
and had taken the power into their own hands."1
Later in the same chapter, "Angels and Demons,"
Russell notes how the problem of human suffering was
explained by these apocalyptic writings.2

Further, he

refers to "the world of spirits,"3 then points to the final
outcome of the complex problem of evil4 addressed by Jewish
LD. S. Russell, The Method and Message of Jewish
Apocalyptic: 200 B.C.-A.D. 100. The Old Testament Library
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1964), 237-238.
2Ibid., 238, Russell observes: "The problem of human
suffering was seen to be part of the greater problem of
cosmic evil. Every part of the created universe was
affected by it, and human life had to be lived out under its
shadow. The same force of evil could be seen in microcosm
in human history and in macrocosm in cosmic history."
3Ibid., Russell states: "Thus the world of spirits
is divided into two. On the one side are the angels who
remain true to God, who execute his will and direct men in
the way they ought to go; on the other side are the fallen
angels and demons who obey the chief of the demons and
commit all kinds of wickedness upon the earth. This present
world is now in the hands of these 'principalities and
powers'; men's lives are in the power of Satan and his
angels."
4Ibid., 240, Russell summarizes: "No matter what
their own intentions might be, the angels were agents of the
divine will.
It was God who gave them power to administer
the universe and even to lead the nations astray.
Even the
demons are subordinated to God and cannot act without his
permission.
It is by the permissive will of God that the
Prince of Darkness himself continues his way until now.
There will come a day of reckoning when God's authority will
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apocalyptic.

These important characteristics will be noted

as the survey proceeds.
As part of the OT Pseudepigrapha,1 a group of five
Jewish apocalyptic writings2 are studied here.

These works

are "writings falsely attributed to ideal figures featured
in the Old Testament."3 The purpose of selecting only these
five writings is to demonstrate their usage of k^ouda, as
it illuminates the relationship between Jewish and Christian
apocalypses.
The Testament of Levi (T. Levi), one of the
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,4 originated in the
second century B.C.5

Here k^ODdia occurs twice.6 According

be acknowledged by all."
LSee James H. Charlesworth, ed., The Old Testament
Pseudepigrapha, vol. 1 (New York: Doubleday, 1983).
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, 1 Enoch,
2 Enoch, 3 Baruch, and Testament of Solomon.
3Charlesworth, l:xxv.
“For the Greek text, see Robert H. Charles, The
Greek Versions of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs
Edited from Nine MSS Together with the Variants of the
Armenian and Slavonic Versions and Some Hebrew Fragments
(Hildesheim: Georg 01ms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1960).
5Charlesworth, 1:777-778.
63:8, reads: ev 5k xco psx'abx6v [Kbpiog] eiai 0p6voi Kal
k^ouciai" and 18:12, reads: Kal Scbaei [Kbpioq] k^Oboiav xoiq
TkKVOiQ abxob raxxEiv etcI xd rcovripd 7n/8bp.axa; cf. Charles, 34, 64.
The closest NT allusion to T. Levi 18:12 is found in Luke
10:19: 15cm 5k5coKa -bp.lv xf)v k^oualav xob Tiaxeiv krcdvco 6(j)ecov Kal
OKop-rclcov, Kal eul ndoav xf)v 5bvap.iv xob kxOpob, Kal obSkv bp.aQ ob p.f)
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to Lightfoot, the phrase 0p6voi Kal fc^Obdiai in T. Levi 3:8
refers to "celestial hierarchy,"1 placed in the seventh
heaven, in the immediate presence of God.

Robinson

translates the expression as "powers of the other world."2
The closest, and only, NT allusion to this phrase is Col
1:16, that reads : felTE 0p6voi £lTE K'Upl6TT|'T£<; ElTE &p%al £lTE
E^Obdiai.

The grouping of these four nouns is unique.

Although 0povo<; and E^Obdicc are both very important terms in
Revelation, they never appear there in pair.
One of the most important among Jewish apocalyptic
writings, is 1 (Ethiopic) Enoch.

This composite work was

probably written between 200 B.C. and A.D. 100,3 and in its
Greek fragments E^Obdia appears three times.4

&8lKTldTl.
:Lightfoot, 153.
2Robinson, 263; cf. BAG, 278; Foerster, 2:571.
3Charlesworth, 1:7.
49:5, 7; 25:4. For the fragments discussed below,
see Robert H. Charles, The Ethiopic Version of the Book of
Enoch Edited from Twenty-three MSS Together with the
Fragmentary Greek and Latin Versions (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1906).
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In 1 Enoch 9:5X one reads about God's sovereignty
based on His creative activity, whereas 1 Enoch 9:72 and
25:43 refer to delegated authority to humans.

Though the

Greek fragment of 1 Enoch 17:14 does not contain B^OUOiot, it
is discussed by Foerster as denoting "different powers which
rule nature."5

Perhaps Rev 14:186 could be considered as a

remote allusion to 1 Enoch 17:1.
Although the exact date of the composition of
2 (Slavonic) Enoch is yet unknown and the text now exists
only in Slavonic,7 Foerster considers it a description of
the seventh heaven, similar to that of T. Levi 3:8.3

llt reads in Greek:
[Ktptoc;] yap 87Eoir|crac; xd Tidvxa,
Kai TUOtaav xf]V e^OIXTiav &X<£tVr cf. Charles, Ethiopic Version.
23.
2The Greek reads: lepia^ac;, <5 xfjv e^ouaiav fcScoicac; dpxeiv
xcSv a w aired); cf. ibid.
3It reads in Greek: oi)8e(iia aap^ e^otaiav exei &\j/aaxai
aiitob; cf. ibid., 63.
4The Greek reads: oi bvxeg kK8i yivovxai dug TTUp <f>^6yov;
cf. ibid., 47 .
5Foerster, 2:573.
6It reads in Greek: Kai <5cXA.o<; dyyeXoq [fc£nX0ev] £k xoi)
G'uaiaaxrpio'u [b] &x°°v e^otaiav ercl xaO Ttup6q.
7Charlesworth, 1:94-97.
®Foerster understands 2 Enoch 20:1 (the longer
recension) as denoting "supernatural powers" (2:571).
the Greek language e^ouaiai would appear together with
5\)vdp.ei<;, dp%ai, and Ktpi6xr|xe<;.
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The Greek Apocalypse of Baruch (3 Baruch)1 is
probably from the first to third century A.D.2 The plural
form of S^Oixjia occurs only once in 3 Baruch 12:3,3 denoting
"principalities" or "authorities" with angels who rule over
them.

A similar expression with 8'6v(X|J.l<; also appears in

this work,-5 perhaps referring to angels in charge of
heavenly beings.

Another important construction in 3 Baruch

is Ktipioc; 0 086^ O TCavxoKpaxcop (the Lord God, the Almighty),5
which appears in the NT, especially in the Book of
Revelation,5 that might reflect the common apocalyptic
milieu of A.D. 100.
3For the Greek text, see J.-C. Picard, ed.,
Apocalypsis Baruchi Graece. Pseudepigrapha Veteris
Testamenti Graece, Volumen Secundum (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1967).
2Charlesworth, 1:655-656.
3The Greek text reads : cyGxoi e’tciv &YyeA.Ot ETCl xcov
cf. Picard, 94.
43 Baruch 1:8; 2:6, read: 0 &YYEXo<; XCOV SwdcfiECQV; cf.
ibid., 82, 83.
53 Baruch 1:3.
6The term roxvxoKpdxcop is used 10 times in the NT
(2 Cor 6:18; Rev 1:8; 4:8; 11:17; 15:3; 16:7, 14; 19:6, 15;
21:22). The above construction can be found 6 times in
Revelation (4:8; 11:17; 15:3; 16:7; 19:6; 21:22).
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The last, and most important, item of this
pseudepigrapha is the Testament of Solomon (T. Sol.),: also
from the first to third century A.D.2 ’E^ouaicc occurs a
total of nine times3 in this writing, predominantly in the
doxologies4 where it designates authority over demons
granted by God to Solomon.5

In two passages, however, the

term denotes the authority of the Son of God over evil
spirits.6

Finally, in two places7 the plural form of k^ouaia

LFor the Greek; text, see Chester Charlton McCown,
The Testament of Solomon Edited from Manuscripts at Mount
Athos, Boloana. Holkham Hall. Jerusalem. London. Milan,
Paris and Vienna. Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 9
(Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 1922).
2Charlesworth, 1:940-943.
3Title Rec. A; 1:1; 5:13; 8:1; 13:7; 15:11; 18:3;
20:15; 22:20 Rec. B.
41:1; 5:13; 8:1; 13:7, and 18:3, which is the only
exception; cf. McCown, 5, 25, 31, 45, 51, where the Greek
clause, k86£aaa xb 9e6v x6v Sovxa jioi xfjv k^oucriav xa\)xt|v, is
repeated three times with little variation.
5The verb E^oiXJldc^CO also appears in T. Sol. 1:5 and
9:8 Rec. C, with this meaning; cf. ibid., 10, 77.
615:11, reads: Kai x'
iq X&(3^ TOiavrr|v e^oixrtav Kaxa
jrueuildcxcov El |ifi kKEivog [o i5i6<; xo-u Geob]; and 22:20 Rec. B, reads:
b |iov& pxt |<; 0£dq b kxcov k^oucriav Kax ’ Efio'u, b 5ia iiapGkvot) ji.kA.Xov
YEvaaGai; cf. ibid., 47, 69.
7Title Rec. A; 20:15.
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refers to evil1 as well as good (heavenly)2 "authorities,"
the latter separated from demons .3

Foerster considers T.

Sol. 20:15 as "the clearest and most explicit passage"4 that
describes supernatural powers .5
In summary, the surveyed pseudepigrapha employed
fc^oucria/E^oucriai with three shades of meaning:
authority over demons,

(1 ) delegated

(2 ) heavenly principalities (angels

or demons), and (3) God's sovereignty.
mostly in the Testament of Solomon.

The term is used

An important

construction for Revelation is K/upiO<; O 0£dg O 7iavxOKpdxcop
which occurs in 3 Baruch 1:3.

The similarities between

these works and some NT passages might reflect the common
apocalyptic milieu of A.D. 100.

3The Greek reads: Kai xivsg a'l e^otaiai [o'l 5aip.oveg] alrccov
Kaxa dtvGpconxov; cf. ibid., 98.
2The Greek reads: a'l y a p d p % a i K a i e^ouatai K a i
&l>vdji£l€; cf. ibid., 62.
3This "separation" is attested in Rev 12:7-12, which
reads: o'l dyyeA.01 ainob [SpdcKOVxoc;] hex’ alncru £(3A.ri8r|aav. This
theme might also reflect the common apocalyptic milieu of
A.D. 100.
"Foerster, 2:571; cf. BAG, 278, here these
supernatural powers are designated "rulers of the spirit
world."
5For similar expressions for these powers, see Eph
1:21 (dpxfjc; Kai E^ouaiaq Kai SwdiiEcoq); 3:10 (xaii; dp^aii; Kai
xai<; k^ouaiaig); Col 1:16 (dp%ai kixs s^oucriai), and 1 Pet 3:22
(k^ouotdov Kai 5-uvd(J.£cov) . Cf. also the phrase o'l KO<j(iOKpdxop£g
xov CTKbxo-U? in T. Sol. 8:2; 18:2; and Eph 6:12.
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Qumran Writings
In this section one of the Hebrew terms for power,
"dominion, kingdom,"1 is surveyed in two Qumran
documents.

It occurs that the word is used both positively

and negatively .2

The Hebrew/Aramaic ITlEn "ruling power,

government," does not appear in the Qumran Writings .3
In the Community Rule (IQS) the term occurs four
times,4 always in a negative sense .5
(1QM) rfatfOQ

In the War Scroll

is employed nine times6 in the following three

different contexts:

(1) in a positive way (3 times );7 (2) in

1n‘
pi2>at3

is also used in the MT 17 times: Gen 1:16;
1 Kgs 9:197‘2 Kgs 20:13; Isa 22:21; 39:2; Jer 24:1; 51:28;
Mic 4:8; Pss 103:22; 114:2; 136:8, 9; 145:13; Dan 11:5;
2 Chr 8 :6 ; 32:9.
2When references are made to God or His people the
meaning of the term is always positive, in all other cases
it has a negative connotation.
3Cf.

Betz, 2:608.

41QS

1:18, 23; 2:19; 3:23; cf. Betz, 2:608.

51QS 1:18, 23; 2:19 read: "Dominion of Satan"; cf.
Geza Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English. 3d ed.
(London: Penguin Books, 1990; reprint), 62-63.
IQS 3:23
reads: "His [Angel of Darkness] dominion"; cf. Vermes, 65.
61QM

13:5; 14:9, 11; 17:5, 6 ; 18:1, 7; 19:10, 11.

71QM 13:5 reads: "His [Prince of Light] dominion";
1QM 17:6 says: "Kingdom of Michael"; 1QM 19:11 reads:
"Dominion to Israel"; cf. Vermes, 119, 122, 124; Betz,
2:608.
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a negative sense (5 times );1 and (3) with a general meaning
(1

time ) .2
Summarizing, it appears that in the two surveyed

Qumran documents

is used in harmony with the

community's understanding of the merciless struggle between
the forces of light and darkness .3
Hellenistic Jewish Authors
Both Philo and Josephus employed k^ouaicx following
the classical Greek usage, but they particularly emphasized
the aspect of authoritative, ruling power .4

Josephus used

the term five times more5 than Philo .6
31QM 14:9 reads:
"His [Satan] dominion";
18:1 says: "His [Satan]
the enemy"; cf. Vermes,

"Dominion of Satan"; 14:11 says:
17:5 reads: "Kingdom of wickedness";
kingdom"; 18:7 reads: "dominion of
120, 122, 123, 123; Betz, 2:608.

21QM 19:10 says: "kingdom of the nations"; cf.
Vermes, 124.
3Cf. IQS 1:15, where one of the purposes of the
Qumran community is expressed as follows: "That they may
love all the sons of light, each according to his lot in
God's design, and hate all the sons of darkness, each
according to his guilt in God's vengeance"; cf. Vermes, 62.
4Cf.

Betz, 2:607-608; Foerster, 2:563-564.

5See Karl Heinrich Rengstorf, ed., A Complete
Concordance to Flavius Josephus, vol. 2 (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1975), s.v. "k^oixria"; 155/156 occurrences of the
term are listed.
6See Gunter Mayer, Index Philoneus (New York: Walter
de Gruyter, 1974), s.v. "k^O'UOiOC"; 31 occurrences of the
term are listed.
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Philo
Foerster asserts that Philo (ca. 20 B.C.-A.D. 50)
generally followed the "ordinary Greek usage" of e^O'UCicx
meaning "permission, authority, right, office ."1

Philo also

discussed some aspects of the problem of "absolute power ."2
Wink notes that

is used thirty-one times by Philo,

but "without reference to spiritual Powers ."3

Betz simply

states that Philo followed "the general Greek usage" with
emphasis on authoritative, ruling power, which includes the
absolute power of the king, the governor, the people, and
God .4

In the NTGED four different shades of the meaning of

e^O-uaicc in Philo's writings are listed:
action,

(2) ruling power of officials,

(1) freedom of
(3) authorities, and

(4) absolute sovereignty of God .5
My own investigation indicates that Philo's uses of
e^OUCTia can be divided into two main groups:

(1 ) authority

xFoerster, 2:564.
2Ibid., where the notion includes the power of the
king, the governor, the people, and God.
3Wink,

Naming the Powers. 157.

4Betz,

2:608.

5NTGED.

483.
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in human relationships1 and (2 ) authority of supernatural
beings .2
One of the largest groups of e^ODdia occurrences
with regard to human relationships, has to do with abusive,
despotic power.2 The term is used with an adjective to
describe power/authority both quantitatively and
qualitatively.

In Flaccum 44 refers to the "superior power"

of the Roman prefect Flaccus ,4 who abused his authority to
the extent that a Jewish delegation, headed by Philo, was
sent to Rome to see emperor Gaius Caligula.5

De Iosepho 67

perceives the danger when a group of people becomes
despotic .5

De Iosepho 166 describes Joseph in Egypt as he

xThe first main group consists of (1) abuse of
power, despotic power (7 times), (2) authority, power,
permission, right (7 times), (3) absolute authority, claimed
or granted (5 times), and (4) authorities, officials (once).
2The second main group contains (1) God's authority/
power (10 times), and (2 ) the power of angels (once).
3Flacc. 44; Ios. 67, 166; Lecrat. 114; Mos. 1.328;
Praem. 137; Spec. 3.137.

"The Greek phrase reads: 6lk6 |iEl£ovo<; E^O'Udiai;
dvappiTci^eiv.
5Cf. Philo, The Works of Philo, new updated 1 vol.
ed., trans. C. D. Yonge (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson
Publishers, 1993), xii.
Hereafter cited as "Yonge" when
reference is made to his translation.

6The Greek reads: SeaTCOtiKTiv E^oucriav e^ei o 5fj|j.oq; cf.
Betz, 2:608; Foerster, 2:564.
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pretended to abuse the "vastness of his authority."1

In

Leaatio ad Gaium 114 Philo comments on emperor Gaius'
"appetite" for "the greatest power ."2

In De vita Moysis

1.328 Philo reflects on the character of Moses, who did not
use his ruling power in an "insolent" manner .3

De praemiis

et ooenis (De exsecrationibus) 137 speaks about a person who
is so possessed by power that he exhibits injustice through
his despotic authority .4

Finally, in De specialibus leaibus

3.137 Philo warns the masters not to use their power
violently against their slaves .5
The second largest group of E^oucia passages deals
with the legal aspects of human power relationships.
term is used in a variety of ways.

The

It denotes power in a

'-The phrase reads in the Greek: p.£y£0£l XT1Q E^OUCJIOU;
£7tap08i<;; cf. Yonge, 44 9; Wink, Naming the Powers. 157,
n . 3.
2The clause reads in Greek: 6 xav JUpOdMPfl KEVoSo^iav
bp.ot> Kai biAoveiKiav p.sxa xfj<; p.£YicrxT|<; e^oixtuxq; cf. Yonge, 767.
3The Greek says: fjbECTav yap ai>x6 v oi) KataA.a^ovs’
ubp.EVOv
bcpxTj? E^ouaia; cf. Yonge, 4 90.
4The Greek reads: x6 p.£v 8<)vaa0ai &5ikeiv ek SEaromKT^
E^Otaiai;; cf. Yonge, 677.
5In the Greek it reads: xotiq KtjpiobQ p.Tj KaxaKbpcoQ
XpfjaGai xaiQ s^owiaic; Kaxa xcov o’ikexcdv; cf. Foerster, 2:564;
Yonge, 608.
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general sense;* permission granted to a "free man ,"2 to
"gladiators, " 3 to the "populace" ; 4 and right, given to
"husbands,"5 and to "fathers."6
The third group of E^oucia occurrences defines both
claimed and granted absolute authority.1

Thus, the term

refers to the claimed authority of "kings or leaders,"8 and

lLequm alleqoriae 2. 91, reads: &5eiag Kai E^Ota'iag
X a p 6 | i e v a ; cf. Yonge, 48.
20uod

omnis probus liber sit 59, here the accusative
cum infinitivo clause reads: cbcrx’ E^oixriav a^TlCEi ndvxa 8 pav
K a i tftV ti)£ Po\)X£xai; cf. Yonge, 687.
3De vita contemolativa 43, says: p.£Xd 7rX£iovo<;
E^ouaiag KaxaTuaXaioucn; cf. Yonge, 702.
4In Flaccum 57, here the genitive absolute
construction reads: E^ouaicov ( l i a T|p.£pa y£VO|i£VCDV Kai
7C£pia£ai)A.T|(i£Vcov x a \ 8 i a ; cf. Yonge, 730.
5De specialibus leoibus 2.24, says: &VE0T|K£ xf]V
fe^otaiav xov xa 6p.oa0£vxa, and ibid., 3.70, reads: (ifiXB
dtva5\)ea0ai xfjv B^ouaiav bxexco; cf. Foerster, 2:564; Yonge,
570, 601.
6Leqatio ad Gaium 28, reads: T| yap mO'U 7iavXEA.fi?
B^ouaia Kaxa xoiiq xcdv 'Pcop.aicov v6 |io\k; dvaKEixai -naxpi; cf. Yonge,
759; Wink, Naming the Powers. 157, n. 3.
"’The noun fe^ouoia usually occurs with the adjective
aiiXOKpaxf]? (ruling/acting by one's own authority; absolute
power).
aDe opificio mundi 17, reads: TloAAflV (j)lA.OXl(iiav
PacnA£co<; f) xivog r|y£p.6vo<; a-bxoKpaxotq E^ouaiat; p.BxajcoiO'uia.^vot; cf .
Betz, 2:608; Foerster, 2:564; Wink, Naming the Powers. 157,
n. 3; Yonge, 4.
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emperors .1

In two instances, E^auaia denotes granted

authority:

(1) by God to the godly2 and (2) by parents to

their child .3
Finally, the plural phrase, k^oucriaig Kai dpxaig, is
used once to signify those who are in high positions .4
In the second main group of k^ouda occurrences the
majority of the passages deal with God's absolute power.
This power or authority is manifested in three ways:

(1)

God's ruling power in history,5 (2) His power that changes

^egatio ad Gaium 26, reads: KOlVOTUpayeiV
ai)xoKpaxo\)<; e^O'ucri.aq; ibid., 54, says: aittOKpaxeiq s^o'ucriat;
7Uepi7COlT|ad|l£VOl; cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster, 2:564; Wink,
Naming the Powers. 157, n. 3; Yonge, 759, 762.
2Pe v i r t u t i b u s

218,

says:

xoijq S 'b a e p e ia ? e p a a x a c ;

aittOKpaTEOlV E^ouaiaiq yepOCipOVTOc;; cf. Wink, Naming the Powers.
157, n. 3; Yonge, 662.
3Legatio ad Gaium 190, reads: V£6 XT)g 5k |1EX k^ouola^
a'bTOKpaxO'UQ; cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster, 2:564; Yonge, 774,
translates: "And youth, when combined with absolute power
. . . is an invincible evil."
4Leoatio ad Gaium 71, reads: YEVOp.kV00V £V dpXCtl?
HeydXaii; Kal k^ObaiaK;; cf. Foerster, 2:564; Yonge, 7 63.
5Pe Abrahamo 129, says: xf)V t|YE|J.OVlKljv Kal 5E<J7i:OTlKf)V
'lX.aox6 |J.EVOV k^oualav; cf. Yonge, 422; Pe sacrificiis Abelis
et Caini 59, reads: i] 8 k E^ODdla (lEXpov 1)7CT|k6c0V; cf. Yonge,
101; Pe praemiis et poensis 124, reads: 5ld xfjV XOU
7tpoaajti£ovxo<; k^ouaiav; cf. Yonge, 67 6 .
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individual human lives,1 and (3) God's creative activity and
sustaining power .2

In one instance only, E^oudia refers to

the limits of the power of angels .3
In summary, it is clear that Philo employed the term
for both human and supernatural (spiritual) powers .4

He

obviously had some concerns about abusive authority,
probably motivated by his own personal experience with Roman
authorities .5

Philo also emphasized the legal aspects of

fe^OOXJia without any reference to delegated authority.

^egum alleaoriae 1.95, reads: [Ktpioq] S^O'uaiav
fe^OVTOQ; cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster, 2:564; Yonge, 35; De
sacrificiis Abelis et Caini 60, says: 5££r|Tai xapaKTrjpag
E^OUdiag ...orincri) ; cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster, 2:564; Yonge,
101; De somniis 2.294. reads: Tfjq SedTKmicfj? E^OUdiaQ [Secyu];
cf. Yonge, 409.
2Leaum alleaoriae 3.73, reads: 0"bK E^Otdia 7T£JUOiT|K£V
& X X ’ &Ya 06TTlTl; cf. Wink, Naming the Powers. 157, n. 3;
Yonge, 58; De Cherubim 27, says: Kpcbxcxq SvvdjlElQ dyaQbtrita Kai
E^ouaiav ... k^oudia 8 £ tot yevvrfikvxoc, dp^Eiv; cf. Betz, 2:608;
Foerster, 2:564; Yonge, 83; De specialibus leaibus 1.294,
reads: oi) Ttpdg tdq im£p(3oX.dg tern Kpdtotx; aino'u Kai xfjg E^ouaiaQ
d7ll5d))V; cf. Wink, Naming the Powers. 157, n. 3; Yonge, 562.
3Pe confusione linguarium 181, reads: ob5£ EKElVOl?
[dyY^oi-S]
^iv xo-u KoXd^Eiv ainoKpdtopa fe^ouaiav; cf.
Yonge, 250.
4Contrary to the argument of Wink, Naming the
Powers. 157, that E^O'Udia is never used by Philo for
"spiritual Powers."
5Eight out of 31 times Philo's total fe^OUdia usages
are concentrated in 2 of his writings: In Flaccum (2 times)
and Legatio ad Gaium (6 times).
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Almost one-third (10 times) of his total k^oudia passages
deal with God's absolute power/authority.
Josephus
A general observation of Josephus'

(Joseph ben

Matthias, A.D. 37-ca. 100) usage of the term reveals that he
employed E^OUdia with a much wider scope of meaning than
Philo did.

However, his focus was on human arrangements of

power, including the idea of delegated authority, and not so
much on power in the supernatural realm.
Foerster makes the valid statement that Josephus'
usage of E^dUdia parallels the "Classical Greek" use .1
Thus, it generally denotes human relationships,2 rather than
the absolute monarchical power of God .3

Foerster also

points out that in a few instances E^OUd'lCX is employed by
1Foerster, 2:564; cf. Betz, 2:607-608, here the
following categories are provided: (1 ) permission, freedom
of action, (2) power of kings, (3) delegated power of
rulers/officials, (4) authorities, (5) authority of civil
governments, granted by God, and (6 ) God's power. See also
NTGED. 483, with the following shades of meaning: (1)
absolute sovereignty of God, (2) freedom of action, (3)
ruling power of officials, and (4) authorities.
2Foerster, 2:564, lists: (1) authority, permission,
right, power of disposal, (2) authorities, (3) power of the
king, and (4) influence.

3There are only 3 occasions when the term is used in
that way.
See Antiquitates Judaicae (AJ) 5.109; 18.214; and
18.281.
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Josephus to mean an "antithesis to law" in human
relationships .1
Wink asserts that the term is used 151 times in the
writings of Josephus, which includes the notion of liberty.2
Wink also notices that E^buaia is often paired with "other
power language ."3
According to Rengstorf's concordance, k^O'Udia is
employed 155 times by Josephus, especially for the purpose
of describing authority/power in human, legal
relationships .4

The term appears 79 times in Antiauitates

Judaicae and 7 6 times in Josephus' other works .5

The most

frequent meaning of k^ouoia is authority/power in the
political or religious sphere of human relationships.6

foerster, 2:563, parallels fe^OlXJicc to foPpu;, meaning
self-asserted freedom or caprice.
2Wink, Naming the Powers. 157-158; the correct
number is 155.
3Ibid.,

158, here M 17.231; 18.214, 345; 20.11; and
Vit. 190 are mentioned.
The terms used with E^O'uaia are:
8<)va|ii<; and &px,Tl4C f .

Rengstorf,

126-127.

5Bellum Judaicum (58 times), Vita
Contra Apionem (7 times).

(11 times), and

6Out of its 155 occurrences, the term 114 times mean
opportunity, permission, liberty, right, or simply power/
authority.
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Considering the overlap between meanings and the
elusiveness in the meaning of the term , 1 114 B^O-uoia
passages can be divided as follows:

(1 ) general usage, which

denotes authority/power 32 times,2 authority/permission,
authorization 17 times ,3 liberty/freedom 6 times,4 right/
privilege 6 times ,5 and opportunity once ;6 (2 )
characteristics of authority 4 times;7 (3) authority/power

Especially, when e^ovaioc denotes kingly/imperial
power, political power, or delegated authority.
2M 1.156; 1.256; 2.12; 2.52; 2.153; 2.198; 4.32;
4.186; 5.299; 6.264; 6.265; 6.279; 7.38; 7.195; 7.264;
7.270; 8.156; 13.354; 14.367; 15.43; 15.76; 15.203; 15.205;
15.246; 15.260; 16.359; 18.163; 18.239; 18.342; Vi£. 348;
A p . 2.225.
3M 2.227; 3.104; 3.263; 3.266; 4.88; 4.172; 6.137;
8.17; 13.63; 14.167; 15.407; 20.193; Vi£. 71; 75; 106; 419;
Ap. 1.229.
4AJ 4.253; 12.325; 16.271; 20.180; Ap. 1.20; 2.252.
5M

4.247; 4.259; 12.303; 12.324; 18.90; 18.91.

6M

13.19.

7These expressions are unique phrases to Josephus,
usually in the form of subjective genitive (subj. gen.):
(1) AJ 17.33, reads: ’iCTXin. tfj<; fe^Otata^; cf. Josephus, The
Works of Josephus, new updated 1 vol. ed., trans. William
Whiston (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1987), 453,
translates: "the power of authority" (Hereafter cited as
"Whiston" when reference is made to his translation), and
Josephus VIII, LCL, 387, renders: "powerful authority"; (2)
AJ 17.96, reads: S'UVdji.El k^OIXJiocq; cf. Whiston, 457, renders:
"power or authority," and Josephus VIII, LCL, 417,
translates: "extent of authority"; (3)
17.115, reads:
f|8ovflV TH? B^OOXyiccf;; cf. Whiston, 458, translates: "sweetness
of authority," and Josephus VIII, LCL, 425, renders: "the
pleasure of authority"; (4)
19.245, reads: tcp d^ic6 |iaxi XT|Q
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of the king/Caesar 26 times;1 and (4) religious or political
power 22 times .2
The majority 3 of the remaining 41 occurrences of
k^ouaia have to do with authority delegated by earthly
rulers.

In most of the cases this ruler is Caesar,4 then

k^OUClaQ %pc6(J.evov; cf. Whiston, 517, renders: "one invested
with dignity and authority," and Josephus IX, LCL, 327,
translates: "speaking with dignity of one in authority."
1.71; 1.85; 1.209; 1.494; 1.536; 1.625; 2.2;
2.36; M 7.391; 8.356; 11.44; 11.216; 16.106; 16.129;
16.162; 16.367; 17.240; 18.240; 18.297; 19.210; 19.280;
19.287; 20.11; Vi£. 112; 343; Ap. 1.98.
2M 1.110; 4.222; 4.336; M 2.68; 13.88; 14.302;
15.295; 15.405; 17.32; 17.210; 17.231; 17.239; 20.6; 20.7;
20.12; ViL.- 80; 89; 190; Ap. 2.159; 2.164.
321

passages.

4b j 1.474, reads: otSevl yap (3aaiAecov Kaicrap xoaa-uxriv
kScOKEV B^OhaiaV; cf. Whiston, 581, translates: "privilege";
M 2.117, reads: A.a(3c6v raxpa Kaicrapoq k^ouaiav; cf. whiston,
604, renders: "having the power of [life and] death"; BJ
7.225, reads: Xa(3c£)v k^ouatav Ttpdxxeiv d 5oKei at)(i(j)kpeiv; cf.
Whiston, 761; M 14.124, reads: xfj^ m p a Kaiaapo^ e^ouaiai;;
cf. Whiston, 373; AJ 16.92, reads: Ttapd Kaiaapo<; k^O"uaiav
kxot; cf. Whiston, 432; AJ 16.356, reads: ai)xc5 yap k(j)eivai
xaimiv Tijv e^ouciav; cf. Whiston, 447; M 16.365, reads: Xljv
e^O'uaiav aindq kxoi; cf. Whiston, 448;
17.183, reads:
k^ovcjia xfj? e7d xcp 7tai5l xi(icopia<;; cf. Whiston, 463; M 17.231,
reads: xf]V Xip.copiav £’15 XOX)£ k^ouaia; cf. Whiston, 467; &J
17.312, reads: kfifL Kaiaapi Souvai Kal (if] xf)v k^o'uciav elvai; cf.
Whiston, 472; &J 18.2, reads: Kco7ic6vi6 g xe ...tiyr|a6 p.evo<;
'IO'uSaiCOV XT] £TCl ndciv k^OUCia; cf. Josephus IX, LCL, 5,
translates: "full authority," and Whiston, 476, renders:
"supreme authority";
20.15, reads: tixfjcjaxo ...'Hpc68T]<; .. .
xf]v k^oaxjiav xo-o vecb Kal xcov'iepcov xpTlM-dxcov; cf. whiston, 526.
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the Pharaoh, 1 kings ,2 and a queen .3

In one instance,

authority is delegated by the city officials of Jerusalem to
Josephus ,4 and by Josephus himself to his countrymen.5
Finally, in one place, soldiers who grew old delegated their
power/authority to others .6
In two instances authority is delegated by God to
human beings.

First, to the king of Israel7 and then, to

Anileus .8

'-AJ 2.90, reads: xauxrit; alrtcp xfj<; e^otaiaq bno too)
pacnA.ecog SoGeicrrig; cf. Whiston, 58.
2bj 4.342, reads: TX[q SoGeicTiq odnoi<; e^otaiag; cf.
whiston, 681; AJ 11.169, reads: m p d xob (3a<nA.ECD<; A.a|3eiv
k^oxxriav; cf. Whiston, 297; aj; 11.278, reads: x6 v dixiov abxco
Try; fc^o'ociaq; cf. Whiston, 303; M 20.16, reads: Tidai xoiQ
c5t7i:oY6voig aino-G 7uape(j.8 iv8v i] e^o-uaia; cf. Whiston, 526.
3aj 13.401, reads: xoi<; <I>apicraioi<; E^otaiav xiva
7uxpaa%£iv; cf. Whiston, 362.
4vit. 12, reads: xf|v E^otcriav xdov ekei Tupayp-dxcov ...
JCETTKJXE'GaQai; cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster, 2:564; Whiston, 5.
5b j 2.57 0, reads: psxaGiSoGg xfjg E^o'uaia^ ainoi^; cf.
Whiston, 633, translates "he communicated part of his
power."
6ELI 4.593, reads: exfepoiq xapl^ovrai xfiv k^owiav; cf.
Whiston, 692, translates "give leave to others to use such a
power."
7a j 7.277, reads: E^ota'iav Ttapd xo'G Gecu Xapcbv.
8aj 18.345, reads: bru6 xoG Geiot) icpO£A.0oGaav E^otaiav.
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Josephus devoted fourteen passages1 to the problem
of abusive authority.

In five places his references were

positive, affirming that certain persons decided not to
abuse their authority .2

On the other hand, in nine passages

one can read about the abusive authority of an Israelite
king ;3 of Archelaus, son of Herod the Great ;4 of Gessius
Florus, Roman procurator ;5 of Caius (Caligula), Roman
lBJ 1.206; 2.140; AJ 6.61; 6.150; 10.103; 14.161;
15.321; 16.98; 17.233; 18.25; 18.280; 19.65; 19.201; 20.253.
2bj 1.206, reads: |ir|5£v 8k &7C£ipoK&Xcog eig xijv e^otcriav
fe^t|3pi^CDV; cf. Whiston, 559, translates: "[Phasael] did not
abuse his power in any disagreeable manner"; AJ 14.161,
reads: ota’E^uPpi^cov e’ig Ttjv e^O'uen.av; cf. Whiston, 37 6 ,
renders: ''[Phasael] did not abuse his authority"; ELI 2.140,
reads: |ir|567i:oi:£ E^uPpi^Eiv e'ig xf]v E^ouaiocv; cf. Whiston, 606,
translates: "he [an Essene] will at no time whatever abuse
his authority"; AJ 15.231, reads: x6 p.£v & K ' k^ouaiag Xpc6|lEVOV
8 iat£A.£lV dicav dtJTESoKiM-a^EV; cf. Whiston, 418, renders: "he
[Herod] entirely rejected the thoughts of using his
authority (to abuse her)"; AJ 16.98, reads: CibS ’.. .f]V ElXSV
k^oixriav tgc\)TT] koct ’ aiitdav XPT|CTd(i£Vog; cf. Whiston, 4 32,
translates: "he [Herod] had authority . . . yet he had not
made use of it against them [his sons]."
3AJ 6 . 6 1 , reads: xfjg E^otcriag &<j)£i5cog £p<j)OpoiJp.£Vog; cf.
Whiston, 1 5 6 , renders: "[the king] wholly carried away with
the lust of power"; AJ 6 . 1 5 0 , reads: &Yaip£0T|a6p.£VOQ K a l Tljv
k^otxjicxv; cf. Whiston, 163, translates: "that authority
which thou [king Saul] hast abused."
4a j 17.233, reads: <{)iA.oxi(i.ia xob dpxeiv rcpoXap.pavbvtcov
xf]V E^ODOiotV; cf. Whiston, 467, translates: "out of a desire
of ruling, seize upon the government."
SAJ 18.25, reads: Trj E^OOJCTta TOO) toPpi^ElV; cf. Whiston,
478, renders: "abuse of his authority"; AJ 20.253, reads:
TCEpi tf]v e^ouaiav ey^^eto kcxk6 c; Kal pioaog; cf. whiston, 541,
translates: "so wicked, and so violent in the use of his
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emperor ;1 and of Callistus, a freedman of Caius .2

In a

general sense, imperial authority itself can be abusive,3
and a whole multitude can show characteristics of an abusive
authority .4
In three passages Josephus employed fe^Otaia to
denote God's power/authority.5

Finally, in one place, the

authority."
3AJ 19.201, reads: trjQ t£ fe^otaiaq £<}>’ svi p.6 vcp
m(I7CA.d|J.£VO<; TCp bppi^ElV; cf. Josephus IX, LCL, 30 9,
translates: "He was greedy of power with one object only,
to treat abusively."
2AJ 19.65, reads: e^otcria %pT|ad|j.£Voq 7uapa x6 eiKbg; cf.
Josephus IX, LCL, 247, renders: "His authority had been
exercised beyond all reason."
3AJ 18.280, reads: tippei TCECJEIV ffj£ tcov f|Y£|J.0vet6vTC0V
E^OtdaQ, which translates: "to fall into abuse of the
imperial authority."
4aj 10.103, reads: b noic,
eju’ E^otcia^ frPpi^EV &
fl0£A.EV; cf. Josephus VI, LCL, 215, translates: "The entire
multitude had licence to act as outrageously as it pleased,"
literally: "the whole multitude abused their authority as
they pleased." Cf. also Foerster, 2:563, translates "self
asserted freedom, caprice."
saj 5.109, reads: drcoSpdvai tijv E^otaiav a-btot ... [tot
0£Ot] dtS'CvcxtOV; cf. Betz, 2:608; M 18.214, reads: ETtivOiav
[Tip^pioq] ...tot 0 £iot tfjq fe^otaiag, literally: "he reflected on
the divine power"; cf. BAG, 277; Foerster, 2:564; &Z 18.281,
reads: &v0pamivT|? \n}%avf\q Kal StvdiiecLx; f] Kat ’ skeivov [tbv 0e6v]
E^Otala, literally: "His authority is beyond all human
ingenuity and power"; cf. Whiston, 4 95.
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plural form of E^ouota signifies the authority of Roman
procurators .1
In summary, Josephus used k^OUdia far more
intensively than Philo did in his works.

The great majority

of Josephus' usages, however, have to do with human power
relationships.

Thus, some thoughts are devoted to the

question of delegated human power/authority, and to the
problem of abusive authority, manifested in the actions of
the rulers of the first-century Roman empire.

Josephus

makes relatively few references to supernatural powers.
Rabbinic Works
It appears that the majority of the mttfH (ruling
power, government) occurrences in the Mishnah have to do
with personal, legal rights or (especially in the plural
form of the term) civil establishments.

On the other hand,

the term generally denotes supernatural powers in the Talmud
and in other Rabbinic works.
In the Mishnah, one finds at least four different
usages2 of n^T, most commonly prescribing personal rights.

XBJ 2.350, reads: 0 epa7U£\)8iv ydp, oi)K kpeGi^eiv
tcxq
k^O'uaiaQ, literally: "but to be submissive not to irritate
those in authority"; cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster, 2:564;
Whiston, 621, renders "to be submissive to those in
authority, and not give them any provocation."
2 (1) personal rights (7 times); (2) freedom of
choice (twice); (3) civil authorities (twice); and (4)
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Thus, the term defines the rights of someone, in a general
sense;1 the rights of a house owner over livestock that
wanders onto his property;2 the rights of an attorney, in
the case of a betrothal;3 the regulations, dealing with
Levirate marriage ;4 the rights of a widow to inherit ;5 the
rights of a divorced woman ;6 and the rights of a married
woman .7
In two instances,
of choice.s

expresses the human freedom

In Aboth 3:16 God's omniscience and human

freedom are compared.3

In Shebuoth 3:6 oaths are compared

in relation to free choice .10
supernatural powers (once).
’
-Mishnah Baba Kamma 3:5; cf. Betz, 2:608.
zMishnah Baba Kamma 5:3; cf. Betz, 2:608.
3Mishnah Kiddushin 4:9; cf. Betz, 2:608.
4Mishnah Yebamoth 4:11; cf. Betz, 2:608.
5Mishnah Ketuboth 9:5; cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster,
2:565.
6Mishnah Nedarim 10:3; cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster,
2:565.
7Mishnah Nedarim 10:4; cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster,
2:565.
8Mishnah Aboth 3:16; Shebuoth 3:6; cf. Betz, 2:608;
Foerster, 2:565.
9The statement reads: "All is foreseen, but freedom
of choice is given."
10The text reads: "An oath that concerns a matter of
free choice . . . an oath that concerns a commandment."
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The plural form, niMty'H (powers, authorities),
signifies human authorities in a pejorative sense .1
Finally, nriKJl appears once in a polemical context,
defending monotheism and referring to supernatural powers.2
In the Babylonian Talmud (B. Talmud) niKTI is also
employed in four different contexts ,3 predominantly
describing the activities of supernatural powers.

Thus, in

Haqiqah 12b ,4 it is stated that the heaven is the dwelling
’
^Mishnah Aboth 1:10, reads: "Shemaiah said: Love
labour and hate mastery and seek not acquaintance with the
ruling power"; cf. Edwin A. Abbott, Johannine Vocabulary: A
Comparison of the Words of the Fourth Gospel with Those of
the Three (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1905), 8 8 , n. 1,
translates: "Love work; and hate lordship [Rabbanuth]; and
make not thyself known to the government"; and Betz, 2:608.
Mishnah Aboth 2:3, reads: "Be heedful of the ruling power
for they bring no man nigh to them save for their own need:
they seem to be friends such time as it is to their gain,
but they stand not with a man in his time of stress"; cf.
Abbott, 8 8 , n. 1, renders: "Be cautious with those in
authority, for they let not a man approach them but for
their own purposes"; and Betz, 2:608.
2Mishnah Sanhedrin 4:5, reads: "The heretics [Minim]
should not say, 'There are many ruling powers in heaven'";
cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster, 2:572.
3 (1 ) supernatural powers (twice); (2 ) freedom or
permission (twice); (3) authorization or right (once); and
(4) delegated power to angels (once).

4The text reads: "Ma'on [dwelling habitation] is
that in which there are companies of Ministering Angels";
cf. Betz, 2:608; Foerster, 2:573.
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place of angelic beings.

In Sanhedrin 38a,1 the term is

used in an apology defending monotheism .2
In two instances,
permission.

denotes freedom or

First, it refers to Sabbath regulations3 then,

to Levitical purity .4
Once the term means right or authorization to
teach .5

Finally, JTISSH somewhat similarly conveys the idea of

permission granted to angels for destruction .6
In the Jerusalem Talmud (J. Talmud) mizn describes
the absolute power or authority of God ,7 whereas the plural
form of the word denotes supernatural powers in a polemic
xIt reads: "That the Sadducees [Minim] might not
say: There are many ruling powers in Heaven"; cf. Betz,
2:608; Foerster, 2:572.
2Cf. Mishnah Sanhedrin 4:5, with a similar
statement.
3B.

Talmud Berakhoth 27b; cf. Betz, 2:608.

4B.

Talmud Hullin 106a; cf. Betz, 2:608.

5B. Talmud Sanhedrin 5a, reads: "If he has not
obtained authorisation, his judgment is invalid." This
statement is repeated about 12 times within one paragraph;
cf. Betz, 2:608.
6B. Talmud Pesahim 112b, reads: "She [Igrath] and
180,000 destroying angels go forth, and each has permission
to wreak destruction independently"; cf. Betz, 2:608,
translates "authority given to the destroying angels."
7J. Talmud Sanhedrin 6:23; cf. Betz, 2:608;
Foerster, 2:566.
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context.1

A similar statement can also be found in Genesis

Rabbah,2 clearly indicating a monotheistic overtone.
In summary, in the Mishnah the singular form,
is more common, and it usually stands for personal, human
rights.

The plural form, niMBH, generally denotes human or

supernatural powers.
The Babylonian Talmud, similarly, employs the
singular form for permission or authorization, whereas the
plural

form exclusively stands for supernatural powers,

alwaysin an apologetic

context.

The Jerusalem Talmud and

the Midrash Rabbah follow the above pattern.
Summary
Theearliest k^ooxria occurrences had to
ability and

do with the

possibility of someone who performs an action.

Later the Greco-Roman works predominantly employed e^OOXJia
to denote the power/authority of an office and the misuse of
such authority.

Inscriptions generally described personal

human rights granted by state law.
*J. Talmud Megillah 4:10; cf. Mishnah Sanhedrin 4:5,
and B. Talmud Sanhedrin 38a.
2Genesis Rabbah 1:7 on Gen 1:1, Jacob Neusner,
Genesis Rabbah: The Judaic Commentary to the Book of Genesis
(Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1985), 7, reads: "So that no
creature may differ, saying, 'Two powers gave the Torah, two
powers created the world.'"
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Among Jewish writings the pseudepigrapha used
E^ObCJia to refer to delegated authority either in the human
or in the supernatural realm.

Both Philo and Josephus

followed the classical Greek usage of k^O'UOia and had some
concerns about abusive authority.

While almost one-third of

Philo's e^ODCTia passages dealt with God's authority,
Josephus' focus was on human arrangements of power.
Biblical Writings
The two main categories of biblical writings are the
LXX and the NT.

The Theodotion (0) translation of Daniel is

noted when it differs from the LXX.

The Hebrew/Aramaic

equivalents of k^OUdia in the MT are pointed out as this
study progresses.

’E^otaia/k^ouaia^eiv in the LXX
This survey of the E^O'UCJia/k^O'UCidc^Eiv word-group is
based on the critical edition of the LXX text by Alfred
Rahlfs .1

The Hatch and Redpath concordance2 lists seventy-

*Alfred Rahlfs, ed., Septuaginta. Editio minor, Duo
volumina in uno (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft,
1979).
2Edwin Hatch and Henry A. Redpath, eds., &
Concordance to the Septuacrint and the Other Greek Versions
of the Old Testament (Including the Apocryphal Books). 2
vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1897), s.v. "E^O'UOia."
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two occurrences of 8^0 'uaia (including 13 in Theodotion's
Daniel) and eighteen uses of fc^O'UCn&^ElV in the LXX .1
Foerster, in the TDNT, does not provide an exact
number of E^Obda in the LXX .2
fifty occurrences of the term .3

Betz, in the NIDNTT. gives
In the NTGED one finds the

approximation, "ca. 50 times ,"4 while Wink supports fiftynine fe^Ciudcx uses in the LXX .5
My own computer analysis of the LXX text6 furnishes
65 references for E^O'Ucri.a, and 16 for E^ObCTld^ElV.

In the

Theodotion text of Daniel and Bel E^oudoc appears 12 times.7
In the TDNT we find the following shades of meaning
of fc^OUCia in the LXX:

(1) right, authority, permission/

freedom (in a legal or political sense);

(2 )

permission

^ome references are also made to the translations
of Aquila and Symmachus.
2Foerster,
3Betz,

2:564.

2:607.

4NTGED.

483.

5Wink, Naming the Powers. 157.
on the 03 figure.

His number is based

6A11 references to my computer analysis are based on
Bible Windows 4.0 CD (Cedar Hill, TX: Silver Mountain
Software, 1995).

7See appendices A, B, and C for the lists of these
references including the Hebrew/Aramaic equivalents in the
MT.
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granted/withheld by the Jewish law;

(3) right or permission

given by God;

(4) power of the king or God; and (5)

authorities .1

The NIDNTT shows a similar grouping of the

term:

(1 ) permission to do (by law);

granted by God;

(2 ) dominion, power

(3) dominion, kingdom; and (4) God's rule .2

The NTGED also provides a somewhat similar list: (1) freedom
of action;

(2) territory of one's dominion;

power/dominion delegated by God;

(3) ruling

(4) God's power (absolute

sovereignty); and (5) authorities .3

W. Wink remarks in the

first volume of his trilogy that when E^ODdia is used in the
LXX, it is "usually in reference to humans, occasionally to
God, but never to angels or demons or other spiritual
powers ."4
My own investigation indicates that the noun e^OUdia
is employed in the LXX in five different ways .5

The verb

foerster, 2:564.
2Betz,

2:607.

3NTGED.

483.

4Wink, Naming the Powers. 157, mentions 2 Macc 3:24
as a possible exception.
50ut

of the total of 65 occurrences, the noun means:
(1) might, power, permission (delegated authority) (30
times); (2) dominion, kingdom (16 times); (3) God's power or
dominion (10 times); (4) an office of authority, magistracy
(including the plural form of k^O'Udia) (6 times); and (5)
angelic powers (once). The remaining 2 occurrences are
unique: 3 Macc 7:12 refers to royal permissions (itddTIQ
padlX.lK'n? k^O'Udiaq) and 4 Macc 6:33 describes an authority of
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8^0 'uaid^Eiv

also has five shades of meaning, but different

from the above .1

’E^o-uota

The largest group of e^OOXJia occurrences (30) in the
LXX has to do with might, power, permission, or delegated
authority.2

The earliest attestations of fe^ovaia in this

sense are 1 Esdr 4:28, 40, where references are made to the
king's power (b |3acnA.£'UQ xfj e^ouaia alnm) ),3 and to a woman's
authority (orinfj T| e^ouaia) .

Esth 3:13b contains a statement

by King Artaxerxes regarding arrogance which could
characterize kingly power (flf] TCp Qp&CTEl xfj<; k^otxr'iat;
87Uaip6|lEVOQ) .

Eight passages in the books of Maccabees4

rulership (Tf|V xfjg r|Y£M.oviag e^oaxjiav) .
:Out of the total of 16 occurrences, the verb
denotes: (1) tyrannical rulership (5 times); (2) official
rulers (4 times); (3) power, control, authority (4 times);
(4) to empower (twice); and (5) kingly power/authority
(once).
21 Esdr 4:28, 40; Esth 3:13b; 1 Macc 1:13; 10:6, 8 ,
32, 35; 11:58; 2 Macc 4:9, 24; 7:16; 3 Macc 7:21; 4 Macc
4:5; 5:15; Prov 17:14; Eccl 8 :8 ; Wis 10:14; Sir 9:13; 17:2;
30:11; 33:20; 47:17; Pss. Sol. 9:4; Dan 3:97; 5:7, 16, 29;
6:4; Bel 25.
3Cf.

BAG, 277.

41 Macc 1:13; 10:6, 8 , 32; 11:58; 2 Macc 4:9;
4 Macc 4:5; 5:15; cf. BAG, 277-278; Foerster, 2:566;
Robinson, 263.
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clearly indicate delegated authority ,1 whereas four
passages2 state the fact that one has (or does not have)
authority (i^o E^oucriav) .
denotes "power ."3

In two instances ktpvcia simply

In Prov 17:14, e^OUaia and &P 3CT1 are

juxtaposed, perhaps as synonyms (E^ooxyiav SiScoaiv A.6 YOI? &p%Tl
SlKaiO<XUVT|<;) .

Wis 10:14 describes how wisdom helps to gain

power over those who tyrannize others (&C0? f|V£yK£V aind) . . .
fe^Obdiav tupavvo\)vi:cov ainoij ) .4

In Sirach E^Otcricx means "power

to do," in an accusative cum infinitivo construction (6 <; £%El
e^ouaiocv xoa3 <j)OV£\)£iv) ;5 "authority" delegated by God to
humans (£8 cOKEV od)TOl£ E^OUOiav ); 6 and "freedom" or "authority"
expressed as a wish by an aorist subjunctive ((1T1 ScpQ
E^ODdiav).7

In Daniel

denotes "delegated

Expressed by the Greek verbs 8i5oo[ll and Xcni$&v(£> in
acc. cum inf. constructions.
21 Macc 10:35; 2 Macc 4:24; 7:16; 3 Macc 7:21; cf.
BAG, 277-278; Foerster, 2:566.
3Eccl 8:8 (it translates the Hebrew
"to have power"), and Pss. Sol. 9:4.
4Cf.

, meaning

AS, 161; BAG, 278; Foerster, 2:564.

5Sir 9:13; cf. AS, 161; Foerster, 2:564.
6Sir 17:2; 45:17; cf. BAG, 278.
7Sir 30:11; cf. BAG, 277; The Apocrypha, trans.
Edgar J. Goodspeed (New York: Vintage Books, 1989), 280,
renders "liberty." Hereafter cited as "Goodspeed" when
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authority , " 1 or "having power ."2

In Bel 25 the term means

"permission" granted by Nebuchadnezzar (86 <; flOi mf)V e^o'oaiav) .
The second group of k^Olxricx passages (16) in the LXX
defines dominion or kingdom.2

First, that of a king,* then,

in a figurative sense, that of the sun and moon ,5 and
wisdom .6

In Dan 4:31, 37a, 37b the term appears five times,

and in four instances it signifies the dominion of
Nebuchadnezzar.

In Dan 7:12, 14, 26, 27 e^otaia is the

rendering of the Aramaic

(dominion, power) , and

reference is made to his translation.
278 .

Sir 33:20; cf. BAG,

rDan 3:97; 5:7, 29 expressed by the Greek 8i8 co(ll.
The MT has the Aramaic B1?# (to rule/have dominion or power
over) or
(to rule/have power) , whereas 0 renders Ap^CO;
cf. BAG, 278; Foerster, 2:566.
2Dan 5:16; the MT reads the Aramaic D*?® (to rule/
have dominion or power over) , while 0 renders c5cp%a); and
Dan 6:4.
34 Kgdm 20:13; 1 Macc 6:11; 2 Macc 3:6; Ps 135:8-9;
Sir 24:11; Dan 4:31, 37; 7:12, 14, 26, 27.
44 Kgdm 20:13 (it stands for the Hebrew n^BfOO,
meaning "dominion, kingdom"); 1 Macc 6:11; 2 Macc 3:6.
5Ps 135:8-9,' translates the Hebrew rfrtfOO;
cf. AS,
r▼ : v
161; BAG, 278; Marsh, 319; Robinson, 263. The passage is an
allusion to Gen 1:16, where n*7Efoa is used. Here Theodotion
renders k^ouaia, while the LXX translates &PXf).
r r

: ••

6The Greek text of Sir 24:11 refers to wisdom that
had dominion over Jerusalem: K(Xl kv l£pO'UdaA.T||l f| k^oucia (10b;
cf. Foerster, 2:564, translates k^OVda as "kingdom,"
Goodspeed, 269, renders it "authority over".
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designates the dominions of the beasts ,1 of bid? &V0pa)7TO'U,2
and of Abt6 <;&y*o<; bii/iaxo!).3
The third group of E^OWia occurrences (10) clearly
denotes God's authority or dominion.4
term is rendered "control over ."5
defines "authority."6

In Esth 4:17b the

In Jdt 8:15 e^oixria

In Ps 113:2 e^O'UCT.OC translates the

Hebrew n^BJ'QQ meaning "dominion ."1
"power" over life and death.

In Wis 16:13 God has

In Sir 10:4 and Dan 4:27 God

has rulership over the whole earth (f| e^Oixjia orino'U [Ktpio?]

'em Kdcr\

XT]

yfi ) .

In Dan 4:17, 31 God is exalted as "the

Lord/God of Heaven" who has "all authority" in Heaven and on
the earth ,3 in general, and over human dominions ,9 in
xDan 7:12, 26, here 0 translates rj dtpxTli cf. NTGED.
483.
2Dan 7:14, here 0 renders both k^Obata and
&PXT|; cf. Grundmann, 57; NTGED. 483.
3In Dan 7:27 0 also translates k^ObcJ'ta.
4Esth 4:17b; Jdt 8:15; Ps 113:2; Wis 16:13; Sir
10:4; Dan 4:17, 27, 31, 37; 5:4.
5Cf.

BAG, 277.

6Cf.

BAG, 278.

7Cf.

BAG, 278; Marsh, 319; NTGED. 483; Robinson,

263.
4:17 reads: x6v Kupiov xob obpavot) k ^ otaiav &x£iv
Tcdvxcov xdov kv xcp obpavco Kai xcov btcI xfjQ yr\c,. The MT text has the
8Dan
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particular.

The NT attributes this authority to Christ in

Matt 28:18, which reads: "k5ocoT| |ioi k & gol E^Obdia kv O'bpavcp Kai
k m [t h q ]

"

Finally, God's authority is expressed in Dan

4:37 by a subjective genitive (f| E^O'UG'ia a'b'CO'U ) and in Dan
5:4 by a present participle (x6 v 0e6v ...x6 v k^ovxa XT|V
k^ouaiav) .
The fourth group of E^oaxjiot meanings (6 ) refers to
an office of authority or magistracy.1

It is interesting to

note that the first three occurrences are related to the
priestly or high priestly office.

In Dan 3:2 the plural

form of k^OUdia refers to magistracies in the Babylonian
empire,2 while in Dan 7:27 the term denotes world
dominions .3
Aramaic Ey1?©’ (to rule); cf. BAG, 277; Foerster, 2:565,
understands here the "unrestricted sovereignty of God."
9Dan 4:31 reads : k^OUdiav k%£l b 0e6<; xov o-bpavou kv xfj
(3aaiA.£ia xcov dvGpcoraov.
ll Esdr 8:22; 1 Macc 10:38; 14:4; 2 Macc 10:13; Dan
3:2; 7:27.
2lt reads: xo\)<; kn’ k^O'Udicov Kaxa xcopav; cf. LS, 599.
3lt reads: Tidaai [ai] k^otdiaia/bxcp bTioxayljaovxai. The
MT has the Aramaic 1 9 ^ (dominion, power) . 0 translates a'l
dp%ai.
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In the fifth group there is only one 'eZflVGia.
passage,1 which probably designates angelic beings .2
6:12

Eph

(rcpdq xa? s^ouaiac;... 7rp6g xa 70'8'U|iaxiK& ) is perhaps its

closest NT parallel.

’E^oucnd^eiv
The largest group of E^OUCTld^EiV occurrences

(5) in

the LXX has to do with tyrannical or abusive rulership.3 In
2 Esdr 7:24 E^OtOld^ElV is the rendering of the Aramaic a'1?#
(to rule)4 to describe a leadership that enslaves people.
In 2 Esdr 19:37 the term translates the Hebrew

(to

rule)5 to express the harshness of a kingship over Israel.
In 1 Macc 10:70 8^0 'UCJld^ElV occurs in the question of
Apollonius to Jonathan the high priest regarding his claim
for ruling authority .6

In Eccl 8:9 E^O'UCTld^ElV translates

l2 Macc 3:24 reads: m p 6 vxo<; o xcov TtVEtjidxcov Kal 7tdaT|q
E^otaiaQ.
2Cf.

Foerster, 2:565; Wink, Naming the Powers. 157.

32 Esdr 7:24; 19:37; 1 Macc 10:70; Eccl 8:9; Sir
2 0 :8 .

4The Greek reads: oi)K E^otaidaEi? KaxaSouJLOtaGai
ainoix;.
5It reads in Greek: ETtl xa CTCOfiaxa f|p.CDV E^O'tXJid^O'OClV;
cf. Robinson, 263, translates "oppressive authority."
6The Greek reads: xi CX) k^OXXJid^fl £<)>’ fip.d<;.
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the Hebrew

(to rule over) 1 to indicate the result of an

abusive rulership.

Finally, E^OUCTld^ElV appears in Sir 20:8

describing hatred against abusive rulers .2
The second group of k^cnxrid^ElV passages (4) simply
describes the position or office of rulers, usually in the
form of a participle .3
by E^OlXJld^ElV are:

The Hebrew/Aramaic verbs translated
(to rule over) in 2 Esdr 15:15;

(to rule) in Eccl 7:19; and l7t2fQ (to rule) in Eccl 10:4, 5.
In the third group of E^OiXJld^ElV passages
term has special meanings .4
and "rule ."7

(4) the

It denotes "control," 5 "power,"6

Interestingly, the term also indicates a

:It reads in Greek: xa 6 aa E^owidaaxo o dvSpcoTCOQ
dvGpcoflxp xou KOCKGoaai <rbx6 v.

ev

2More precisely feVE^oucJld^co (to exercise authority in
any palace/occasion; to abuse power). The Greek reads: 0

Eve^ouCTia^dp.Evcx; |iiari0fia£xai.
32 Esdr 15:15; Eccl 7:19; 10:4, 5. The form
fe^OVCJld^OVXaq occurs in Eccl 7:19, while E^OUGid^OVXO^ appears
in Eccl 10:4, 5; cf. BAG, 278; Robinson, 263.
4Eccl 2:19; 8 :8 ; 9:17; Sir 47:19.

MT has

5Eccl 2:19 reads: E^oixrid^exai ev 7tavxi (i6x0cp not).
(to rule over) .

sEccl 8:8 reads: oi)K feaxiv &V0pco7UOg k^O'UCT.d^COV.
reads 11E3^>{2? (to have power) .

The

The MT

7Eccl 9:17 reads: K patyyfiv E ^oucia^dvxcD V ev d< j)poai)vai< ;.
The MT has
(to rule); cf. Foerster, 2:564; Robinson,
262.
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certain abuse or disorder (addiction), which controls the
behavior of a person .1
In the fourth group of k^OUCld^EiV occurrences, two
passages2 render the Hiphil form of the Hebrew B1?# (to
empower), referring to God's action, both in a positive (O
0ed<; E^ouciacjEV atrabv) and in a negative sense (oi)K E^O'uaidaEi
ainco o 0e6 q) .
In the fifth group there is again only one
E^O'UO'ld^ElV passage.

It describes the authoritative word of

a king .3
In summary, the E^O'UO'ia/E^ODCJld^Eiv word-group in the
LXX predominantly denotes delegated authority and its misuse
in human relationships.

Occasionally k^ouaia describes

God's dominion over the covenant people.

Once (2 Macc 3:24)

the term probably refers to angelic beings.
’E^ouoia generally translates the Hebrew n^Ei'OO
(dominion, kingdom) and the Aramaic

(dominion, power) .

3Sir 47:19 reads: EVE£oucTlda0T|g EV TCp acopiati GOV; cf.
Goodspeed, 318, translates: "You were brought into
subjection by your body."
2Eccl 5:18; 6:2.
3Eccl 8:4 reads: A.OtA,£l pach.A.E'UQ E^ObOld^COV. The MT
has
(to have power) ;cf. Marsh, 319, translates
"absolute authority exercised by the king."
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’E^oucidc^eiv usually stands for the Hebrew

(to rule

over) and *7^0 (to rule, have dominion) .

’E^cruaia/fe^oucndc£eiv in the NT
The term e^Obaia appears 102 times1 both in the GNT3
and in the NTG26.

In the book of Revelation itself, one

finds e^Obda 21 times, 51 are in the Gospels and Acts, with
30 in the Pauline corpus and the Catholic letters.
following survey does not include the Apocalypse,

The
for it is

dealt with in chapter 3 of this dissertation.
Even the most detailed NT theological dictionaries
fail to provide a comprehensive study of the 102 k^ouaioc
passages of the Greek NT.

Thus, in the TDNT. Foerster

considers only three basic categories of the term:
invisible power of God,

(1 ) the

(2) the lordship of God/Jesus, and

(3) the freedom granted to the Christian community .2

These

Concordance to the Novum Testamentum Graece. 3d ed.
(Berlin-New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1987), s.v. "k^O'UCri.a."
The critical apparatus of the NTG26. however, notes (1) on
Rom 8:38, that the Claromontanus text adds 8^0'uci.oc, whereas
the Ephraemi Rescriptus along with some Minuscules, Syriac,
and Bihairic MSS support e^ObCliai; and (2) on Rom 13:1, that
k^oucioci appears one more time in the Claromontanus, and
Athos MSS, the Majority, and the Syriac text, which adds up
to a total of 104 e^O"uaia(l) occurrences in the available
Greek MSS. This survey considers 102 NT passages.
2Foerster,

2:566-571. At the end of his article,
however, Foerster briefly discusses a special use of k^Obaia
in the NT for supernatural powers (2:571).
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categories are generally followed by the NIDNTT 1 and the
NTGED .2
Wink, on the other hand, while counting 102
occurrences of E^Obda in the NT, argues that "87 of them
[are used] for the impersonal capacity for action which is
bestowed by an office ."3

He then adds that "the single most

significant fact about exousia as a term for power is that
85 percent of its uses refer to a structural dimension of
existence, that permission or authorization provided by some
legitimate authorizing person or body ."4

Wink finally

concludes that "the exousiai in the New Testament are, in
the vast majority of cases, not spiritual beings but
ideological justifications, political or religious
legitimations, and delegated permissions."5

It appears that

Wink considers only the everyday exercise of power as the

^etz, 2:609-611, lists: (1) God's E^OlXTia,
E^oucia of Jesus, and (3) the k^OUGia of believers.

(2) the

2NTGED.

483-484, lists: (1) God's power, (2) Jesus'
E^ODaia, and (3) authority delegated to the believers.
3Wink,

Naming the Powers. 15.

4Ibid.,

15-16.

5Ibid.,

16. Here it is also stated that "the
spiritual Powers comprise only 15 percent of the uses of the
term."
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main use of E^OUOia in the N T .1

The following survey is

intended to challenge this view.
Before doing so, let us briefly consider three
important aspects of authority/power in the NT.

First,

Edwin A. Abbott points out that in the Gospels e^O'uaia is
"very commonly found with 'give,' and it generally means
'power that is delegated, ' that is to say, not tyranny that
is seized, but a right lawfully given, or an office or
magistracy duly and lawfully appointed ."2

Second, Paul

Loffler examines the other side of the question and
concludes that the suffering of Christ not only points to
the fact that the reign of God has actually begun, but also
to "a permanent struggle for the implementation of its
goals, which are rejected by the established powers ."3
Third, Elizabeth A. Castelli considering the entire NT,
remarks that "it imagines a world, indeed a universe, in
which power infuses every sort of relationship, social and
xCf. Varga, 334-335, who seems to follow similar
direction by supporting 4 shades of meaning of E^cnxjiot in
the NT, and emphasizing the legal aspect of the term: (1)
possibility, authority; (2) ability, might, power; (3)
authorization, full authority, assignment, commission; and
(4) (political) power, ruling or official power.
2Abbott,

Johannine Vocabulary: A Comparison of the
Words of the Fourth Gospel with Those of the Three. 81.
3Paul Loffler, "The Reign of God Has Come in the
Suffering Christ: An Exploration of the Power of the
Powerless," International Review of Mission 68 (1979): 112.
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supernatural."1

These three factors (lawfully delegated

power; sometimes violent power struggle; and power-infused
human and supernatural relationships) provide an important
and complex background against which the various NT e^ouaia
passages can be understood in a balanced way.

'E^o-uota
The term e^cnxjta appears in the Gospels and Acts 51
times, exactly half of its NT occurrences.

At least eight

different fields of meaning, depending on the context, may
be observed .2
The Gospels and Acts
In the majority of cases (33) the term denotes
authority.3 In the triple tradition of the Synoptics, one
Elizabeth A. Castelli, "Interpretations of Power in
1 Corinthians," Semeia 54 (1991): 197.
2 (1) authority (33 times); (2) authorization (3
times); (3) commission (once); (4) authority/power (8
times); (5) power of darkness/Satan (twice); (6 )
jurisdiction (twice); (7) authorities (once); and (8 )
control (once).

3Matt 7:29; 8:9; 9:6; 9:8; 10:1; 21:23; 21:24;
21:27; 28:18; Mark 1:22; 1:27; 2:10; 3:15; 6:7; 11:28a;
11:28b; 11:29; 11:33; Luke 4:6; 4:32; 4:36; 5:24; 7:8;
10:19; 19:17; 20:2a; 20:2b; John 5:27; Acts 1:7; 8:19; 20:8.
Abbott, 81, argues that "in most cases if not in all,
'authority' is the best translation" of e^O'UQia.
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finds four references to Jesus' fe^ouaia,1 and only one
reference to the delegated authority2 of the disciples.
Similarly, in the double tradition the focus is once again
on Jesus' authority ,3 nevertheless, there is also an
important reference to the statement made by the Roman
centurion about delegated authority .4
x(l) In regard to forgiveness of sins: Matt 9:6;
Mark 2:10; Luke 5:24, here the Greek reads: fe^Otxyiav E^El 0
i)i6 q xou dvQprimou E7ti xf|£ yn<;; cf. Abbott, 102, n. 5; Budesheim,
198; (2) Questioning Jesus' authority to heal and teach:
Matt 21:23; Mark 11:28a; Luke 20:2a, here it reads: fev TUOia
fe^Obaia xauxa TtoiEig; (3) Questioning the source of Jesus'
authority: Matt 21:23; Mark 11:28b; Luke 20:2b, here the
Greek reads: xiq aoi feScoKEV XTjV fe^Obaiav xai)XT|V; and (4) Jesus'
reply to the inquiries: Matt 21:27; Mark 11:33; Luke 20:8,
here it reads: ot)5fe feyc6 J\.£yco bpiv ev rcoia E^ouaia xauxa tcoico .
2Matt 10:1; Mark 6:7; Luke 9:1, here the Greek
reads: feScoKEV/feSiSou alrtoig fe^obaiav rcvEbpdxcov dmGapxcov; cf.
Luke's text that differs: feScoKEV ainoig Sbvapiv m i fe^Obaiav
fe7ti rcdvxa xa 5aip6via; cf. Packer, 108.
3 (1)

Regarding the teaching ministry of Jesus: Matt
7:29; Mark 1:22, here it reads: fjv yap 5l8&<JKCDV ainoi)q ti)<;
fe^Obaiav fe%CGV; cf. Argyle, 343; Flowers, 254; Hudson, 17;
Powell, 102; Hans Windisch, "Jesus und der Geist nach
Synoptischer Oberlieferung," in Studies in Early
Christianity. 209-236, ed. Shirley Jackson Case (New York London: The Century Co., 1928), 225; (2) Jesus' reply to the
inquiries: Matt 21:24; Mark 11:29, here the Greek reads: KCtl
fepoo bpiv fev Tcoioc fe^obaia xabxa tcoicd ; (3) Jesus' power over
unclean spirits: Mark 1:27; Luke 4:36, here it reads: KOtx’
fe^obaiav m i xoi.<; 7tv£bpaai xoiq dmGdpxoiq feTtixdaaEi ; cf. Luke,
who adds SbvdpEl.
4Matt 8:9; Luke 7:8, here it reads: m i ydp feyci)
dvGpcoTtbg sipi iwtd fe^Obaiav; cf. Josephus, BJ 2.195, who uses
fe7nxdacyop.ai; cf. also Hugh J. Schonfield, ed., The Authentic
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In the unique materials of Matthew,1 Luke ,2 and the
Gospel of John ,3 one finds an additional four references to
Jesus' authority, in three cases, as delegated by the
Father.

With regard to the Father's own authority, there is

only one passage in Acts .4
In two instances one finds E^OVdia as delegated to
the disciples .5

In one passage the reference to authority

is made in general .6
New Testament (London: Dennis Dobson, 1955), 139, n. 5;
Powell, 102, n. 10.
lMatt 9: 8 reads: k66 £adav xbv 0e6v xbv 56vxa e^ouaiav
xoiai)XT|v xoi? &v0pc6iroiQ, and Matt 28:18 reads: k560Ti poi rcdda
e^oaxjia ev (ibpavcp m i krai [xfj<;]
cf. Grundmann, 57, remarks:
"That is Matthew's Kerygma. This Kerygma immediately moves
Matthew close to the words of Daniel: f| E^oudia a'bxO'U E^OUdia
a’tCOVtO?. .. (7:14, LXX)"; Wink, Naming the Powers. 16, notes:
"The risen Jesus used the pluralistic singular of his own
authority."
2Luke 4:32 reads: kv e^ooxria fjv b Xbyog a'bxO'U ; cf. the
double tradition text of Matt 7:29 and Mark 1:22, mentioned
above.
3John 5:27 reads: E^O'Odiav kScoKEV abxcB KpldlV TtOlElV.
4Acts 1: 7 reads:
i5ia k^oudia.

fj KaipouQ obQ b mxf]p k0£XO EV xfj

5Mark 3:15 reads: Kai kxeiv e^ouaiav EKpdAAeiv xa
5ai(i6via; Luke 10:19 reads: SkScoKd b|iiv xf]V E^oudiav xoa3 rnxsiv
kndvco 6 ({)ecov Kai dKoprcicov, Kai krai jtaaav xfjv 5uva|iiv xou kx0pou ;
cf. Abbott, 94, n. 1, comments: "'tread upon serpents,'
probably denotes powers of evil"; Wink, Naming the Powers.
10; cf. also Mark 16:17-18, longer ending.
6Luke 19:17 reads: id0i s^oudiav k%cov E7tdvco SkKa
ju6A.£cov .
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In Luke's temptation story , 1 Satan claims to have
the ability to delegate authority.

Finally, in Acts 8:19,2

Simon requests the apostles to give him the authority to
bestow the power of the Holy Spirit.
The second area where E^oixyioc is employed has to do
with authorization (3) and in that sense it is used only in
Acts with regard to Paul.3

A similar usage (third meaning)

can be detected in Mark 13:34,4 where the term probably
means commission .5
The eight passages in the fourth group denote both
power and authority.6

In four places in John,7 the term is

xLuke 4: 6 reads: aol Sobcco xf]V E^ouaiav xaijxriv droxcrav
Kai xfjv 564ocv aincov, which is an ironic statement about the
devil's ability to delegate the authority and glory of all
the kingdoms of this world; cf. George Bradford Caird,
Principalities and Powers: A Study in Pauline Theology
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956), 70, n. 1.
2The Greek reads: 56xe K&|ioi xf]V s^o'uciav xa'UTr)V.
3Acts

9:14 reads: <£5e §xel e^ouatav roxpd xcov dpxiepecov,Acts 26:10 reads: xf|v icapd xdov dpxiepecov E^ouaiav A.a(3c6v; Acts
26:12 reads: jiex’ e^otaiac; Kai femxpoTcfji; xfjg xcav dpxiepecov.
4The Greek reads: &>Q dvBpomoq ... Souq xoiQ 5oi)A.oiq ainau
xf)v E^oixiiav.
5The RSV and the NASB render "in charge."
6Luke 12:5; John 1:12; 10:18; 17:2; 19:10-11.
7 (1-2)

John 10:18, reads: E^ouaiav
0£ivai aircfiv [xf\v
\|/DXfiv], Kai k^oucriav &xco rcdA.iv A.a(3£iv abxfiv; cf. Abbott, 101,
asserts that it happened "out of love for others"; Powell,
104, n. 14, states that John wanted "to show that heavenly
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used in connection with Jesus' soteriological activity,
whereas in three passages1 it refers to Pilate's legal
activity.

In Luke 12:5,2 one finds an indirect reference to

the devil's destroying power/authority.
The fifth group of E^OUdta passages (2) combines the
ideas of power/authority and darkness.3

In these verses

power is far above 'might' and deserves a higher name.
Accordingly he [John] calls it by the term 'authority'
(Roberta)"; (3) John 17:2, reads: kScoKaq [Tudxep] abxcp [m6<;]
e^o-uaiav Tdarn; aapKog; cf. Matt 28:18; Abbott, 101; Powell,
103; (4) John 1:12, reads: kScoKev abxoiq E^Obdiav XEKva 0eo"G
yeVEdGai; cf. Mark 10:15; Matt 18:3; Abbott, 93, remarks
the phrase means "adoption into the whole family of the
Father."
:John 19:10-11 reads: k^ouaiav &%co [TIiA.dxo<;] dTUoXtaai
cte Kai k^oudiav
axatpcioaai as ... ot>K e1%£<; k^ouaiav Kax ’ kfiou
[ Iricro-uq] o'bSEjiiav e’i |if] rjv 8e5o[j.£vov aoi &vcl>0ev; cf. Matt 8:9;
Luke 7:8; Gunneweg and Schmithals, 126, compare the scene
with that of John 18:33, 36-38, commenting that the lordship
of the "Lord Jesus Christ is shown, not as potestas, but as
auctoritas." Cf. also Powell, 177-178, states that "Pilate
uses the word [E^Obdia] quite 'untheologically' . . . . Jesus
uses the word 'in a theological sense'"; H-R. Weber, 61-62.
2The Greek reads: (}>opfi0r|X£ xdv |l£Xd x6 &7UOKX£ivai k^OVXa
E^ODdiav Ep.paA.ElV £l<; XT]V Y^evvav; cf. Wink, Naming the Powers.
9.
3Luke 22:53 reads': 6lX X aijxr| sdxiv i)|ic5v t| copa Kai t|
k^OUdia TOb dK 6 xou<;; cf. Col 1:13; Eph 6:12; Abbott, 8 6 , n. 4,
comments that "authority" is used here "in the sense of
temporary power delegated and misused"; Caird, 70, argues
that in the above phrase Luke wanted to show the authority
of Satan "in the Cross"; Acts 26:18 reads: TdO knridxpk\|/ai dftb
dKbxotg El? (fjcog Kai xrjg k^otdiai; xau Zaxava kid x6v 0e6v . rsv
translates "power of Satan"; NASB renders "dominion of
Satan."
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Luke expresses that power/authority is misused by Satan and
by the Jewish authorities.
The sixth and seventh groups of verses

(3) denote

jurisdiction1 and authorities,2 respectively.
In the last (eighth) group of E^Oixria passages there
is only one verse in Acts 5:4 .3

Here controV is the most

likely meaning of the term.
Summarizing, in the Gospels and Acts (with 51
occurrences of E^ouaia) there are only fourteen instances
(mainly in Luke and Acts )5 where the term denotes legal
permission or authorization in human relationships .6

The

3Luke 20:20 reads: OOCTTE mpaSdOvai alnOV tf 6t.px.fl
ifl
E^owia XOh TIYEJIOVO?; cf. Wink, Naming the Powers. 10. RSV
renders "authority and jurisdiction"; NASB translates "rule
and authority." Luke 23:7 reads: kK xfq k^Otxriat; 'HpcoSoi)
EdXlV; cf. Newman, 65.
2Luke 12:11 reads: 6 xav 8k £ia<j)£pa)aiv i)(id<; k m xaq
dhvaYcoydt; Kai xac, &px&<; Kai xat; k^ouaiai;; cf. Souter, 8 8 ; wink,
Naming the Powers. 9.
3The Greek reads: rcpaGkv ev xfj afi E^Obaia iwrripxEV; cf.
Newman, 65.
“NASB translates "under your control;" RSV renders
"at your disposal."
5See Matt 8:9; Mark 13:34; Luke 7:8; 12:11; 19:17;
20:20; 23:7; John 19:10-11; Acts 5:4; 9:14; 26:10, 12.
Counting the entire NT, this number (14) indicates only 13.7
percent of the total of 102 k^auoia passages.
Further
conclusions follow as the survey of NT epistles proceeds.
6Contrary to Wink, who argues that 8 5 percent of the
total E^ODCTia uses in the NT belong to this category (Naming
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majority of the passages

(37) have to do with the

supernatural use1 of authority.
The Pauline corpus and Che Catholic letters
The thirty E^O'UOia passages in the Pauline corpus
and the Catholic letters can be divided into five groups .2
In the majority of cases (9) the term denotes
right,3 especially in 1 Corinthians.

In Rom 9:21 ,4 Paul

uses E^ouaia in a metaphorical context that has both
canonical (Jer 18:1-6) and apocryphal (Wis 15:7-8)
allusions.
verses.

In 1 Cor 9, the term is clustered in five

Here Paul employed e^oixrta six times to define5 or

the Powers. 15-16).
Jesus' authority (25 times) , delegated authority to
the disciples/Christians (6 times), Satan's authority (4
times), the Father's authority (once), and authority to
bestow the Holy Spirit (once).
2 (1)

right (9 times); (2) special use with other
power language (8 times); (3) authority/power (7 times);
(4) authorities (5 times); and (5) liberty (once).
3Rom 9:21; 1 Cor 9:4, 5, 6 , 12, 18; 2 Thess 3:9; Heb
13:10.
“The Greek reads: oi)K
e^ouaiav o KEpaiiEix; xov
TCTlXo'U ; cf. Abbott, 96, n. 1, remarks that "the parallel is
between the 'potter' and the all-wise Creator rather than
between 'man' and 'clay'."
5Paul uses the term 3 times in rhetorical questions:
1 Cor 9:4 reads: (if) O^K
'eZflVGlCLV (jxxyElV Kal 7CEIV ; 1 Cor
9: 5 reads: (if) oi)K £%0 (iev E^obcriav (5c5eX(j)ijv y w a i K a 7tepi&y£iv;
1 Cor 9: 6 reads: f) |i6 voq eyci) Kal Bapva(3aq ot)K k%o\\.zv e^ouaiav fifi
epya^EaGai; cf. Abbott, 102, n. 5, argues that "Paul refuses
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defend1 apostolic rights.

In 2 Thess 3:9 ,2 E^O'Ucria is once

again used by Paul for the same purpose as in 1 Cor 9.

The

last item of this group is Heb 13:10,3 where a reference is
made to the OT burnt offering,4 as a type of Jesus'
suffering outside of the gate of Jerusalem.
The second group of k^oucioc occurrences (8 )
designates a special use of the term for both human and
supernatural powers .5

Wink thinks that the phrase dtpxoci KCCl

fe^O'UOiai was launched by Paul "on its peculiarly Christian
voyage as denoting spiritual entities."6

A closer

examination of the following eight passages, however,
to use certain apostolic privileges."
3Paul uses the term 3 times again to make
affirmative statements regarding apostolic rights: 1 Cor
9 :12 reads: e’i &X\oi xfjq bpcov k^oaxriccQ \i.sxk%ox)C\v, ob pccXXov tijisn;;
dXK obK e%pr|d&p£0a xfi k^ouala xabxTp 1 Cor 9:18 reads: (ifj
KoaaxpriaaaGai xfj fe^oixria pot) sv xcp eixxYYeX.icp.
2The Greek reads : obx, 6 xi obic £%op£V E^otXJiav.
3The Greek reads: §%op£V GtciacrxTlpiOV
kxotxriv E^otaiav oi xfj cnaivri A,axp£bovx£<;.

ob (jxXYEiv oi)K

4Exod 29:14; Lev 4:12, 21.
51 Cor 15:24; Eph 1:21; 3:10; 6:12; Col 1:16; 2:10,
15; 1 Pet 3:22.
Usually together with &p%ai, S'UVdpEl^,
KVpldXTlXEQ; cf. Foerster, 2:571.
6Wink,

Naming the Powers. 17.
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reveals that the above phrase defines not only spiritual but
secular entities as well, or perhaps both.
Scholars usually classify these Pauline passages as
referring to (1) "good" angels, 1 (2) "bad" angels,2 or (3)
both .3

My view, however, is that some of these passages4

refer not only to a spiritual realm, but to human
dignitaries as well.

The context of these verses shows that

Jesus' activity is universal encompassing both heavenly and
human beings.

Outside of the Pauline corpus, there is only

one more place 5 where a similar expression occurs.

‘Eph 3:10 reads: iva yvcopiaGfi vvv xai<; dpxaiq m l xdt<;
E^ouctai^ Ev xoi<; £7ioupavioiq; Col 1:16 reads: e'ixe 0p6voi eixe
kdpi6xt|xe<; site dpxocl £ixe e^onaiai; Col 2:10 reads: 6 g kaxiv r|
K£<{)aX,fi TudariQ dpxT|<; Kal E^o-uaia^; cf. Abbott, 87, n. 2;
Lightfoot, 154.
2Eph 6:12 reads: 7ipd<; xcxq dpxdg, 7tpd<; xa? k£obcria<;, rcpdc;
xob? KoapoKpdxopag xoi3 ctkoxouq xotixou; Col 2:15 reads:
&7U£K5bad}iEVO<; xa<; dpxdg m l xac; k^ouaias; cf. Abbott, 87, n. 2;
Caird, 101; Lightfoot, 154.
31 Cor 15:24 reads: 6 xav KaxapyTicri Tuaaav dpxriv Kal
7cdaav k^oualav Kal 8\)vapiv; Eph 1:21 reads: imEpdvco 7ud<JT|<; dpxfjg
Kal k^ovala? Kal 5bvd(iEco<; Kal K\)pi6 xrixo(;; cf. Abbott, 87, n. 2;
Lightfoot, 154; Powell, 161-162.
“Especially 1 Cor 15:24; Eph 1:21; Col 1:16; 2:10,
15; cf. Caird, 17, 78; Lightfoot, 154.
51 Pet 3:22 reads: imoxaykvxoov ai>xcp dyy£A.cov Kal
E^OUOlCDV Kal 5bVd|lEC0V; cf. Lightfoot, 154; Powell, 161-162;
Souter, 8 8 .
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The third group of passages (7) denotes human and
supernatural authority/power in different circumstances.1
Thus, the term stands for (a) human authority (or control)
over the will/desire ;2 (b) authority/freedom (or a symbol of
it) on the woman's head;3 (c) Paul's apostolic authority/
dignity, which is delegated by the Lord ;4 (d) the authority/
power of Satan described as the power of the air/darkness;5
ll Cor 7:37; 10:11; 2 Cor 10:8; 13:10; Eph 2:2; Col
1:13; Jude 25.
21 Cor 7:37 reads: E^ouaiav 8k k%£i rcepi xou iSiou
GeAjlJiaxoS; cf. RSV renders "having his desire under
control."
31 Cor 10:11 reads: Sicx xowo 0 (f)ei/\.£i t| yuvf] E^otaiav
£ftl
K£({)aA,fi^ 8 ia xol)? dtyyeXovc,; cf. some of the various
expositions of this controversial topic: Caird, 18, 22;
Fitzmayer, 57; Foerster, 2:573-574; Hall, 41-42; Jaubert,
430; Schwarz, 249; Varga, 335-336; Vine, 89.
42 Cor 10:8 reads: KabXTidCOnai TUEpi xt^ E^oudiat; r||j.cov r|q
eScokeV 0 KUpiog; 2 Cor 13:10 reads: XP'fi0'03!-1011 Kaxa XT]V E^Obdlav
f|v o Kbpioq eScokev |IOl.
sEph 2:2 reads: Kara x6 v dcpxovxa xfj? k^auaiag xo-u dkpo<;;
Col 1:13 reads: bq fepptdaxo Tipaq ek xfjQ E^oudiaq xob ctk6 to-u<; Kal
pExeaxridEV e’n; xfjv (3EcnA.£iav xou m a O f\q b.y&Tir\q ai/rau; c f . Luke
22:53 for a similar phrase; RSV renders "dominion of
darkness"; Abbott, 8 6 , comments on Col 1:13: "The antithesis
between 'authority' and 'kingdom' suggests that the writer
uses the former in the sense of temporary power, delegated
and misused.
In this sense, and hence in the sense of blind
'despotism' ('doing and saying what one likes') it is used
sometimes by the later Greek writers, as also in English
poetry [e.g., by Cowper, Milton, Pope, Shakespeare, Shelly,
Tennyson, and Wordsworth]"; Lightfoot, 141, provides the
following interpretation of Col 1:13: "The transference from
darkness to light is here presented as a transference from
an arbitrary tyranny, an E^OUdia, to a well-ordered
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and (e) the authority (Kpdxoq Kcxi efcpvcia) of God/Christ1 in a
doxology.
In the fourth group one finds five k^ouala
occurrences either in the plural or in the singular, with a
plural meaning, denoting earthly authorities.2

The first

four occurrences are clustered in Rom 13:1-3.3

The fifth

passage, in Titus 3:I,4 contains a similar exhortation to
that of Rom 13:1.

sovereignty, a PadA-EUX." Perhaps Acts 26:18 can be added
to this discussion, which reads: XO\) kflriaxpk\|/ai &7u6 <xk6 xo'U<; Eli;
<j>a)<; Kal vr\c, E^ouciaq toti laxava krai x6 v 0e6v .
:Jude 25 reads: |i.6 vcp 0ecp cjcoTrjpi f|p.cDV 5icx ’Ir|aa0 Xpiaxot)
xou Ktjpioi) Ti|j.cov 86 £a |iEYaA.coa\)VT| Kpaxog Kal e^ouaia; cf. similar
doxology in Rev 5:13: Kal xcp dpvup t| £t)A.OY'ia Kal T| xipfi Kal T| 86 ^a
Kal x6 KpdxoQ.
2Rom 13:1-3; Titus 3:1.
3In Rom 13:1-2 the term appears 3 times: ndcia yu%T]
e^otxjiait; b7i£p£%ot)aaiq i)Tioxacraea0 co. ot) ydp kaxiv k^ouala e’i p.fi Imo
0eo\) ... cSaaxE 'o dvxixaaa6 p.£vog xfi E^o'uala xfj xo-u 0Ecnj SiaxayTi
dv0kaxr|K£. Rom 13:3 reads: 0kA.Eiq 8 k jifj <|>op£ia0ai xfjv E^ouaiav;
cf. some of the representative studies that made attempts to
interpret this passage in view of the Roman empire: Abbott,
87, n. 2; Barraclough, 17, 20; Bruce, 8 8 ; Cullmann, 336;
Gunneweg and Schmithals, 174; Kasemann, 376; Powell, 174;
Stein, 328; Strobel, 93; Vonk, 339, 341-343; H-R. Weber, 6263; Wink, Naming the Powers. 10. Cf. also Caird, 23-24,
commenting on Rom 13:1-5, remarks: "Any derivative authority
which sets itself up as an absolute authority, demanding
absolute obedience, takes on a demonic character."
“The Greek reads: *Y7EO|J.i|J.VT|C'K£ atrtcyuQ &p%ai£ E^ouaiaiQ
lmoxdaaEa0ai.
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In the fifth category there is only one verse in
1 Cor 8:9,: where Paul warns the community to use their
Christian liberty (or right) in a responsible way.
Summarizing, in the Pauline corpus and the Catholic
letters (with 30 occurrences of 8^0 'uaia) there are 17
instances

(mainly in Romans and 1 Corinthians)2 where the

term denotes personal rights or legal authorities in human
relationships .3

The remaining 13 passages have to do with

the supernatural use’ of authority.
Before concluding this chapter let us briefly
consider two verb forms of the fe^ouaia word-group as they
are employed in the NT.

Interestingly fe^OUCJlCC^ElV and

KCCTE^O'UCT&^eLV appear only six times in the NT, and almost
all occurrences have a pejorative meaning.

:The Greek reads : BA.87TETE 5k (J.f|tax; T| e^owia b|a.ciov &wr|
7cpocrKO(j.(ia Y&vTycai toiq &g0evecjiv .
2Rom 9:21; 13:1-3; 1 Cor 7:37; 8:9; 9:4-6, 12, 18;
11:10; 2 Thess 3:9; Titus 3:1; Heb 13:10. Adding this
number (17) to the previous 14 (counted on the Gospels and
Acts) represents only 30.4 percent of the total of 102
k^OUCicx passages in the entire NT. A final conclusion on
this question follows in chapter 3 of this dissertation.
3Contrary to Wink, Naming the Powers. 15-16, where
he claims that 85 percent of the total E^Olxjia uses in the
NT belong to this category.
“A special use for supernatural powers (8 times),
apostolic authority delegated by God (twice), Satan's
authority (twice), and the authority of God/Christ (once).
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’E^oucna^siv
The verb E^OUCTld^ElV (to have power/authority; to
rule over) appears four times 1 in the Greek NT.

In Luke

22:25,2 it describes the leadership style of Gentile rulers.
In 1 Cor 6 :12,3 the future passive form of the verb is put
in a wordplay with fe^EOTLV (it is allowed/permitted/lawful)
to express the personal responsibility of the Christians.
Finally, in 1 Cor 7:4,'’ the term occurs twice in a balanced
statement about mutual agreement between married couples
with regard to sexual autonomy.
"Luke 22:25; 1 Cor 6:12; 7:4.
2The Greek reads: 01 E^oucridc^ovTEQ ccbtciov Ei)EpY£T(Xi
K a X o w c a i ; cf. the different double tradition texts in Matt
20:25 and Mark 10:42, where KCC'CE^OlXJld^ElV is used. Cf. also
Abbott, 89-90, where, commenting on Luke 22:25, argues that
"Luke's divergences from Mark and Matthew indicate a
disposition in his Gospel to interpret official 'authority'
in a bad sense."
3The Greek reads: T t d v ta (101 E^ECTTIV & X K o b k Eyci)
E^O’u cn acG ficT o p .ai i)7cb t i v o t ; .

4The Greek reads: f| y u u fi t o t ’iS io t) ao b (iato < ; ot)K E ^ o u c rid ^ E i
d X X a b d v fip , oiiooiog 8£ te a l b d v f jp zov iS io 'u a c o jia x o q ot>K E ^ o tc r id ^ E i
dXA,a Tj yuvfi; cf. Castelli, 211-212, points out that Paul's
position is a "combined refusal to sanction renunciation
within marriage," and further, "Paul's notion of the body is
not hierarchical but complementary."
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' KatE^oucrid^Eiv
The verb KCXTE^O'UC'ia^ElV (to rule over; to exercise
power/authority over) appears only twice1 in the Greek NT.
This double tradition2 is again a description of the
leadership style of Gentile rulers, perhaps more dramatic
than Luke's statement .3
Summary
This background study of the nonbiblical and
biblical occurrences of E^ODdia (and the corresponding
Hebrew and Aramaic rfrtfOB,

‘JEfO, and fflBh) reveals

the following characteristics:
1.

Within the category of nonbiblical works the

Greco-Roman writings used E^O'UO'ta to describe human
arrangements of power.

The main concerns were personal

human rights, the power of an office or position, and the
misuse of authority (tyranny).
2.

Among Jewish writings the OT Pseudepigrapha

focused on the supernatural aspect of E^OOJaia.
Qumran writings

In the

is used to denote both human and

xMatt 20:25 and Mark 10:42.
2The Greek reads: Oi (iEydA.01 orincov KaxE^ODcrid^ODGiv
airtcov.
3See the above comment on Luke 22:25.
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supernatural dominions or beings.

Philo and Josephus were

addressing the practical questions of an authoritative,
ruling power.

They also discussed some problems related to

delegated human power and described abusive authority.

The

Rabbinic works employed ITIBJ’l to denote human rights or
permission, while the plural form of the term designated
supernatural powers or beings.
3.

Within the category of biblical writings the

e^Obdia/e^OUCJld^eiV word-group is predominantly used in the
LXX to denote delegated authority and its misuse in human
relationships.
n^'aa

’E^Oixria generally translated the Hebrew

(dominion, kingdom) and the Aramaic 19*?®' (dominion,

power).

’E^OlXJtd^EtV usually stood for the Hebrew

(to

rule over) and *?9'a (to rule, have dominion) .
4.

In the NT the majority of the e^OiXJicx passages

had to do with the supernatural use of authority, while the
term also denoted legal permission or personal rights.

In

some instances, especially in the Pauline corpus, E^Obdiai
designated supernatural beings, perhaps under the influence
of Jewish apocalyptic traditions.
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In summary, this background study makes it clear
that the majority of the NT use of k^o'ucria/k^o'uaid^etv
closely follow the LXX and the Jewish apocalyptic usage
particularly in the area of delegated authority/power in
human and supernatural relationships.

Nevertheless, NT

writers put more emphasis on the supernatural aspect of
the term.
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CHAPTER III

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EEOYZIA PASSAGES
IN REVELATION
This chapter builds on the conclusions of the
previous two: the first dealt with the pertinent literature
about E^OUCia, and the second considered the linguistic
backgrounds to the term.

It is clear that no comprehensive

study of the E^oucia passages in the NT in general, and in
Revelation in particular, has ever been written.
Chapter 2 of this dissertation provided a background
study of the term, including the NT, whereas this chapter
focuses on the Book of Revelation.

First, following the

methodology of chapter 2 , the specifics of the twenty-one
occurrences in the Apocalypse1 are studied.

Second,

the k^ouaia passages are investigated within the literary
structure and context of Revelation.
1Rev 2:26; 6 :8 ; 9:3, 10, 19; 11:6; 12:10; 13:2, 4,
5, 7, 12; 14:8; 16:9; 17:12, 13; 18:1; 20:6; 22:14.
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’E^OUCIOC Occurrences in the Apocalypse
A simple numerical comparison of the E^ouaia
occurrences in the NT books reveals that the term appears
more often in Revelation than in any other NT writing.1

The

e^ODOia passages in the Apocalypse may be divided into six
groups.2
The majority of the occurrences (8 ) have to do with
authority/power.'-

Thus, fe^O'UCJia denotes the power delegated

by God to destroy,’ to hurt ,5 and to perform miracles .6

In

xThe top 5 NT writings where the term occurs a
minimum of 10 times: Revelation (21 times); Luke (16 times);
Matthew (10 times); Mark (10 times); and 1 Corinthians (10
times).
2Authority/power

times); delegated authority (7
times); supernatural power (3 times); Christ's authority
(once); eschatological authority (once); and eschatological
right (once) .
(8

3Rev 6 :8 ; 9:3, 10, 19; 11:6; 20:6.
4Rev 6 :8 reads : K0ti e860T| abTOl? [0 GdvaxOQ KOtl 0 &5r|<;]
e^oucria erci xd xexapxov xr\q yrjq; cf. Rev 20:13, 14.
5Rev 9 :3 reads : KCCl EK XOX) KCXTUVCm E^fj^GoV dKpiSe? El? xijv
yijv, Kai e560r| ainaiq e^oucria cb<; e^aucnv e^auarav o'l aKopmoi xf\q
yf[q; Rev 9:10 reads: m i ev xaiQ abpaic; airccov [dKpiSet;] t| e^oucria
aircdjv dSiKrjaai xoug dv0pco7i:ou<; (ifjvaq tc£vxe; Rev 9:19 reads: t) ydp
k^cruaia xcov itocgov ev xcp cxbpaxi aireciov eaxiv Kai ev xaig o'bpai?
a-bxcov.
6Rev 11:6 reads: aGxoi [8<>o (idpxvq] fexouaiv xijv k£o\)cri.av
KXeicrai x6 v obpavov ... Kai e^ouaiav §xoixnv £7ti xcdv bSdxcov axpe^eiv
aired eiq dipa.
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one instance the term is related to the "second death,"l
which is a unique expression2 of the Apocalypse.
The second group of k^ouoia passages (7) describes
delegated human and supernatural authority that is exercised
in the form of rulership, which is usually abusive .3

Thus,

it is given by the Dragon4 and by God5 to the first (Sea)
Beast of Rev 13.

Perhaps the most enigmatic use of

authority in Revelation is found in 17:12-13, where it is
delegated to the "ten horns" 6 of the scarlet Beast, only to
be returned to him7 after "one hour."

Finally, E^O'uaia is

3Rev 20:6 reads : jiaKCXploq Kai dyiOQ 0 kxcov JlEpOi; EV xf[
dvaaxaasi xrj 7upcoxr|: E7ci xoirccov o 8 e\)xepo<; Gdvaxo? oi)K E^ei k^ODaiav.
2The phrase is found only in Rev 2:11; 20:6, 14.
3Rev 13:2, 4, 5, 7, 12; 17:12, 13.
4Rev 13 :2 reads: Kai kScoKEV abxcp [xd 0T|piov] o SpaKCOv xf|v
Suvajiiv aircou Kai xbv Gpovov abxoa) Kai k^cruaiav |isydA.r|V; cf. Eph
1:21, where E^Obaia and 8\)Va|J.lQ, and Col 1:16, where E^ODatai
and 0p6voi are part of the power language. Rev 13:4 reads:
Kai TtpoasKwricrav xcp SpdKOvxi, bxi eScokev xfjv k^ouaiav xcp 0T]picp.
5Rev 13:5 reads: Kai k860r| abxcp [0r|piov] k^ouaia juoifjcrai
jxfjvac; XEaaEpdKOVxa [Kai] Six), and Rev 13:7 reads: Kai k860T| airtcp
[Gripiov] E^ouaia krai juaaav cfnAfiv Kai Xabv Kai y^coaaav Kai e0vo<;.
Note the repetition of the divine passive k860t|.
sRev 17:12 reads: o\xiV£<; [ 8 k m K k p a x a ] Pacn.A,£iav oft-rtco

ktaxpov, &A,A,d k ^ o u a i a v coq paa iA . £i q p.iav c u p a v A.ap.pdvouCTiv jiExa x a u
Gipiou.
7Rev 17:13 reads: cfOxoi [SsKa KEpaxa] |iiav yvc6|iT|v kxauaiv
Kai xf)v S-uvajiiv Kai e^ODCTiav abxcov x w Gripico 8i86aaiv; cf. Eph
1 :2 1 , where E^ouaia and S'Cvap.i^ are part of the power
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exercised by the second (Land) Beast of Rev 131 in the
presence of the first Beast.
In the third group of passages

(3)2 one finds two

instances where the term denotes the supernatural power of
the angels over fire3 and the earth .4

In one place E^OUCTia

refers to the power of God over the plagues .5
In the fourth group there is one passage that
emphatically proclaims the beginning of God's PadA.£ia and
Christ's E ^ O b d a .6

This verse is also a unique combination

of power language (5\)va(iiq, padA.eia, k^ouala) used in the
Apocalypse.
language.
3Rev 13:12 reads : Kal XT]V E^Obdav xOb TCpCDXOb Gip'lOb
jcaaav noiei [&AAo 0T|piov] evcdtuiov aircou
2Rev 14:18; 18:1; 16:9.
3Rev 14:18 reads: Kal diXXoq dyyeXoc, [6^fjA.0EV] £K XOb
Gbdaaxipiob [o] &x,cov e^oualav etcI x o v Trupbq.
4R e v

18:1

mxapaivovxa ek

xov

(lEtd xabxa eiSov &XXov &yyeXov
obpavob Expvxa E^obdav p.£ydA.r|v.

reads:

5Rev 16:9 reads: Kal spXaa<|)fi[J.T|oav [o'l &v0pco7toi] xb 6 vo|ia
xov 0EO-U x o v kxovxoc, xfjv E^oborav k m x&g fl:Ar|Yd<; xabxaq.
6Rev 12:10 reads: dcpxi Eyevexo T) crcoxTpia Kal t| 8bva|ii<;
Kal T| padAeia xob Geo 'S tuicov Kal f| s^ouaia xob Xpiaxob a-bxou
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In the fifth category we also find one passage: it
announces the reward of the overcomers in Thyatira, which is
sharing with Christ in His eschatological ruling power.1
Similarly, in the sixth category there is only a
single passage— the last of the seven macarisms2 in
Revelation.

It heralds the eschatological right3 of the

redeemed.
Summarizing, in the Apocalypse (with 21 occurrences
of k^OiXJia) the majority (18) of the passages have to do
with supernatural useJ of authority/power.

In chapter 2 of

this dissertation, a similar conclusion was drawn with
regard to the Gospels, Acts, Pauline corpus, and Catholic

lRev 2:26 reads : Kai 0 VlKCOV Kat 0 Tipcov &%pi x£A.OUg TOC
§pya iiou, 8060x0 aircco fe^oucrav era. xcov feGvcov ... cbg K&yco; cf. Rev
3:21, especially for the constuction: "Ka'l 0 VlKCOV ...ScoCCO
ai)TCp ... cbg K&yGi). This comparison appears only in these two
verses.
It is worthy to note here the following allusions
to this passage: Rev 12:5; 19:15; and Ps 2:8-9(LXX).
2See Rev 1:3; 14:13; 16:15; 19:9; 20:6; 22:7, 14.
3Rev 22:14 reads: (laKcxpioi o'i JcA.\)vovT8 g tag o x o M g aircdov,
iva eatai i] e^O'UCTia a-bxcov erct x6 ^•uA.ov xfjg ^cof|g; cf. Rev 2:7,
where similar promise is given to the overcomers in Ephesus.
4Authority/power delegated by God or Satan (12
times); the transcendent authority/power of God and the
angels (3 times); Christ's authority (once); the
eschatological ruling power of the overcomers (once);
and the eschatological right of the redeemed (once).
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letters.-

There are only three instances in Revelation-

where the term clearly describe human arrangements of
power.-5 Therefore, it is safe to conclude here that the
main thrust of the power language employed in the entire NT
directs one's attention to the use (and abuse) of
supernatural delegated power in human relationships.
Looking back to the summary of chapter 2, it is
evident that the use of e^ouaicx in Revelation shows the
closest linguistic connection to the LXX and Jewish
apocalyptic usage, which is in harmony with the general NT
use.

In other words, all these writings do have a tendency

to address the question of delegated authority/power in the
human as well as in the supernatural sphere,4 which are
sometimes intermingled.
lWhere 50 out of the 81 instances evidently denote
supernatural use of authority/power.
2Rev 13:12; 17:12, 13. All 3 passages refer to a
religio-political power structure, which abuses delegated
authority. Adding this number (3) to the previous 31
(counted above on the rest of the NT) represents only 33.3
percent of the total of 102 k^OtXJia passages in the entire
NT.
3Contrary to Wink, Naming the Powers. 15-16, who
argues that 85 percent of the total k^OUCJia uses in the NT
belong to this category.
4To be true to the Hellenistic Jewish writers, Philo
and Josephus, we may want to note here that they too dealt
with the problems of delegated (and abused) authority, but
their emphasis was not the supernatural aspect.
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Let us consider next the pattern of the distribution
of E^ouaia in the entire Greek text of Revelation.

’E^OUCia Clustering in the Apocalypse
Even a casual reading of the Greek text of
Revelation should direct one's attention to the clustering
of E^OiKJia in chapters 9 (4 times) and 13 (5 times).1 This
clustering appears to be significant when one considers the
overall context of the Apocalypse.
in twelve (2, 6, 9,

Although the term occurs

11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20,

the total oftwenty-two

22) of

chapters, nevertheless, the

clustering points to the textual center of Revelation.
This
11-13 if the

center can tentatively be located to chapters
entire Greek text (405

verses) of the

Apocalypse is equally divided into two halves.

Calculating

only the number of verses, not their length, the very center
would be Rev 12:7-12.

This inclusio or hymn contains at its

center f| E^ooxria TO'U ^piCTTO'C aittau that might be considered as
a pointing device emphasizing or affirming Christ's
eschatological authority.2

Jesus' authority appears to be

*Rev 9:3, 10, 19; 13:2, 4, 5, 7, 12.
2Cf. Roy C. Naden, The Lamb among the Beasts: A
Christoloaical Commentary on the Revelation of John That
Unlocks the Meaning of Its Many Numbers (Hagerstown, MD:
Review and Herald Publishing Association, 1996), 21, here
Rev 12:10-11 is designated as "The Central Words" of the
Apocalypse, heralding "Victory Through the Lamb."
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equal with God's eschatological kingdom ( p a o i X e i a )
(5\)VCCM.i£) .

and power

In turn this power language points to the gift

of salvation (c c o x r ip ia ) .

Chapters

Occurrences

Fig. 1. ’E^Otcjia clustering in Revelation. Numbers above
line indicate chapters, below line refer to fe^ooxjia
occurrences.
Arrows point to clustering.
Figure 1 clearly reveals three basic features:
1.

The most important e^ObdlCC clustering in the

three central chapters (11-13),
2.

A significant increase of occurrences in the

center, especially in one of the frame chapters (13),
3.

Some further important clusters in chapters

9 and 16-18.
The foregoing study naturally raises the question
whether this "macro-analysis" is sufficient to determine the
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structural/theological center of Revelation1.

In other

words, can pure text-analysis provide definitive evidence
with regard to the theological (or linguistic) focus of the
book?

Chiasm As a Structuring Device
It appears that chiasm (or chiasmus) is the
linguistic and literary phenomenon which satisfies the above
criterion of a structural center or "climactic centrality"2
^ome recent works that propose Rev 12 as the center
of/key to Revelation: Adela Yarbro Collins, The Combat Myth
in the Book of Revelation. HDR, 9 (Missoula, MT: Scholars
Press, 1976), 231; Desmond Ford, Crisis! A Commentary on the
Book of Revelation, vol. 1, A Hermeneutic for Revelation
(Newcastle, CA: Desmond Ford, 1982), 62, 71, 73; idem,
Crisis! A Commentary on the Book of Revelation, vol. 2,
A Verse by Verse Commentary (Newcastle, CA: Desmond Ford
Publications, 1982), 504; Hildegard Gollinger, Das "qrosse
Zeichen" von Apokalvpse 12. SBM, 11 (Wurzburg: Echter KBW
Verlag, 1971), 119; William G. Johnsson, "The Saints' EndTime Victory Over the Forces of Evil," in Symposium on
Revelation-Book II: Exeaetical and General Studies. 3-40,
ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 7 (Silver Spring, MD:
Biblical Research Institute, 1992), 4-5, 11; Pierre Prigent,
Apocalypse 12. Histoire de l'execrese. Beitrage zur
Geschichte der biblischen Exegese, 2 (Tubingen: J. C. B.
Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1959), 1; James Valentine, "Theological
Aspects of the Temple Motif in the Old Testament and
Revelation" (Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University, 1985),
320; John W. Welch, "Chiasmus in the New Testament," in
Chiasmus in Antiquity: Structures. Analyses. Exegesis. 211249, ed. John W. Welch (Hildesheim: Gerstenberg Verlag,
1981), 244-245, 248.
2David Noel Freedman, preface to Chiasmus in
Antiquity: Structures, Analyses. Exegesis, ed. John W. Welch
(Hildesheim: Gerstenberg Verlag, 1981), 7. "Inversion and
balance" are also mentioned here beside "climactic
centrality," thus providing two sets of criteria for
recognizing a chiastic construction.
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by focusing the interest of the reader or hearer of a Bible
passage on its central expression.

"The basic figure of

chiasm simply involves the reversal of the order of words in
balancing clauses and phrases."1
A brief survey of some representative structural
studies convincingly shows that the literary arrangement or
composition of chiasmus is not unique to religious or
canonical writings.

Chiasm can be observed both in ancient

Near Eastern, Greek., or Latin sources,2 and in the Qumran
writings.3 The intention of the following investigation,
however, is to consider only biblical writings.
Chiasm in the OT
Yehuda T. Radday makes the following general
observation regarding the literary structure of Hebrew
biblical narrative: "Chiastic structure is more than an
artificial or artistic device.

It is rather, and most

xIbid.
2John L. Myres, Herodotus. Father of History
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1953), 81-82, 120-124; Welch,
Chiasmus in Antiquity: Structures. Analyses. Exegesis. 1749, 169-197, 250-268.
3Carol Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice: A
Critical Edition. Harvard Semitic Studies, vol. 27 (Atlanta,
GA: Scholars Press, 1985), 13, 16-17; William H. Shea,
"Sabbath Hymns for the Heavenly Sanctuary (Qumran)," in
Symposium on Revelation-Book II: Exeaetical and General
Studies. 391-407, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 7
(Silver Spring, MD: Biblical Research Institute, 1992), 395,
406.
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remarkably so, a key to meaning.

Not paying sufficient

attention to it may result in failure to grasp the true
theme."1 A similar conclusion can be drawn from a study of
biblical Hebrew poetry.2
Although the literary structures of the Torah, the
Prophets, and the Writings are studied in detail, particular
scholarly interest has been shown in the analysis of certain
literary units of the following books: Genesis,3 Leviticus,4
’
■Yehuda T. Radday, "Chiasmus in Hebrew Biblical
Narrative," in Chiasmus in Antiquity: Structures. Analyses.
Exegesis, 50-117, ed. John W. Welch (Hildesheim: Gerstenberg
Verlag, 1981), 51.
2Wilfred G. E. Watson, "Chiastic Patterns in
Biblical Hebrew Poetry," in Chiasmus in Antiquity:
Structures. Analyses. Exegesis. 118-168, ed. John W. Welch
(Hildesheim: Gerstenberg Verlag, 1981).
3Jacques B. Doukhan, "The Center of the Aqedah: A
Study of the Literary Structure of Genesis 22:1-19," Andrews
University Seminary Studies 31 (1993): 17-28; Nils Wilhelm
Lund, Chiasmus in the New Testament: A Study in
Formgeschichte (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1942), 60-61; idem, "The Presence of Chiasmus in the
Old Testament," American Journal of Semitic Languages and
Literatures 46 (1929-1930): 107, 125.
4Richard M. Davidson, "The Good News of Yom Kippur,"
Journal of the Adventist Theological Society 2 (Autumn
1991): 4-27; Lund, Chiasmus in the New Testament. 51-58;
idem, "The Presence of Chiasmus," 114-120; William H. Shea,
"Literary Form and Theological Function in Leviticus," in
The Seventy Weeks, Leviticus, and the Nature of Prophecy.
131-168, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 3 (Washington,
DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986); G. J. Wenham, The
Book of Leviticus. NICOT, vol. 3 (Grand Rapids, MI: W. B.
Eerdmans, 1979), 137, 276, 311-312.
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Isaiah,1 Psalms,2 and Daniel.3 These analyses detect both
"chiastic tetracolon" (ABBA pattern) and "concentric
pentacolon"4 (ABCBA pattern) in these OT writings.
Sometimes the patterns are part of longer chiastic
3T. H. Horne, An Introduction to the Critical Study
and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, vol. 2 (London:
Paternoster-Row, 1846), 503-504; Lund, Chiasmus in the New
Testament. 64-85; idem, "The Presence of Chiasmus," 109-113.
2Horne, 2:503-504; Lund, Chiasmus in the New
Testament, 94-126; Jean Magne, "Orphisme, pythagorisme,
essenisme dans le texte hebreu du Psaume 151?" Revue de
Qumran 8 (1972-1975): 508-545; J. Bjornar Storfjell, "The
Chiastic Structure of Psalm 151," AUSS 25 (Spring 1987):
97-106.
3Jacques B. Doukhan, "The Seventy Weeks of Daniel 9:
An Exegetical Study," AUSS 17 (1979): 1-22; Arthur J. Ferch,
"Authorship, Theology, and the Purpose of Daniel," in
Symposium on Daniel: Introductory and Exeaetical Studies.
3-83, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 2 (Washington,
DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986), 43-47; idem, The Son
of Man in Daniel Seven. AUSDDS, 6 (Berrien Springs, MI:
Andrews University Press, 1983), 136-137, 142-143; Ad.
Lenglet, "La structure litterarie de Daniel 2-7," Biblica 53
(1972): 169-190; William H. Shea, "The Prophecy of Daniel
9:24-27," in The Seventy Weeks. Leviticus, and the Nature of
Prophecy, 75-118, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 3
(Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986), 108115; idem, Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation.
DARCOMS, vol. 1 (Lincoln, NE: College View Printers, 1982),
96-97; idem, "Spatial Dimensions in the Vision of Daniel 8,"
in Symposium on Daniel: Introductory and Exeaetical Studies.
497-526, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 2 (Washington,
DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986), 519; idem, "Unity of
Daniel," in Symposium on Daniel: Introductory and Exeaetical
Studies, 165-255, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 2
(Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986), 176177, 195, 199, 241-244, 248-251.
4These definitions are from Watson, 127, 130,
respectively.
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structures.

This feature is especially evident when the

text of an entire biblical book is analyzed.

Chiasm in the NT
J. A. Bengel's study from the mid-eighteenth century
is probably the first scholarly work using the Greek term
XUXCjidQ and the Latin "chiasmus" as termini technici to
describe this Hebrew literary style.1 According to his
index, Bengel identified and analyzed passages from the
following twelve NT books: Matthew, John, Acts, Romans,
1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians,
Colossians, 2 Timothy, Philemon, and Hebrews.2
T. H. Horne detects introverted parallelism in only
two NT passages (Matt 7:6; 2 Cor 2:15, 16).3

It seems that

Horne tends to emphasize the importance of parallelism over
against the focusing function of a chiasmus.4
3J. A. Bengel, Gnomon Novi Testamenti (Stuttgart: J.
F. Steinkopf, 1860; based on the 3d ed., Tubingen, 1773),
xxxii, 1160-1161.
2Ibid., 1145.
3Horne, 2:513.
4He also uses the term epanodos ("going back"),
which refers to a parallelism that is "commencing and
concluding, with the notion to which prominence is to be
given; and . . . placing in the centre the less important
notion" (ibid., 2:513). This concept appears to be
contradictory to the basic idea of a chiasm.
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N. W. Lund states in passing that there are many
chiastic structures in the NT.1 Later, however, in his book
he analyzes both OT and NT passages,2 including most of
Revelation.3
Perhaps the most notable achievement of Lund is the
establishment of his "fundamental laws of chiastic
structure."

His seven laws can be summarized as follows:

(1) The center is always the turning point;
shift in the trend at the center;
in the extremes and at the center;

(2) There is a

(3) Identical ideas occur
(4) Sometimes there is a

shift from the center to the extremes;

(5) Certain terms in

a passage tend to gravitate toward certain positions;

(6)

Chiastic units are introduced and concluded by framepassages; and (7) Frequently a mixture of chiastic and
alternating lines can be found within a unit.'’
Building on Lund's work, John W. Welch's essay
considers chiasmus to be particularly influential in the
following NT books: James, Galatians, 1 Corinthians,
Hebrews, Ephesians, Colossians, Philemon, 1 Timothy,
3Lund, "The Presence of Chiasmus," 110, 126.
2Idem, Chiasmus in the New Testament. In chaps. 710, he discusses 1 Corinthians, Ephesians, Colossians,
Philippians, Philemon, and Romans (145-225), whereas in
chaps. 11-16, the Synoptics are studied (229-319).
3Lund devotes 89 pages (ibid., 323-411) to
Revelation alone.
4Ibid., 40-41.
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following NT books: James, Galatians, 1 Corinthians,
Hebrews, Ephesians, Colossians, Philemon, 1 Timothy,
2 Timothy, Jude, Revelation, and in certain respects the
four Gospels.

Welch concludes: "Where chiasmus is present,

it has been found to hold a key to the perception of the
central message of the book in questions."1
J. Breck's article raises the question whether a
differentiation should be made between inverted parallelism
and chiasmus.

He thinks the ABB'A' pattern to be considered

an "inverted parallelism rather than chiasmus."2

Breck

further states that "the uniqueness of the chiastic
structure lies in its focus upon a pivotal theme, about
which the other propositions of the literary unit are
developed.

It therefore presupposes a center, a 'crossing

point,' illustrated by the Greek letter chi (X)."3 Breck
detects "authentic chiasmus" with "a central doctrinal
affirmation" in the following passages: 1 John 1:6-7; Phil
^elch, "Chiasmus in the New Testament," 248.
2J. Breck, "Biblical Chiasmus: Exploring Structure
for Meaning," Biblical Theology Bulletin 17 (1987): 71.
3Ibid., where Breck supports the figure
on the right and adds: "The image of concentric
circles, rather than that of parallel lines,
illustrates this characteristic most clearly.
Because of this central focus, genuine chiasmus
is able to set in relief the central idea or
theme the writer tries to express."
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2:5-11; 1 Cor 12-14; Rom 8:9-11; and the entire Gospel of
John.:
Beside these general works thatcover several
books, special attentionwas paid to the structure

NT

of the

Letter to the Hebrews,2 of the Book of Revelation,3 and most
recently, of the Pauline letters.4

Thomson believes that in

the OT and other Semitic

texts chiasmus is seen as "a

literary feature," while

in the Pauline letters it is more

of “a rhetorical device," because the letters are
"rhetorical" rather than "literary" in nature.-

Thomson

distinguishes between "macro-chiasmus," when it covers
^bid., 72-73.
2John Bligh, Chiastic Analysis of the Epistle to the
Hebrews (Heythrop, England: Athenaeum Press, 1966); Richard
M. Davidson, "Typology in the Book of Hebrews," in Issues in
the Book of Hebrews. 121-186, ed. Frank B. Holbrook,
DARCOMS, vol. 4 (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical Research
Institute, 1989), 180; George H. Guthrie, The Structure of
Hebrews: A Text-Linauistic Analysis. SupNovT, vol. 73
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1994), 136, 146; George E. Rice, "The
Chiastic Structure of the Central Section of the Epistle to
the Hebrews," AUSS 19 (1981): 243-246; Albert Vanhoye, La
structure litteraire de 1'epitre aux Hebreux, 2d ed. (Paris:
Desclee De Brouwer, 1976); idem, Structure and Message of
the Epistle to the Hebrews (Rome: Pontificio Instituto
Biblico, 1989).
3Works dealing with Revelation are discussed in the
next section of this dissertation.
4Ian H. Thomson, Chiasmus in the Pauline Letters.
JSNTSS, 111 (Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic Press,
1995). The following passages are analyzed: Eph 1:3-14;
2:11-22; Gal 5:13-6:2; Col 2:6-19; and Rom 5:12-21.
5Ibid., 17, n. 23.
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"whole sections of a book, or even a whole book,"l and
"micro-chiasmus," when it shows a "four-member pattern,"
e.g., ABB'A'.2 Thomson rules out the ABA pattern as
chiastic, because "in principle, a chiasmus must have a
minimum of four elements to make inversion of order
possible."3 Thomson's working definition of a chiasmus
points to symmetry (or balance) and a central axis, as basic
characteristics of this literary phenomenon.
Chiasmus may be said to be present in a passage if the
text exhibits bilateral symmetry of four or more
elements about a central axis, which may itself lie
between two elements, or be a unique central element,
the symmetry consisting of any combination of verbal,
grammatical or syntactical elements, or, indeed, of
ideas and concepts in a given pattern.4
While emphasizing symmetry and balance, Thomson also
observes the paradox of asymmetry or imbalance in certain
chiasms as a driving force for the argument.5 This feature
makes the whole chiastic pattern "dynamic" and "fluid."6
In his conclusion, Thomson uses the terms "odd" and
"even chiasmus" to designate the two types of compositions
CM

xIbid. ,

2Ibid., 23.
3Ibid. , 25.
4Ibid., 25-26.
5Ibid. , 40. H
or imbalance may have been deliberatly used as an
emphasizing device."
6Ibid., 38.
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of the central element.

A chiasm is "odd" if its central

section (or element) is "unique" consisting of one element
(ABCBA pattern).

A chiasm is "even" if its central section

has "a pair of balanced parallels" (ABBA pattern).1 Thomson
also reworks Lund's seven laws discussed earlier in this
chapter.2
Thomson's study shows a more careful and detailed
approach to the complex phenomenon of chiasmus.

A chiastic

pattern is not the outcome of pure mathematical or geometric
calculations and construction of words or sentences.

It is

an artful device used by biblical writers to point to the
focus of a particular literary unit.
Chiasm in Revelation
This section attempts to demonstrate the complexity
of chiasmus with a particular focus on the Book of
’
•Ibid., 217, n. 25; cf. Watson, 127, 130, who
describes "concentric pentacolon" and "chiastic tetracolon,"
essentially meaning "odd" and "even."
2Thomson, 26-27, where one finds 6 more carefully
drafted observations that can be summarized in the
following: (1) Chiasms frequently exhibit a shift at, or
near, their center. (2) Chiasms are sometimes introduced or
concluded by a frame passage which serves as a spring-board
or a tail-piece. (3) Passages that are chiastically
patterned sometimes also contain directly parallel elements;
(4) Identical ideas may occasionally occur in the extremes
and at the center of a given system. (5) Balancing elements
are normally of approximately the same length. (6) The
center often contains the focus of the author's thought
which is a particularly powerful feature with obvious
implications for exegesis.
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Revelation.

The intention is not to provide an exhaustive

structural study as such,1 but rather to show the role
E^O'uaia plays within the overall chiastic pattern and
context of the Apocalypse.
While it is evident that "no broad consensus exists"
among scholars regarding the structure of Revelation,2 and
"there are as many different outlines as there are
interpreters,"3 it is also true that "the literary structure
[of Revelation] is the key for constructing the theological
structure."4
The Central Theme of Revelation
It seems odd that some scholars emphasize different
themes or symbols in the Apocalypse as the main theological
concern of John, without providing a supporting literary
analysis.

Thus, a great variety of themes — worship,5

3For the most up-to-date literature review on the
structure of Revelation, see Ekkehardt Muller,
Microstructural Analysis of Revelation 4-11. AUSDDS, 21
(Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 1996),
11-43.
2Kempson, 38-39, n. 1-7.
3J. Ramsey Michaels, Interpreting the Book of
Revelation. GNTE 7 (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House,
1992), 69. See also n. 9 on the same page listing 9
different structural approaches.
4Kempson, 37.
5Paul Barnett, "Polemical Parallelism: Some Further
Reflections on the Apocalypse," Journal for the Study of New
Testament 35 (1989): 111-120; idem, "Polemical Parallelism:
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cyclical worship,1 Second Advent,2 oscillating oppositions
of victory/hope and oppression/despair,1 heavenly throne
(divine sovereignty or power),4 martyrdom,5 divine victory
over evil (through sacrifice),6 and faithfulness1— have been
proposed recently (to mention only the prominent ones) to
Some Further Reflections on the Apocalypse," in The
Johannine Writings. 223-231, ed. Stanley E. Porter and Craig
A. Evans, The Biblical Seminar 32 (Sheffield, England:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1995); Richard J. Bauckham, "The
Worship of Jesus in Apocalyptic Christianity," NTS 27
(1981): 322-341; idem, Climax of Prophecy: Studies on the
Book of Revelation (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1993),
118-149.
’■Michael D. Goulder, "The Apocalypse as an Annual
Cycle of Prophecies," NTS 27 (1981): 342-367.
2Wilber B. Wallis, "The Coming of the Kingdom: A
Survey of the Book of Revelation," Presbyterion 8 (1982):
13-70.
3John G. Gager, "The Attainment of Millennial Bliss
through Myth: The Book of Revelation," in Visionaries and
Their Apocalypses. 146-155, ed. Paul D. Hanson, IRT, 2
(Philadelphia, PA: Fortress Press, 1983).
4M. Eugene Boring, "The Theology of Revelation:
Lord Our God the Almighty Reigns'," Interpretation 40
(1986): 257-269; Farmer, 91-92.

'The

5Mitchell G. Reddish, "Martyr Christology in the
Apocalypse," JSNT 33 (1988): 85-95.
6Herbert Kiesler, "Christ: Son of Man: Lamb," in
Symposium on Revelation-Book II: Exeaetical and General
Studies. 409-429, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 7
(Silver Spring, MD: Biblical Research Institute, 1992), 409;
Paul S. Minear, I Saw a New Earth: An Introduction to the
Visions of the Apocalypse (Washington, DC: Corpus Books,
1968), xvii, where 6 visions of victory are listed covering
Rev 1:9-22:7; Wink, Engaging the Powers. 321.
7Scott Gambrill Sinclair, Revelation: A Book for the
Rest of Us? (Berkeley, CA: Bibal Press, 1992), 76.
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convey the central message or purpose of Revelation.

These

studies leave the impression of subjectivity (or
complexity) , which can result in the rejection of a definite
structure in the book.1
Interestingly a broader scholarly consensus can be
detected if one considers the theme of conflict, war, or
combat2 as the conceptual backdrop to Revelation.

Adela

Yarbro Collins, who developed Gunkel's hypothesis, asserts
that "the combat myth is the conceptual framework which
underlies the book [Revelation] as a whole."3

Elisabeth

Schussler Fiorenza suggests that "the main concern of the
author [of Revelation] is not the course of history but the
particular power struggle between the divine and antidivine
forces which are represented on earth by the Christian
community and the ROMAN EMPIRE."4

Richard Robert Creech

believes that "the theme of conflict dominates the entire
Arthur William Wainwright, Mysterious Apocalypse:
Interpreting the Book of Revelation (Nashville, TN: Abingdon
Press, 1993), 149, argues that Revelation is "far more
orderly than most apocalypses. . . . Yet its precise
outline, if it has one, is elusive."
2Hermann Gunkel, Schopfuna und Chaos in CJrzeit und
Endzeit: Eine religionsaeschichtliche LJntersuchuna iiber Gen
1 und A p Joh 12 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1895),
is probably the first attempt to concentrate on the theme of
combat myth as a prominent feature of Rev 12.
3Collins, 231.
4Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, "Revelation, Book
of," IDBSup, 744-746, ed. Keith Crim (Nashville, T N :
Abingdon Press, 1976), 745.
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Apocalypse.

The Lamb is the chief agent of God in that

struggle."1

Richard J. Bauckham2 argues that, in Rev 12:1-

14:5, "John portrays the combatants in the eschatological
war."

Later he adds that the distinctive feature of

Revelation is that it "makes lavish use of holy war language
while transferring its meaning to non-military means of
triumph over evil."3

It has recently been re-emphasized by

Barbara Wootten Snyder that the mythological framework found
in the ancient combat myth "provides both literary coherence
for the structure of Revelation as a whole" and also serves
"to aid in the interpretation of the apocalyptic imagery and
symbols."4

Charles Homer Giblin, on the other hand, has

also argued recently that "a consistent thematic, that of
God's Holy War, pervades John's entire composition."
Further he states that "this thematic serves to confirm the
Richard Robert Creech, "Christology and Conflict: A
Comparative Study of Two Central Themes in the Johannine
Literature and the Apocalypse" (Ph.D. dissertation, Baylor
University, 1984), 175.
2Richard J. Bauckham, "The Book of Revelation as a
Christian War Scroll," Neotestamentica 22 (1988): 17-40;
idem, Climax of Prophecy. 210-237.
3Bauckham, "The Book of Revelation," 28, 30.
4Barbara Wootten Snyder, "Combat Myth in the
Apocalypse: The Liturgy of the Day of the Lord and the
Dedication of the Heavenly Temple" (Ph.D. dissertation,
University of California at Berkeley, 1991), 1.
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structural unity and coherence of Revelation and to impart
to it a distinctive and dominant theological emphasis."1
Thematic Division between Rev 11 and 12
Another important characteristic of the Apocalypse
is the thematic division between chapters 11 and 12.

This

division has been recognized by a great number of scholars
who generally do not elaborate on the literary structure of
the book or detect its overall chiastic pattern.2
’
-Charles Homer Giblin, The Book of Revelation: The
Open Book of Prophecy. GNS, 34 (Collegeville, M N : Liturgical
Press, 1991), 224 .
2E.-B. Alio, Saint Jean: L 'Apocalypse (Paris:
Libraire Lecoffre, 1933), LXXXIII; David L. Barr, "The
Apocalypse as a Symbolic Transformation of the World: A
Literary Analysis," Int 38 (1984): 39-50; Gregory K. Beale,
"The Influence of Daniel upon the Structure and Theology of
John's Apocalypse," Journal of the Evangelical Theological
Society 27 (1984) : 413-423; John Wick Bowman, The Drama of
the Book of Revelation: An Account of the Book with a New
Translation in the Language of Today (Philadelphia, PA:
Westminster Press, 1955), 77; idem, "Revelation, Book of,"
IDB. ed. George Arthur Buttrick (Nashville, TN: Abingdon
Press, 1962), 4:58-71; idem, "The Revelation to John: Its
Dramatic Structure and Message," Int 9 (1955): 436-453;
Adela Yarbro Collins, Crisis and Catharsis: The Power of_the
Apocalypse (Philadelphia, PA: Westminster Press, 1984), 111116; Andre Feuillet, L'Apocalypse: Etat de la question,
StudNeot, Subsidia III (Paris: Desclee De Brouwer, 1963),
30; idem, The Apocalypse, trans. Thomas E. Crane (Staten
Island, NY: Alba House, 1965), 36; J. Massyngberde Ford,
Revelation: Introduction. Translation and Commentary, AB,
vol. 38 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday and Co., 1975), 50-56;
Charles Homer Giblin, "Revelation 11:1-13: Its Form,
Function, and Contextual Integration," NTS 30 (1984): 433459; idem, "Structural and Thematic Correlations in the
Theology of Revelation 16-22," Bib 55 (1974): 487-504;
Donald Guthrie, "The Lamb in the Structure of the Book of
Revelation," Vox Evancrelica 12 (1981): 64-71; Jan Lambrecht,
"A Structuration of Revelation 4,1-22,5," in L'Apocalypse
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Similarly, the significance of the central vision/
section/scene of Revelation is attested by at least eight
scholars who do not explicitly discuss the question of
chiastic structures in the Apocalypse.1 Six of these
scholars consider virtually the same passage— Rev 11:1915:4— as the center part of Revelation.2
Johannique et 1'Apocalyotique dans le Nouveau Testament. 77104, BETL, vol. 53, ed. J. Lambrecht (Gembloux: Leuven
University Press, 1980); S. Lauchli, "Eine GottesdienstStrulctur in der Johannes Offenbarung," TZ 16 (1960): 359378; Minear, 115-116; Domingo Munoz Leon, "La estructura del
Apocalipsis de Juan. Una aproximacion a la luz de la
composicion del 4.° de Esdras y del 2.° de Baruc," Estudios
biblicos 43 (1985): 125-172; Leroy C. Spinks, "Critical
Examination of J. W. Bowman's Proposed Structure of the
Revelation," Evangelical Quarterly 50 (1978): 211-222; Henry
Barclay Swete, The Apocalypse of St. John: The Greek Text
with Introduction, Notes and Indices. 1st publ. 1906 (Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1968), xxxix-xli; Vester Eugene
Wolber, "A Study of the Literary Structure of Revelation as
an Aid to Interpretation" (Th.D. thesis, Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary, 1950), 69-70.
lAlan James Beagley, The "Sitz im Leben" of the
Apocalypse with Particular Reference to the Role of the
Church's Enemies, BZNW, 50 (New York: W. de Gruyter, 1987),
81-82; John Eric Hurtgen, "Anti-Language in the Apocalypse
of John" (Ph.D. dissertation, Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, 1990), 137-225; Kempson, 131; Robert Michael
Kuykendall, "The Literary Genre of the Book of Revelation: A
Study of the History of Apocalyptic Research and Its
Relationship to John's Apocalypse" (Ph.D. dissertation,
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1986) , 192-193;
Michaels, 64, 69-71; Minear, 105-129; M. Robert Mulholland,
Revelation: Holy Living in an Unholy World (Grand Rapids,
MI: F. Asbury Press, 1990), 54-59, 214-260; Michael Wilcock,
I Saw Heaven Opened: The Message of Revelation. BST, ed.
John R. W. Stott (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press,
1975), 110-141.
2Beagley, 81, where Rev 11:19-16:1 is entitled "The
Salvation of the Saints"; Hurtgen, 139, where Rev 11:1915:4 is considered as a "pivotal section" of the "climactic
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The Chiastic Structure of Revelation
The chiastic structure of the Apocalypse itself was
probably first studied in detail by Nils Wilhelm Lund who
detected an overall "even chiasmus" of the book.1
Independently from him Kenneth A. Strand has gradually
developed his literary analysis of Revelation in general,2
center"; Michaels, 64, where Rev 12:1-15:4 is entitled "A
Vision of Signs" serving "as the bridge" between the seven
trumpets and bowls; Minear, 105, where Rev 11:19-15:4 is
labeled "The Faithful as Victors"; Mulholland, 214, where
Rev 11:19-15:5 is entitled "The Big Picture"; Wilcock, 110,
where Rev 11:19-15:4 is designated "The Drama of History:
Seven Visions of Cosmic Conflict"; cf. also some earlier
works drawing similar conclusions: Bowman, The Drama of the
Book of Revelation. 75-95; idem, "Revelation, Book of," IDB,
64-65; Austin Farrer, A Rebirth of Images: The Making of St.
John's Apocalypse. 1st publ. 1949 (Albany, NY: State
University of New York Press, 1986), 36, 45; idem, The
Revelation of St. John the Divine (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1964), vii-viii; R. J. Loenertz, The Apocalypse of Saint
John, trans. Hilary J. Carpenter (London: Sheed and Ward,
1947), xiii-xix; Spinks, 216-217, 219.
:Lund, Chiasmus in the New Testament, 325-326; idem,
Studies in the Book of Revelation (Chicago: Covenant Press,
1955), 27. The balanced parallelism of the central section
of Lund's chiasmus contains Rev 11:1-13 (Church's Testimony
in Judaism) and 12:1-17 (Church Persecuted by Judaism).
Lund also provides insightful "micro-chiasms" for Rev 10-13,
but, interestingly, these tend to be "odd" chiasms (Chiasmus
in the New Testament. 391, 395, 398-400, 403-404), which are
discussed below.
2Kenneth A. Strand, The Open Gates of Heaven: A
Brief Introduction to the Literary Analysis of the Book of
Revelation (Ann Arbor, MI: Braun-Brumfield, 1970), 43-45,
where the term "chiasmus" or "chiasm" does not occur, but
"reverse sequence" and "reverse order" of parallelisms are
used instead. Strand concludes: "It seems more than
coincidental that such parallelisms in theme should occur—
and that they should occur in a generally reverse order!"
(45); idem, "Chiastic Structure and Some Motifs in the Book
of Revelation," AUSS 16 (1978): 401-408, where for the first
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and of chapter 18 in particular, depicting a chiasmus within
the overall chiastic arrangement of the Apocalypse.1 It is
interesting to note that while Strand proposes an "even"
time Strand defines "a broad chiastic pattern" for
Revelation.
It is also interesting that, in comparison with
the concentric-symmetry model of Elisabeth Schussler
Fiorenza (discussed below), Strand proposes an alternative
structure of ABCDaDbEDa' Db'C'B'A', where the centerpiece (E)
is Rev 15:2-4 (Song of Moses and the Lamb). Later in his
article, however, Strand opts for his original chiastic
pattern of ABCDaDbDa' Db' C'B'A', which does not have the
centerpiece (E) or focus any more (406).
For more detailed
analyses of this chiasmus, see Kenneth A. Strand,
Interpreting the Book of Revelation: Hermeneutical
Guidelines, with Brief Introduction to Literary Analysis. 2d
ed. (Naples, FL: Ann Arbor Publishers, 1979), 52; idem, "The
Eight Basic Visions in the Book of Revelation," AUSS 25
(1987): 107-121; idem, "The Eight Basic Visions," in
Symposium on Revelation-Book I: Introductory and Exeaetical
Studies, 35-49, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 6
(Silver Spring, MD: Biblical Research Institute, 1992);
idem, "The 'Victorious-Introduction' Scenes in the Visions
in the Book of Revelation," AUSS 25 (1987): 267-288; idem,
"'Victorious-Introduction' Scenes," in Symposium on
Revelation-Book I: Introductory and Exeaetical Studies. 5172, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 6 (Silver Spring,
MD: Biblical Research Institute, 1992); idem, "The
Spotlight-on-Last-Events Sections in the Book of
Revelation," AUSS 27 (1989): 201-221; idem, "'Overcomer': A
Study in the Macrodynamic of Theme Development in the Book
of Revelation," AUSS 28 (1990): 237-254; idem, "Foundational
Principles of Interpretation," in Symposium on RevelationBook I: Introductory and Exeaetical Studies. 3-34, ed. Frank
B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 6 (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical
Research Institute, 1992).
For a slightly modified adaption
of Strand's chiastic structure, see C. Mervyn Maxwell, God
Cares. vol. 2 (Boise, ID: Pacific Press, 1985), 54-62, where
the above pattern is called "mirrorlike organization."
Kenneth A. Strand, "Two Aspects of Babylon's
Judgment Portrayed in Revelation 18," AUSS 20 (1982): 53-60,
where an ABCB'A' pattern is designated "a sort of chiasm" or
"concentric symmetry" (53, n. 2); idem, "Some Modalities of
Symbolic Usage in Revelation 18," AUSS 24 (1986): 37-46,
where the above ABCB'A' pattern is called "a well-balanced
chiasm" (38).
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macro-chiasm for the entire book of Revelation, he defines
an "odd" micro-chiasm for Rev 18.
Building on Lund's pioneer work, John W. Welch
advocates an "odd" macro-chiasm for the Apocalypse as a
whole and thus provides a single/unique central section (or
it might be called "imbalanced parallelism") for the book.1
Following Welch's study, Michel Gourgues,2 Jean-Pierre
Prevost,3 and Roberto Badenas-1 depict similar structures,
with the only exception that they consider Rev 14 to be the
center of the Apocalypse.
Beside the surface or macrostructural studies,
microstructural analyses have concentrated on smaller units
LWelch, "Chiasmus in the New Testament," 248, argues
that "central to the book [Revelation] is . . . the defeat
of Satan and his expulsion from power." This center
(marked by "E" in his chiastic pattern) comprises Rev
12:1-17.
2Michel Gourgues, " 'L'Apocalypse' ou 'Les trois
Apocalypses' de Jean?" Science et esprit 35 (1983): 297-323,
who describes an ABCB'A' pattern for Rev 12-20, where "C"
designates Rev 14:6-19:10, "Babylon active and defeated"
(318) .
3Jean-Pierre Prevost, Pour lire L'Apocalypse
(Ottawa: Novalis, 1991), 139, where Gourgues's above pattern
is adapted.
“Roberto Badenas, "Vraie et fausse adoration selon
Apocalypse 14 (lere partie)," Les Cahiers Lituraiques, no. 5
(1994) : 16-26, who proposes a "precise chiastic
organization" for Rev 4-22 (ABCDC'B'A' pattern), where "D"
designates Rev 14, as "the entire earth is called to make a
choice between true and false worship" (16-17).
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of the book.

These works describe both "even"1 and "odd

chiasms'^ within the overall chiastic arrangement of the
Apocalypse.

The studies tend to focus on Rev 10-13, 18,3

and 20.
A number of scholars, therefore, consider the entire
content of Revelation to be concentrically structured.
Their surface structural analysis comes so close to the
parallel arrangement of a chiastic pattern4 that it can be
safely stated that a chiasmus and a concentric structure
represent but variations of the same phenomenon.5
LFord, Revelation. 165, a comment on Rev 10:9—10;
William H. Shea, "Chiasm in Theme and by Form in Revelation
18," AUSS 20 (1982): 249-256; idem, "The Mighty Angel and
His Message," in Symposium on Revelation-Book I:
Introductory and Exeaetical Studies. 279-325, ed. Frank B.
Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 6 (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical
Research Institute, 1992), where Rev 10:9-10 is studied
(283) .
2Lund, Chiasmus in the New Testament, especially
391, 395, 398-400, 403-404, where Rev 10-13 is studied and a
basic ABCB'A' pattern is outlined for all four chapters,
whereas Lund's general outline for Revelation depicts an
ABCC'B'A' structure (325-326) discussed above; William H.
Shea, "The Parallel Literary Structure of Revelation 12 and
20," AUSS 23 (1985): 37-54, where these two chapters are
considered to be "chiastic counterparts" (51) that can be
outlined by an ABA' pattern (49), which is, in a strict
sense, not a real chiastic arrangement (cf. Thomson, 25) .
3See the articles by Shea and Strand on Rev 18
discussed above.
4Cf. especially the structure of an "odd" chiasmus
(ABCBA pattern), which appears to be the same as a
concentric literary arrangement.
Frederick David Mazzaferri, The Genre of the Book
of Revelation from a Source-critical Perspective. BZNW, 54
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Perhaps the first attempt to describe a seven-unit
arrangement of Revelation was made by Wilhelm Bousset who
considered Rev 12:1-14:20 to be "The Culmination of
Apocalyptic Prophecy."1 Two decades later, Ernst Lohmeyer
following a different system of dividing Revelation, focused
on Rev 14:1-5 as the peak of the book.2

After another ten

years, Raymond R. Brewer pointed out that the "choruses"
play a special role within the structure of the Apocalypse.3
His contemporary, Gunther Bornkamm, emphasized parallelism
as the main feature of Revelation without recognizing the
importance of inverted parallelisms.'1 Two decades later D.
(New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1989), 363, rightly argues
that the "concentric-symmetric structure" is a "variation of
the chiastic."
xWilhelm Bousset, Die Offenbaruncr Johannis
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1906), 335. This
climactic section of the Apocalypse (12:1-14:20) is both
preceded and succeeded by three visions.
2Ernst Lohmeyer, Die Offenbaruncr des Johannes. HNT,
16 (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr [P. Siebeck], 1926), 116, where
Rev 14 is considered to stand both after and before 3x7
visions (6:1-13:18 and 15:1-21:5 respectively).
3Raymond R. Brewer, "The Influence of Greek Drama on
the Apocalypse of John," Anglican Theological Review 18
(1936): 88, 90, where the importance of "choruses" in Rev 422 is emphasized as they form the bond between the lyric and
dramatic elements in the plot of Revelation, thus providing
concentric circles within the overall structure.
4Gunther Bornkamm, "Die Komposition der
apokalyptischen Visionen in der Offenbarung Johannis," ZNW
36 (1937): 132-149; idem, "Die Komposition der
apokalyptischen Visionen in der Offenbarung," in Studien zu
Antike und Urchristentum. 204-222, Gesammelte Aufsatze, Band
II (Munich: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1959). Based on his
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F. Montagnini observed parallelism and progress in the three
septenaries of the Apocalypse,1 used the term "concentric
circles,"2 and pointed to the complementary nature of Rev
12-14 and 17-21.3 Within the next few years Mathias Rissi
developed a tripartite structure of Revelation,4 which was
shortly adopted and modified by Elisabeth Schussler
Fiorenza.5 Also within a few years, the study of Jacques
parallel elements of Revelation (e.g., 8:2-11:19 and 15:116:21; 12-13 and 17-18; 14:1-20 and 19:1-21) the concentric
structure of the book can be outlined.
XD. F. Montagnini, "Apocalisse 4,1-22,5: l'ordine
nel caos," Rivista biblica 5 (1957): 191, (1) 7 seals (6:1—
8:1), (2) 7 trumpets (8:2-11:19), and (3) 7 plagues (16:121).

2Ibid., 186, 196.
3Ibid., 185.
4Mathias Rissi, Time and History: A Study on the
Revelation, trans. Gordon C. Winsor, orig. ed., 1965
(Richmond, VA: John Knox Press, 1966), 14-15, (1) Messages
to the Seven Churches (1:1-3:22), Vision Groups (4:1-19:10),
and (3) Visions and Sayings after the Parousia Scene (19:112 2 :2 1 ).

sElisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, "The Eschatology and
Composition of the Apocalypse," CBO 30 (1968): 537-569,
where one finds the following three main divisions of the
book: (1) The Community under Judgment (1:9-3:22), (2)
Judgment of the Cosmos and the Powers Hostile to God (4:120:15), and (3) Eschatological Salvation of the Community
and the World (21:1-22:5). She also claims that Rev 10:115:4 forms "a closed unity and constitute the formal center"
(567) of the Apocalypse. Cf. also idem, The Apocalypse. HBB
(Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1976) , 38, 41-43, where
first she provides "four major contextual units" (I. 1:93:22: The Seven Messages to the Churches; II. 4:1-9:21;
11:15-19; 15:1,5-19:10: The Sevenfold Sealed Scroll; III.
10:1-15:4: The Prophetic Scroll; and IV. 19:11-22:5:
Judgment and Salvation) of Revelation, which are later
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Ellul depicted a symmetrical ordering1 of the Apocalypse,
where everything is organized around its central part, which
in turn focused on the crucifixion of Jesus.2
A symmetrical ordering characterizes the structural
study by Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza who established a
"concentric pattern" of ABCDC' B' A' , where "D" (Rev 10:115:4) represents the "climactic center" of Revelation,3
which is "the prophetic interpretation of the political and
religious situation of the community."4

In her most recent

work on Revelation Fiorenza maintains the same surface
structure (ABCDC'B'A' pattern) discussed above with the
combined into 3 sections, being 4:1-19:10 "the central
apocalyptic section"; idem, "The Revelation to John," in
Hebrews. James. 1 and 2 Peter. Jude. Revelation. 99-120, PC,
ed. Gerhard Krodel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977),
102-111, where her tripartite structure follows precisely
Mathias Rissi's above mentioned structural division.
Jacques Ellul, Apocalypse: The Book of Revelation,
trans. George W. Schreiner, orig. ed., 1975 (New York:
Seabury Press, 1977), 50.
2Ibid., 65-99, where Rev 8-14:1-5, the central part
of the structure, is called "The Keystone" of the
symmetrical ordering, and chap. 11 is designated as its
"central axis" referring to the crucifixion of Jesus Christ.
3Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, "Composition and
Structure of the Book of Revelation," CBO 39 (1977): 364,
366. Other designations used in her article are the
following: "surface structure" (364), "balanced structure"
(365), "symmetric pattern" (365), "architectonic pattern"
(358, 364, 366), and "macro-form" (366).
4Ibid., 366. See also idem, The Apocalypse. 43;
idem, "The Revelation to John," 107; idem, The Book of
Revelation: Justice and Judgment (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1985), 176.
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remark that "it is best envisioned as a conic spiral moving
from the present to the eschatological future."1
The idea chat the Apocalypse is a drama,2 which has
seven "Acts" each having seven "Scenes," was revived by
James L. Blevins.3 Although at first he did not explicitly
state the concentric structure of Revelation, "Act IV: The
Seven Tableaux (Rev 11:19-15:4)" was the obvious center of
the book.4

In his second book, however, Blevins describes

seven series of visions in Revelation, which he calls a
"structuralist pattern of ABCDC'B'A'."5

In the center of

this pattern "D" designates Rev 11:19-15:4

(Visions of

Conflict),6 which is called the "climactic point"7 of the
Apocalypse.

Here the "timeless cyclical nature of

Revelation becomes very evident."8
:Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, Revelation: Vision of
a Just World, rev. ed. of Invitation to the Book of
Revelation. 1981 (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991), 36.
2This hypothesis had been popularized by John Wick
Bowman, three decades earlier.
See his studies above.
3James L. Blevins, Revelation as Drama (Nashville,
TN: Broadman Press, 1984), 7-10.
4Ibid., 79-95.
5James L. Blevins, Revelation. KPG (Atlanta, GA:
John Knox Press, 1984), 8.
6Ibid., 57-73.
7Ibid., 8.
8Ibid., 58.
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More recently Charles Homer Giblin provided
insightful macro- and microstructural analyses of the
Apocalypse, especially of its central section1 and second
half.2

It seems that his macro-chiasms cend to be "odd

chiasmus,"-1 whereas the micro-chiasms are best called
inverted parallelisms.4
John Eric Hurtgen in his recent dissertation on the
sociolinguistic perspective of the Apocalypse5 takes Rev
11:19-15:4 as a test case, considering it "a pivotal section
because it serves as part of the climactic center of the
revelation to John."6

Hurtgen's study follows the

’•Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 15, where Rev
11:15-15:8 is entitled "The Seventh Trumpet-blast: A
Sevenfold Scenario of Creation-wide Conflict is set forth in
concentric order"; ibid., 117-120, where this sevenfold
concentric structure (ABCDC'B'A' pattern) is discussed in
detail having "D" (Rev 14:1-5) the "focal, major point of
the structure."
2Ibid., 166-172, where Rev 18; ibid., 178-183, where
Rev 19:11-21; and ibid., 183-190, where Rev 20:1-10 are
analyzed.
3Cf. the ABCDC'B'A' pattern for Rev 11:15-15:8 and
the ABCB'A' pattern for 18:1-21.
4Cf. the ABA' patterns for Rev 19:11-21 and 20:1-10.
A real chiasmus (ABB'A' pattern) is obviously built on
inverted parallelisms, whereas an inverted parallelism (ABA'
pattern) is not necessarily a chiasmus.
5Hurtgen, 80-84, where the social dimension to
language is discussed, and ibid., 126, where one finds the
following definition: "The anti-language is the language of
one group that sees itself as opposed to another group."
6Ibid., 139.
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concentric structures (ABCDC'B'A' pattern) of Fiorenza and
Blevins discussed above.1
In her recent dissertation on the plot and
liturgical setting of the Apocalypse Barbara Wootten Snyder2
also proposes a rather long concentric structure of
ABCDEFGG'F'E'D'C'B'A',3 which, based on the foregoing, can
be called an "even" chiasm.

She further describes the

center of this concentrism (FGG'F' sections of the pattern)
both as a chiasm and a parallelism.4

Finally, Snyder

recognizes an important aspect of the concentric pattern by
showing "the transitions from one temporal and/or spacial
setting to another."5
Most recently, James H. Sims in his comparative
literary analysis of Daniel and Revelation suggests a
"menorah" appearance for the entire structure of the
3Ibid., 139-146.
2Snyder, "Combat Myth in the Apocalypse," 1991.
3Ibid., 84, where the balanced center unit (GG'-Rev
11-12) refers to the contrasting correspondence between
"War against the Saints on Earth" and "War against the
Dragon in Heaven," respectively. Her understanding of
concentric patterns is the following: "Technically, a chiasm
refers to an A-B-B'-A' pattern, and concentrism refers to
expanded chiastic patterns: A-B-C-etc.-C'-B'-A'. It is
common, however, to refer to concentric patterns as chiasms,
as well" (ibid., 81, n. 148).
4Ibid., 89-90, where the parallelism is not so
convincing.
5Ibid., 99.
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Apocalypse, which resembles the concentric pattern of
Fiorenza discussed above.1

For Sims, the "radiating

center"2 of Revelation is 10:1-14:20, entitled "The Open
Book and the Seventh Trumpet,"3 which unnecessarily
separates the seventh trumpet from the first six.4
Earlier in this chapter a reference was made to
Ekkehardt Muller's dissertation on the microstructure of Rev
4-11.

His study— including a syntactical display of the

entire Greek text3 and a list of most of the vocabulary6 of
the Apocalypse— is the first comprehensive microstructural
analysis of a larger part of Revelation.

Based on the

syntax of the Greek text Muller identifies seven large
units7 of the Apocalypse, not counting the Prologue (1:1-8)
and the Epilogue (22:6-21).

He then further analyzes these

1James H. Sims, A Comparative Literary Study of
Daniel and Revelation: Shaping the End (Lewiston, NY: Edwin
Mellen Press, 1995), 118; cf. Bowman, "Revelation, Book of,"
69, where the stage setting of Act I (Rev 1:9-3:22) is
exibited by a seven-arm lampstand.
2Sims, 118-119.
3Ibid., 75-76.
4Fiorenza makes the same separation by focusing on
Rev 10:1-15:4, which she calls the "climactic center" of the
book. See "Composition and Structure," 366.
5Muller, 435-698.
6Ibid., 699-727.
7See (1) 1:9-3:22, (2) 4:1-8:1, (3) 8:2-11:18,
(4) 11:19-14:20, (5) 15:1-18:24, (6) 19:1-20:15,
(7) 21:1-22:5.
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units and detects smaller sections or microstructures1
within the overall, large structure.

Interestingly these

microstructures all exhibit an "odd" chiasmus

(ABCBA

pattern) with one exception, Rev 11:11-13, where an "even"
chiasm (ABCC'B'A' pattern) is detected.2
When Muller summarizes the implications of his study
he remarks that the microstructural analysis was able to
define the limits of passages thus helping the
interpretation of small units.

It has also pointed to

stylistic features which help to discover the main emphasis,
the intensification, and the climax of a paragraph.
Finally, the analysis included the connections of passages
on different levels up to the level of the entire
Apocalypse.3
Following Muller's macro- and microstructural
analyses of Revelation one can observe a large chiastic
structure (ABCDC'B'A' pattern) of the book.

Within this

pattern D (Rev 11:19-14:20) signifies the literary center
where one-third of the 21 occurrences of e^ouaia are
concentrated.

If Rev 8:2-11:18 and 15:1-18:24

(C and C')

are added to the above center unit as bordering panels, they
duller, 240, 318, 319, 347, 350, 375.
2Ibid., 375.
3Ibid., 421-426.
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contain more than two-thirds (17 out of 21) of all e^O'UCTia
passages in Revelation.
If one is to study e^oaxria in full context, however,
the entire content of Revelation should be considered,
including the Prologue (1:1-8) and the Epilogue (22:6-21).
Thus a total of nine units of the Apocalypse (ABCDED'C' B' A'
pattern) is shown in Figure 2.

This literary structure

indicates that 17 e^Obcjia passages are concentrated in the
center units (DED') of Revelation, which contain almost
eleven chapters (8:2-18:24).

The remaining four

occurrences are spread over four units (BCC'A') or four
chapters (2, 6, 20, 22).
Figure 2 not only displays all nine literary units
of the book but also depicts four pairs of parallel panels
and points to the chiastic focus of the Apocalypse
(E = 11:19-15:4), which overlaps its textual center (cf.
figure 1).
chiasmus.

This macrostructure exhibits a large "odd"
A similar literary arrangement was observed

earlier in the majority of the microstructures in
Revelation.

Therefore, it is safe to conclude here that the

Apocalypse shows the same definite chiastic ordering (ABCBA
pattern) both on the macro- and the microstructural levels.
Summarizing, it is clear that although there is no
scholarly consensus with regard to the structure of the
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Apocalypse, the following areas of common interest can be
detected:
1.

The theme of conflict, war, or combat as the

conceptual backdrop to Revelation
2.

The thematic division between chapters 11 and 12

3.

The importance of the central vision/section/act

(Rev 11:19-15:4)
4.

The overall chiastic/concentric structure of the

Apocalypse.
What role does

pl^y within the overall

"imbalanced" or "odd" chiasmus of Revelation?

What are the

impacts of the e^O'UO’ia clusters on the chiastic arrangement
of the whole book?

How does the term function on the

microstructural level?
After the following detailed analysis of the e^Otcia
passages within the structural context of the Apocalypse,
the answer to this threefold question will be provided in
the conclusions of this dissertation.
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Fig. 2. A literary structure of Revelation. The numbers in
the bottom of panels indicate the occurrences of k^Obaia.
The arrows point to the beginning and ending of major
sections.
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’E^ouaia Passages in the Apocalypse
Considering the vocabulary of Revelation, it is
clear that B^Oixria is one of the key terms, beside 0p6voQ and
TtpOOXUVBCO,1 employed by John.

In the central units (DED')

of the above described chiastic ordering, which cover Rev
8:2-18:24, B^OUGia and TtpOGKWEGO are clustered, carrying the
dynamism of the struggle of antidivine powers hostile to God
and His people.

Interestingly the third term, 9p6vO£, is

clustered (27 out of the 47 occurrences)
of Revelation.2

in unit C (4:1-8:1)

From a structural point of view this

2The terms 0p6vo<; and 7TpOGicuv6co appear much more
times in Revelation than in any other NT writings (47 times
out of 62 and 24 times out of 60, respectively). It is
important to note here also that the theme of God's kingship
or kingly rule— expressed by the Greek paGlA.6ioc (Rev 1:6, 9;
5:10; 11:15; 12:10) and PotGlA.E'UCD (Rev 5:10; 11:15, 17;
19:6; 20:4, 6; 22:5)— is one of the major concerns of John
as it is opposed to antidivine dominion (Rev 16:10; 17:12,
17, 18) .
2Cf. the heavenly throne theme in Revelation, listed
above. See also Jon Paulien, "The Role of the Hebrew
Cultus, Sanctuary, and Temple in the Plot and Structure of
the Book of Revelation" AUSS 33 (1995): 245-264. He notices
that allusions to the Hebrew cultus "appear primarily in the
passages which introduce the various visions in the
Apocalypse" (247-248).
I may add here that all 7 units of
Revelation, outlined by Paulien, also have determinative
endings. Whereas the "introductions" can be labeled
"sanctuary (0 va6?) settings," the "conclusions" might be
called "throne (O 0p6vo<;) settings" (cf. Rev 3:21; 7:13-17;
11:15-18; 15:2; 20:11-14; 22:1-5).
Such structuring of the
seven visions clearly conveys John's powerful message: God
is TUavTOKpdtcop, both in a cultic and a legal sense.
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perhaps indicates that (1) unit C is a powerful theological
background (or introduction) to the rest of the Apocalypse,1
especially to its central units, and (2) God is omnipotent2
and His ultimate triumph is certain3 because He is in
control of every upcoming event described in Revelation.
In the parallel units of ABCC'B'A' one finds only
four fe^cyuaia passages.4 These have no direct impact on the
dramatic nature of the antidivine power struggle.5
The "imbalanced" structure of the Apocalypse focuses
the reader's attention on the high peak of this power
struggle.6 As was noted earlier, an imbalance in chiasmus
can serve as a driving force for the advancement of an
lCf. Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of
Revelation. 31; George R. Beasley-Murray, The Book of
Revelation. NCB (London: Oliphants, 1974), 25; Fiorenza,
"Revelation, Book of," 745; idem, "The Revelation to John,"
116; idem, Revelation: Vision of a Just World. 120.
2Boring, 259-260.
3Robert Eugene Gwaltney, "The Concept of the Throne
in Revelation" (Th.M. thesis, Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, 1986), 91-92.
4See Rev 2:26; 6:8; 20:6; 22:14.
5Looking at the macrostructure of the entire
Apocalypse, however, all these four e^Oixjiot passages have
eschatological significance, discussed below.
sThe three central units (DED') can be labeled
"Activity and judgment of antidivine powers." Unit E itself
describes the high intensity of this power struggle by
presenting the "woman" and "her seeds" versus the "dragon"
and his two "beasts."
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argument.1 This seems precisely to be the case in
Revelation.
The noun k^OUOia, as part of the key terms used by
John to make his dramatic scenes more vivid, carries the
possibility of an abuse or misuse of power.

It occurs that

an abuse of power/authority is the motivating force behind
coercion and power worship described in the Apocalypse.
Thus, Revelation points to the source of conflict rather
than simply depicting an apocalyptic combat.2
The k^ouaia clusters— especially in the chiastic
focus (unit E)— demonstrate the theological intention of
John.

He describes an abusive and destructive system, which

ironically mimics God and the Lamb3 while its sole purpose
is self-assertion or self-aggrandizement.

This source of

conflict, which leads to the apocalyptic combat, is
expressed by the 8^0'ucia clusters not only in unit E but in
units DD' as well.

Therefore, the apocalyptic combat theme

becomes central to Revelation.
Thomson,

40.

2This phrase perhaps carries more weight in the
context of the Apocalypse than Christian war, combat,
conflict or battle suggested by scholars. See an earlier
discussion of these terms under the subtitle "Chiasm in
Revelation."
3Cf. the Greek phrases tt<; 6(iOlog TCp 0T|picp (13:4) and
&%zv Kkpocta 5-uo 6p.oia dpvicp m i eA.dA.ei cbg Sp&iccov (13:11) .
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As this section proceeds macro- and microstructural
analyses of the k^ouaia passages are carried out to show
what role the term plays in the book.

After the

microstructural analysis of a given literary unit, key terms
and stylistic peculiarities are pointed out.

First, the

four pairs of parallel units (A-A' , B-B', C-C', and D-D' )
are investigated, then the study focuses on the central unit
(E) of Revelation.
The Prologue and the Epilogue
In the furthermost two elements of the chiastic
structure (A and A'- the Prologue [1:1-8] and the Epilogue
[22:6-21]), one finds E^OUaia only in the Epilogue (22:14).
This passage,1 the seventh of the Beatitudes in Revelation,2
has two major variations,3 which do not affect the role of
e^ouaia within the text.

:The NTG26 reads: Maicdpioi oi ttA.uvovxec; tag axoA.dc;
aincov, iva. kaxai t] k^ouala aincov etc! x6 EfiA.ov xrjc; ^cofjg m l xoig
7tuA.d)aiv eia£A.0coaiv el? xijv tt6A.iv.
2The seven sayings alternatively appear in the
singular (1:3; 16:15; 20:6; 22:7) and in the plural (14:13;
19:9; 22:14).
In two instances (20:6 and 22:14) k^0"Uata is
part of the saying.
3Codices Sinaiticus and Alexandrinus read ttA/dvovxe^
xdc; axoA.dc; aincov whereas the Majority text witnesses TTOiowxec;
xdQ kvxoA.dc; airxou The variation is probably a scribal
intention; cf. Swete, 307.
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From a macrostructural point of view the Epilogue
has its chiastic counterpart in the Prologue where one finds
the balancing first macarism.1 This blessing has a clear
parallel in the next-to-the-last Beatitude (22:7),2 and also
in Rev 22:18a.3

It seems that although the message of Rev

1:3 is split into Rev 22:7 and 18a, the blessing is really
for those who keep "the words of the prophecy."4
The three Beatitudes in the Prologue and Epilogue
point to the Parousia, thus providing an important element
of thematic coherence for the whole "prophecy"5 of
Revelation.

The book starts and ends with the emphasized

notion of the Second Advent.

:Rev l:3 reads: |iampioq o dvayivcbcjKCOv m i oi dmtovxeQ
xotg \6yovc, xfjq 7ipo<j)T|X£la<; m i XTpo'uvxeg id ev a\yzf\ yeypa|j.|i£va, o yap
mipbg eyyax;.
2Rev 22:7 reads: m i iSob £pxop.ai xaxu p.ampio<; o xripcov
xo\)Q A.6yot<; xfjq irpobrixelaq xot> pipXlov xotixoi).
3The Greek reads: Mocprupco eydb navxi xcp bcico'Oovxi xotj^
Xdyovc, xfjq jcpobTixela? xo\j pi(3Xlot) xoxnot.
4It is noteworthy that both the first and the nextto-the-last Beatitudes refer to the Apocalypse as o'l A.6yoi xfjt;
7CpO({)TlX8ia(;, which is claimed to be an intelligible message as
opposed to speaking in tongues in 1 Cor 14:1-5; cf. Newman,
156.
5The essence of this "prophecy" is the nearness of
the Second Advent.
Beside the balancing macarisms the
notion of the Parousia can be found an additional three
times in the Prologue (1:4, 7, 8) and further two times in
the Epilogue (22:12, 20).
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Rev 22:13-16
Considering the immediate context of Rev 22:14,
Giblin notices in vss. 14-15 a combination of blessing and
curse.1 The microdynamic of the entire passage (Rev 22:1316), however, exhibits an even chiasm, which can be
displayed as follows:
A

"I am saying"

Eyoo x6 'AA^a Kal x6 TQ ...

B

"Blessing"

Maicdpioi oi TcA/uvovxeq xa<; axoA.a<; crincov, iva
£axai ri e^ouaia crincov etc! x6 £i)Aov xfjq £cofi<; ...

B' "Curse"

££co oi tobvsq Kai oi (j)dpp.aK0i Kal oi 7c6pvoi...

A' "I am saying"

’Eyd) ’Iticjo'Oq ...£ycb Eifii t| pl£a Kal x6 ytvoc,
A am S . . .

In this structure fe^oucrla occurs in one of the
balancing central elements as part of the "blessing-curse"
antithesis.

The participle, oi 7uA/0vovx£<;, is probably an

equivalent to oi vikcovteq.2

J. M. Ford observes that Rev

Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 218-219; cf. Rev
21:8 and Phil 3:2 for similar wording.
See also the
anathema in 1 Cor 16:22.
2Parallel to Rev 22:14 is Rev 2:7b which reads: XCp
viKcovxi 5cboxo ocbxcp cjjayEiv e k xou ^tXo'u xfjq £cofj<;, 6 kaxiv ev xcp
JCapaSfitacp XOX) Be O'U; cf. Robert H. Charles, A Critical and
Exeaetical Commentary on the Revelation of St. John with
Introduction. Notes, and Indices. ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1920), 2:177.
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22:14 has an evident parallel in Rev 7:14,’
- which might
refer to the Levitical washing of robes in preparation for a
sacred meal.2
The sentence flow of Rev 22:14 contains (1) a main
clause and (2) a \va-clause to express purpose3 or result3:
(1) Maic&pioi oi tcA/Ovovxei; xa<; axoXcxt; airccov,
(2/a) iva kaxat f\ k^oucrla aincov
ejcI x6 £\)A.ov xfj<; £cofj<;
(2/b) Kal xoiq 7ruA.coaiv eiae^Bcoaiv
eiq xfiv rcoXiv.

3The Greek text reads: Ouxol EldlV 01 Ep%6|lEV0t kK xfj<;
0A.lvj/ecoq xfjq (j.eyaA,ri(; Kal £7cA.uvav xa<; axoA.aq aincov Kai eXevKavav
ainag kv xco atp.axi xoij dpvicru; cf. Rev 19:7-8, which reads:
XalpcofiEv Kal &yaA.A,ico[j.£v Kal Scbacojiev xf]v 86£av abxcp, 6xi r|A.0ev o
y&|i.OQ x°v ^pvlou Kal T| yuvf) ai)xcn3 T|xol|j.aa£v kawfiv Kal e560ti abxfj
iva JC£pipdA.rixai ptaaivov X.ap7cpbv KaOapov: xb yap pixjatvov xa
SiKaicbfiaxa xcov dylcov kaxlv. Here an analogous word is used
for "robe" or "garment." For a detailed discussion of these
synonyms for eschatological clothing, see Charles, A
Critical and Exeaetical Commentary. 1:184-188, 2:127-128.
2Ford, Revelation. 348, comments: "The faithful
fight the Holy War with the 'Lamb' but they must change
their apparel before they enter the holy area and perhaps
partake of the eschatological banquet."
3Fritz Rienecker and Cleon L. Rogers, Jr.,
Linguistic Kev to the Greek New Testament (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1980), 863.
4For a possible Semitic influence on the elusive
usage of Iva, see C. F. D. Moule, An Idiom Book of New
Testament Greek. 2d ed. (Cambridge-New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1959), 142-143.
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This is the only passage in Revelation (and in the
Johannine writings) where the meaning of e^oixjioc comes very
close to "right"1 in the sense that God "permits" or
"grants" the victors to eat from the Tree of Life2 by
fulfilling His own promise.3

It is also interesting to note

here that this articular use of fe^oucrla in the nominative
appears to be a rare feature in the Apocalypse,4 but it adds
3It is so rendered by NASB, NIV, NKJV, and NRSV; cf.
also nttnnn m a n [Modern Hebrew NT] , rev. ed. of 1976
(Jerusalem: The Bible Society in Israel, 1991) , where n-Dr
(right, droit) is the translation of fe^OUCta in Rev 22:14.
2Robert L. Thomas,
Commentary (Chicago: Moody
"this final blessing deals
access to the Tree of Life
City (21:25)."

Revelation 8-22: An Exeaetical
Press, 1995), 506, concludes that
with the ultimate issues of life(22:2) and entrance to the Holy

3Rev 2: 7 reads: xco viKCGVTi Soqctcd odttcp (jxxyeiv ek to'O £\)Xo\>
tt\c, ^cofiq, 6 ecjtiv ev x<5 mxpaSElacp xcru Geou On this background it
seems clear that kfti x6 £\)A.OV xr\c,
in Rev 22:14 simply
means "to the tree of Life" and not "over the tree of Life."
In other words, the focus is on the gift of salvation not on
"civic rights" per se. For this interpretation, see Jurgen
Roloff, The Revelation of John: A Continental Commentary,
trans. John E. Alsup (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press,
1993), 251; John F.Walvoord, The Revelation of Jesus Christ
(Chicago: Moody Press, 1966), 336; cf. also George R.
Beasley-Murray, John. WBC, vol. 36 (Waco, TX: Word Books,
1987), 13, where a comparison is made to John 1:12, £8o)K£V
abxoiQ E^otaiav, emphasizing the gift aspect of E^Oixria.
“Out of its 21 occurrences there are only three more
verses in Rev 9:10,19, and 12:10, where the articular
k^OUCJta is used in the nominative.
For the importance of
the articular and anarthrous use of k^OUdla in Revelation,
see Charles, A Critical and Exeaetical Commentary. 1:75.
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more weight to the universal, eschatological fulfillment of
this verse.1
The Seven Churches and the New Jerusalem
Comparing the next two elements of the chiastic
structure (B and B'- The Seven Churches [1:9-3:22] and The
New Jerusalem [21:1-22:5]), one finds e^ODdia only in Rev
2:26.

From a macrostructural point of view, the lack of

k^ODcria in one of the chiastic counterparts (21:1-22:5) may
indicate that the possibility of misusing authority/power
will not be a question in the New World anymore.

In Rev

22:5b paaiA.£\)CO refers to the kingly reign of the redeemed
with God as it is opposed to antidivine dominion. 2

Rev 2:26-28
The k^OlXTia passage (Rev 2:26-28) has two important
parallels in Revelation itself,3 and two allusions in the
3Cf. ibid., where Charles considers this articular
form of fe^oixrla "abnormal" and "to be equal simply to kxoixriv
E^Otxriav." Following his earlier argumentation, however,
that with the article full authority is implied within a
particular context, it is reasonable to state that since Rev
22:14 refers to an eschatological reward, k^ouda does not
mean a limited authority or right.
2Rev 22: 5b reads: Kal Pacn.A.E'uao'uorv eIq xolx; ata>va<; xcov
alobvcov.
3Rev 2 :26-28 read: Kal 0 VIKCOV Kal o XT|pcbv &xpi tkXovc,
xd £pya (iod, Scqcjgo atrap e^ouatav errt xabv feGvcov Kal 7iot(iav£i abxotQ ev
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LXX.1 One of the allusions in the LXX, Pss. Sol. 17:23b-24,
provides a clear indication that Ps 2:8-9 was interpreted
Messianically as early as the first century B.C.2 The
parallels in Rev 12:5 and 19:15a do not simply reaffirm the
Christocentric interpretation of Ps 2:8-9, they also
emphasize the themes of eschatological Messianic ruling
power and judgment.3
The microdynamic of Rev 2:26-28 exhibits an odd
chiasm with an important introductory "frame passage,"4
pdp8co cti8t)ppc &>q tcx cjkeuti xd KepajiiKd crwtpipexai, dx; K&ycb EU/r|<j>a
Tcapa xou icaxpog p.ou, Kal Scbaco alnco x6v dax£pa x6v 7cpcoiv6v. The
parallels are Rev 12:5, which reads: Kal &XEKEV Ul6v dpCTEV, be,
(ifeXXei 7toi|j.alv£iv judvxa xd £0vr| e v pdpSco aiSripa. Kal tipTtdaGr) x6
x£kvov a-bxfjQ 7cpdg xdv 0e6v Kal rcpd? x6v 0p6vov ainou, and 19:15a,
which reads: Kal ek xou axbjiaxog ainou eKrtopEUExai po|i<t>ala o^sia,
'(va ev abxfi 7iaxd£xi xd §0vti, Kal aindq 7ioin.av£t alnoug ev pdpSco
aiSripg.
3Ps 2:8-9, reads: alxT|crai jcap’Eii.au Kal Scbaco aoi £0vt| xijv
KA.ripovo|ilav aou Kal xqv KaxaaxEalv aou xd icspaxa xfjg yf\c, 7toip.av£iq
ainou? e v pdpSco aiSripa cb? aKEuo? KEpapico? auvxpt\|/Ei? ainou?, and
Pss. Sol. 17 :23b-24, reads : kKXpli|/ai i)7U£pTl<|)avtav &|iapxco^OU &>?
dKEuri KEpapEco? e v pdpSco criSripa auvxpivj/ai raxaav imbaxaaiv aincov
6A.£0p£uaai £0vti m p d v o p a e v A.6yco ax6|iaxo? ainou.
2Charles, A Critical and Exeaetical Commentary.
1:75; James H. Charlesworth, ed., The Old Testament
Pseudepiarapha, vol. 2 (New York: Doubleday, 1985), 639-641.
3Rev 12:5; 19:15a.
4Thomson, 27, observes that "a 'frame-passage' is a
spring-board from which to launch into the chiasmus . . .
without itself being part of the chiastic pattern."
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which refers to the overcoiuers.

The unit shows the

following pattern:
Kcd o vikcdv Kal o xrpcov &xpi x£Xot<; xd £pya pot),

A

"Promise"

8c6aco abxcp e^cmalav

B

"Ruling"

Kal 7toipav£i abxotx; e v pdpSco cnSripa

C

"Judgment"

dog xd ctKS'uri xd KepapiKd cxuvxpipexai,

etc! xcdv

eGvcov

B' "Ruling"

fac, Kdycb

A' "Promise"

Kal Scbcrco abxcp xdv daxepa xdv rcpcoivbv.1

stA.T|<j)a 7tapa

xot> jcaxpbg pot),

In this structure fe^ODOla occurs in the opening
element

(A) of the chiasmus, but the term can also be

applied to element B' .2 Kal o

vikcov

Kal o xrpcov d%pi x6Xob<; xd

£pya pot), being a parallelism in itself, functions as an
introduction.
Considering Rev 2:26-28 thematically, it seems that
fe^Obdta is balanced against dcxfjp 7TpcDivOQ,3 whereas part of
the allusion to Ps 2:9 is a parallel piece to

K&yd) etXT)(j>a

3For this micro-analysis, see Muller, 453.
2It is so interpreted by NASB ("authority"), NIV
("authority"), NRSV ("authority"), RSV ("power").
3See elements A and A'. Cf. also Rev 22:16b, where
Jesus says: kycb elpi t) pl£a K a l xb ydvoq AatlS, b daxfjp b taxpjupbQ
OTUpcoivdQ. The five EyCib Elpi sayings of Jesus in Revelation
(1:8, 17; 2:23; 21:6; 22:16) are clustered in the extremes
of the parallel units (AB and B'A') of the overall chiastic
pattern.
For this phenomenon, see Thomson, 27.
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Ttapcx XO"0 Ttaxpo^ |iO\>.1 This parallelism directs one's
attention not only to the source of Jesus' k^CiUGla but also
to the importance of His use of authority.2
verb of the center is (Ju v x p ip co

The other key

(to break in pieces, crush,

smash, shatter), which perhaps carries a further emphasis on
the theme of divine judgment already expressed in one of the
meanings of 7uoi|iociv<j0.3
The content of e l e m e n t B of the above pattern

(KCCl

TUoijiavEi c ritto ix ; ev p ap S co < J i8 r|p a ) shows a closer relation to

Ps 2:9 and Rev 12:5; 19:15a than it does to Pss. Sol. 17:24,
therefore the canonical parallels should be preferred.

This

is perhaps a further indication that Christ is the norm
whenever the question of authority or its use is raised.

It

appears that in this passage the issue of authority is not
3See elements B and B ' .
Especially if one considers the influence of
JCOl(iaivco (to tend like a shepherd; to rule) on the central
elements (BCB') of the pattern.
Cf. Charles, A Critical and
Exeaetical Commentary. 1:76-77, argues that the Hebrew n i n
(to shepherd) sometimes can mean "to devastate, destroy, " as
in Jer 2:16; 6:3; 22:22; Mic 5:5; Ps 80:14.
See also Ford,
Revelation. 404, suggests that "a double entendre" is
intended by John in Rev 2:27a.
3Beside Rev 2:27; 12:5; 19:15 the term occurs in Rev
7:17a, 6x 1 x 6 d p v t o v x 6 d v d ( ie g o v x o u 0p6vot) Troifiavei a bxotiq K a l
bSriYTiaei ocbxo\)<; k id ^cofiq tctyy&i; ^ 8dxoov, without the notion of
judgment; cf. Ps 22:1-2 (LXX).
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so much historically1 as eschatologically2 oriented.

In

short, Rev 2:26 testifies that the followers of Christ will
share in His eschatological Messianic rule by being united
with Him.3 Therefore this share in power "does not imply
cruel, heartless domination,"* although the overcomer "will
have a place in the final decisive victory of Christ over
the world forces opposed to God."5 The eschatological
Messianic rule will be a reversal of the present antidivine
power struggle.6
3Contra George Eldon Ladd, A Commentary on the
Revelation of John (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans,
1972), 53; Swete, 47; Walvoord, 77.
2Robert L. Thomas, Revelation 1-7: An Exeaetical
Commentary (Chicago: Moody Press, 1992), 233.
3Philip Edgcumbe Hughes, The Book of Revelation: A
Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1990), 52,
states that "what is promised to the overcomer here is
really union with Christ in his universal authority"; Bruce
M. Metzger, Breaking the Code: Understanding the Book of
Revelation (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1993), 37,
defines the ultimate reward of those who conquer as being
"with their Lord."
4Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 59.
5Leon Morris, The Revelation of St. John. TNTC
(Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 1969), 74.
6Adela Yarbro Collins, The Apocalypse. NTM, vol. 22
(Wilmington, DE: Michael Glazier, 1979), 23.
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The Seven Seals and the Seven Judgment Scenes
In the third pair of the chiastic structure
(C and C' - Seven Seals [4:1-8:1] and Seven Judgment Scenes1
[19:1-20:15]), one finds, for the first time, two balancing
occurrences of k^ouala.2

From a macrostructural point of

view it is a significant new feature, because it shows how
important the term is within the overall chiastic
arrangement of Revelation.3 It appears that k^OUdla plays a
special role in the large antithetical thematic parallelism
lIbid., xiii; idem, Crisis and Catharsis. 111-116,
describes two sets of seven unnumbered visions (12:1-15:4
and 19:11-21:8); Beatrice S. Neall, "Sealed Saints and the
Tribulation," in Symposium on Revelation-Book I:
Introductory and Exeaetical Studies. 245-278, ed. Frank B.
Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 6 (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical
Research Institute, 1992), 249-252, calls Rev 4:1-8:1
"historical seals" and Rev 19:1-21:8 "eschatological seals";
the latter ones are marked off by the K a i ElSov formula.
2Rev 6: 8 reads : Kal slSov, Kal iSol) 'lJC7UO<; %A,C0p6<;, Kal
Ka0fi|i£vo<; sjcavco abxob bvopa abxcp [b] ©dvaxoq, Kal b &5r|<; f|KoA.ob0£i
(iet’abxob Kal b560t| ainoi<; k^otcrla etcI x6 xkxapxov xfjq yfjt; dTiOKXEivai
ev po(i(j)ala Kal ev Xijico Kal kv 0avdxcp Kal brubxcov 0T|ptcov xr\q yrjq, and
20:6 reads: iiaKapio? Kal &yio<; o £%cov |J.kpoQ kv xfj dvaaxdaEi xf]
7rpcbxT|: £7cl xobxoov o SEbxEpo? 0dvaxog obK k^ei k^ouatav, &XA.’kaovxai
lEpEiQ xob 0Eob Kal xob Xpiaxob Kal paaiA-EbaotcrLV hex’abxob [xd]

X t X i a kxri.
3For this large chiastic pattern, see Naden, 117118, who argues that Rev 4-7 are "mirrored" in Rev 19, being
"historical" and "eschatological" chapters, respectively;
William H. Shea, "Revelation 5 and 19 as Literary
Reciprocals," AUSS 22 (1984): 249-257, where the hymns in
these two chapters are stated "structural parallels" which
are "reciprocal in nature" (252, 257).
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of chapters 4-7 and 19-20.1 Thus, in Rev 6:8 Q&vaxoq,2
"death," is hypostatized3 together with Hades, whereas in
Rev 20:6 o Ss'uxspo^ 0dcvaxo<;, "second death," a phrase unique
to the Apocalypse, is personified also.4
3C f . Rev 6:10, the cry of the souls under the altar
as a question: “Ecoc; robxE, o 8£CT7u6xt|<; o &yio<; Kal &A.t|0iv6<;, ob
KplvEiq Kal ekSikeiq x6 al|ia tj|j.bov ek xcov KaxoiKobvxcov fe7ti trig yfjq;
and Rev 19:lb-2, the cry of the great multitude in heaven as
an answer: 'AM.r|Xcn)i&: t) acoxTpla Kal f| 56£a Kal t| 5bvap.i<; tot 0eo"U
tljiobv, 6xi &A.r|0ival Kal SlKaiai al kpIctek; abxob: 6xt £kpivev xfjv n6pvr\v
xijv |i£Y<lA.r|v f|xi<; £<j)0EipEv xfjv yf\v kv xfj 7i:opv£la ai)xfjq, Kal e^eSIktictev
xb alp.a xa>v 5oi)A.cov a-bxau e k
cfbxfiQ. For the main clusters
of parallel words and ideas in chaps. 4-7 and 19-20,
judgment and vengeance being the most direct and
comprehensive, see Jon Paulien, "The Seven Seals," in
Symposium on Revelation-Book I: Introductory and Exeaetical
Studies, 199-243, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 6
(Silver Spring, MD: Biblical Research Institute, 1992), 204206; cf. also Naden, 138, finds a clue to the thrust of all
seven in the fifth part of each major septet; Neall, 249,
where the urgent cry of the faithful ones in Rev 6:10 is
considered "pivotal to the rest of the book"; Jacques B.
Doukhan, Daniel: The Vision of the End, rev. ed. (Berrien
Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 1989), 102,
commenting on Ps 94:1-3, asserts that "Love cannot work and
save without the violence of His intervention."
2The Greek 0dvaxo£ is the translation of the Hebrew
"lin, plague, pestilence in the LXX.
See especially Lev
26:25; Deut 28:21; Jer 14:12; Ezek 14:21, where the term is
a part of the covenant curses.
3For similar personification, see Rom 5:14, 21; 6:9,
12-14; 1 Cor 15:24-26; cf. also Swete, 88.
4Cf. Rev 2:11; 20:14; 21:8.
The term "second death"
seems to be a targumic concept meaning exclusion from the
resurrection and eternal damnation; see Roger Le Deaut,
"Targumic Literature and the New Testament Interpretation,"
BTB 4 (1974) : 262; Martin McNamara, The New Testament and
the Palestinian Taraum to the Pentateuch. Analecta Biblica,
vol. 27a, 2d printing with sup. (Rome: Biblical Institute
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What do the emphasis and personification indicate?
Taking e^oualcx, Gdcvaxo^, and b560T| together as they are
interrelated, it seems evident that the focus is on the
enmity between the divine and antidivine powers,1 which is
expressed later as a cosmic struggle.2

Considering the

importance of the divine passive, £560T|, commentators
usually give the following explanations:

(1) even a limited

power/authority is exercised only by divine permission,3 and
(2) the power/authority remains under God's control,4
Press, 1978), 124; Jon Paulien, Decoding Revelation's
Trumpets: Literary Allusions and the Interpretation of
Revelation 8:7-12, AUSDDS, 11 (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews
University Press, 1988), 89, n. 1.
3Cf. Prevost, 124, where three septenaries (seals,
trumpets, and plagues) are compared showing a "JudgmentSalvation" dynamism in Rev 6-22.
Based on this comparison
the cry of the martyrs in Rev 6:10 indicates a delay of the
Parousia (salvation but not judgment), whereas Rev 19:2
evidently describes judgment on the wicked as part of the
final triumph of salvation.
See also Russell, 181, points
out the problem of unfulfilled prophecy for apocalyptic
writers.
2See especially Rev 12:7-12, and its study below.
3Hughes, 87; Morris, 107; Paulien, "The Seven
Seals," 232-233; Powell, 74.
4Bruce M. Metzger, Breaking the Code: Understanding
the Book of Revelation (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press,
1993), 57, states that "because God gave humankind free
will, there is always the possibility that we might misuse
the portion of power entrusted to us. . . . Wars,
starvation, devastation— these are the means by which it is
made plain that power abused is still under God's control."
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although it is misused.

This is perhaps a reflection on

God's mercy.1
Rev 6:8
The microdynamic of Rev 6:8 does not exhibit
chiastic or parallel elements, but one can observe
the centrality of

and the embracing occurrence of

0&vaxO£, which perhaps are emphasizing devices:

(1) m i etSov, Kai ISoi) Innoc, x^cop6<;,
(a) Kal b KaGfpevoq 'ek6tvco abxo'u bvopa abxcp [b] ©avaxog,
(b) Kal b &5ri? f|KoA.ot)0£i pet’aircou
( 2 ) Kal

e860r| atixoiq s^ouala ekI xb x£xapxov xfj? yfj?
&JiOKX£ivai

(a ) ev pop.(|)ala
(b) Kal £V yll|J.Cp
(c ) Kal kv Gavaxco

(d) Kal imb xcov 0T)plcov xfj? yfji;. 2
Charles suggests that there are interpolations in
this passage3 but his argument does not seem to be
3Ford, Revelation. 108, notes that the influence of
Death and Hades restricted "to one fourth of the earth may
be symbolic of God's mercy," although it is still "an
awesome judgment"; cf. Walvoord, 130-131.
2For a similar micro-analysis, see Muller, 507.
3Charles, A Critical and Exeaetical Commentary.
1:169-171, is specific about Kal b &8r|<; t|KoA.O-u0Bi |l£x’aittou and
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convincing.1

Based on the foregoing, Rev 4:1-8:1 and 19:1-

20:15 make up a satisfactory parallelism within the thematic
organization of Revelation.
Rev 20:1-10
C. H. Giblin rightly observed that Rev 20:1-10 forms
a "concentric structure,"2 with vs. 6 as part of the central
unit (vss. 4-6).

The microdynamic of the passage exhibits

the following inverted parallelism or ABA' pattern:
A

"Binding of the Dragon" (20:1-3)
Kal elSov ayyEXov . . . Kal £5r|aev ... x6v Sp&KOvxa

B

"1000-year reign of Christ and His priests" (20:4-6)
Kal elSov 0p6vot>q Kal emBiaav

etc

airccyuq ... Kal ££riaav

Kal epacnAeucrav (isxa xou Xpiaxob
A' "Loosing of Satan" (20:7-10)
K a l ... A/u0Ti<TETai 'o Iaxava<; ek xryq <jruXaKfi<; aircob . ..

duoKXEivai ev (DOjKjxxla Kal kv A.ip.co Kal ev 0av&xcp Kal irn.6 xciav 0t|picav
xfj^ yfj^.
Charles argues that there should be only four
horses in this passage, therefore the 0 (X5r|Q-clause makes it
redundant and confusing, and that the use of 0dcvaxo<; with a
different meaning in the last clause is carelessness. A
careful study of the larger context of the Apocalypse,
however, shows that the pairing of these terms is not
uncommon to the book (see 1:18; 20:13, 14), on the contrary,
it has an important role within the overall parallel
structure (or chiasmus) .
2Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 183.
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Taking Rev 20:6 itself, the sentence flow of this
Beatitude can be outlined in the following simple way:
(1) p-aKdcpiog Kcd &yiO£
'o £x,a)v jiepot; ev xfj dvaaxdcrEi tx\ Tupcbxri:

(2) ferct xoincov b Seinepog Gdvaxog
(a) o^K

k^ovciav,

(b ) &XX’kaovxai ispeiQ ton Gsou Kal ton Xpiaxot)
(c) Kal pacn.A.Etiaouaiv pex’abxol) [xd] x^ia txr\.1
This verse shows neither chiastic nor parallel
structures.

But one can observe the antithesis between

fe^O'uala and Pa<xiX£tico, which points to the end of death's
present dominion over the redeemed.2 Within the above
described inverted parallelism, however, k^O'uala occurs in
the central part, which perhaps indicates the focus of the
passage dealing with the binding and loosing of Satan.
In summary, these balancing elements (C and C' ) of
the overall chiastic pattern of the Apocalypse carry the
antithetical themes of both the limited authority of
0dvaxO£ and the final cessation of its power over the
xFor a similar micro-analysis, see Muller, 662.
2Roloff, 228; Swete, 264; Walvoord, 299; Wink,
Naming the Powers. 53-54.
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redeemed.

In other words, Revelation is in harmony with the

"already and not yet" eschatological concept of the NT.:
The Seven Trumpets and the Seven Plagues
Comparing the last two balancing elements of the
chiastic structure (D and D' - The Seven Trumpets [8:211:18] and The Seven Plagues [15:5-18:24]) one encounters a
heavy concentration or clustering of the E^ouctcx passages.2
In the Seven Trumpets section the term appears six times,3
while in the Seven Plagues section E^OWla occurs four
times.4
From a macrostructural point of view the Trumpets
and Plagues have both thematic parallel elements5 and
striking contrasts.6

These characteristics show a

’
-Cf. the different aspects of this "spiritual
tension" expressed by Paul in Rom 5:1-5; 6:22-23; 8:18-25.
20ut of its 21 occurrences in Revelation E^ODCJta can
be found 10 times (almost 50 percent) in these bordering
panels of the central section.
3See Rev 9:3, 10, 19; 11:6, which are part of the
fifth and sixth trumpet blasts.
4See Rev 16:9; 17:12-13; 18:1, which are related to
the fourth plague and the destruction of Babylon.
5These elements include geographical (earth, sea,
waters, Euphrates) and cosmic (sun) locations as well as
natural disasters (lightning/thunder, earthquake, hails).
6These contrasts
territorial limitations,
one third (first through
surface of the earth and

involve a gradual expansion on
from one fourth (fourth seal) to
fourth trumpets), then to the total
sun. For a detailed analysis of
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progression in divine and antidivine activities, as well as
in the nature of God's judgment leading to the final
consummation.1
Since the Trumpets are to be interpreted as symbols
of spiritual realities,2 the B^Otata passages of this
section have to be explained in the same manner.

An

important observation is that the fifth element of three
Septenaries (Seals, Trumpets, and Plagues),3 or perhaps that
of all four (including the Letters to the Seven Churches),'5
provides a dramatically changed scene.

This changed scene

points to a new direction in these visions.
Taking into account the thematic parallelism of
sections D and D', one finds their corresponding fifth
elements to be Rev 9:1-12 and 16:10-11,

respectively.

Their

comparison indicates that "they are but different aspects of
substantially the same course of procedure."5

In other

these parallel and contrasting elements, see Paulien,
Decoding Revelation's Trumpets. 340-343.
:Ibid., 342.
2Ibid., 362-365, where six evidences for the
symbolic nature of the trumpets are discussed in detail.
3William Milligan, The Revelation of St. John
(London: Macmillan & Co., 1886), 93.
4Naden, 138.
sMilligan, 98.

See especially his table.
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words, under the fifth trumpet the activity1 of demonic
forces is in view,2 while under the fifth plague their
judgment3 is depicted.
Rev 9:1-11
The microdynamic of Rev 9:1-11 shows an odd chiasm,
which Giblin calls a "concentrically arranged"4 structure.
The passage can be outlined as follows:
A

"A fallen star opens the abyss" (9:1-2)
m i elSov &CT£pa ek t o t crbpavob TCETctcDKdta . . . Kal f)voi^£V x6
cjjp&ap xr\q &(3bcraob

B

"Power is given to the locusts" (9:3-5)
Kal ek xob Karuvob e£fjA.0ov dxKplSEq . . . Kal e860t| a in a i? E^obcia

C

"In those days" (9:6)
Kal kv xaig ruikpaiQ EKElvau;

lCf. the detailed and vivid picture of a five-month
torture by locust-scorpion-horses having human faces and
lions' teeth in Rev 9:1-11.
It is also noteworthy that this
battle is self-distructive for it is directed toward TObQ
dtvOpcbTcobq olxtVEQ oi)K kxobai ttiv cr^payTSa too 0£Ob £7ul xabv (lETdmcov.
2See the importance of &PVGGOC, in this regard as it
is discussed below.
3Cf. the darkened kingdom of the Beast (who received
his 8i)Va|il<;, 0p6vo<; and k^O bda from the Dragon) in Rev
16:10-11, where people became inactive because of pain.
4Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 101-103; idem,
"Revelation 11:1-13," 447; cf. also Muller, 342-343.
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B' "Power is in their (locusts) tails" (9:7-10)
Kal

kv xai<; oijpait; aincov r| edemata aincov

A' "Their king is the angel of the abyss" (9:11)

kxotcnv

etc’ aincov

pacnA.ea x6v dyyeA.ov xfj? dp-Oacro-u.

Within this chiasmus B^O'UOi.a occurs three times (Rev
9:3, 10) in two parallel units (B and B').

This is perhaps

a conceptual balancing of corresponding elements.1 The
clustering of the term, on the other hand, also indicates
intensification as well as focusing.2

It appears as if John

was using a magnifying glass to highlight a small but
crucial detail.
The central element (C) of this chiasmus is
particularly important as an imbalanced piece (vs. 6)3 which
shifts to an "end-time phrase" (EV xaiQ t||i£pai£ EKElvaiq),4
!For this important literary device, see Thomson,
223-224, where he concludes that the purpose of the
balancing of corresponding elements is either repetition (or
recapitulation), contrast or expansion, or a combination of
these. In our case expansion seems to be the goal.
2Cf. how John explains the torture by the locusts as
he compares them first to the power (E^oucrla) of the
scorpions in general then to the power (E^oucrla) of their
tails (obpai ) in particular.
3The Greek reads: Kal kv xatQ f|fJ.kpaiQ EKElvai^ ^T|xfja0'ucnv
oi &v0pc«moi x6v 0dcvaxov Kal ol) (if) E-bpfiaouciiv ai>x6v, Kal kmO'ujj.ricjo'uaiv
&7co0av£iv Kal (j)£<)Y£i 6 0dvaxoq dun' aincov.
‘
’Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 102.
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thus introducing a sudden change in terminology.1
evident

It is

that vs. 6 contains the focus of John's thought.2

The present tense of the phrase betyysi o Q&vcxxoq fan' crittcov
could perhaps be designated "historical present" with future
meaning.3 The repetition of oi dv0pco7coi in the balancing
elements (vss. 4, 5, 7 and 10 in BB') also contributes to
the dramatic tone of this structure.'*
One of the key terms employed in this passage is
djcPlxyco^, which occurs seven times in Revelation and always
in connection with £^0\XJtoc.5 A careful study of these
passages indicates that their focus is either on the
activity or on the inactivity of demonic forces.

The two

additional occurrences of AP'Daoo? in the NT6 seem to support
this usage.7
‘Thomson, 215-218.
2Ibid., 27.
3Rienecker and Rogers, 832, interpret the clause
"death keeps fleeing from them." Such a personification of
GdvatOQ is a carefully worked out irony.
4Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 102.
5Rev 9:1, 2, 11; 11:7; 17:8; 20:1, 3.
6Luke 8:31; Rom 10:7.
7In Luke 8:31 the relationship between demons and
the abyss is clearly stated, whereas in Rom 10:7 dcP\)CT<JOQ
seems to refer to a place where Christ was laid dead.
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The LXX translates the Hebrew Oinn, depth, with the
Greek dtPuccTOc; in the sense of "deep waters" or the "depth"
of the earth.1 The term appears 49 times in the LXX, mostly
in the Poetic/Wisdom literature (34 times).
instances the context is water/sea.

In about 35

In Revelation, however,

<)5cop or 0&x,aaaa is never connected to dP'UGGOQ.
Other key words and phrases in this passage include
daxepa 7tE7UxcoK6xa,2 dKpiSec; and GKOpTcioi,3 \ir\vaq ntvxz r* and
Collins, The Combat Myth, 165-167; Tremper Longman
III and Daniel G. Reid, God Is a Warrior. SOTBT (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1995), 188, n. 11;
Swete, 114-115.
2A similar expression is used at the third trumpet
blast (8:10), but the context there indicates that spiritual
falling of leading Christian teachers is to be understood in
the first place; cf. Paulien, Decoding Revelations
Trumpets, 403.
In Rev 9:1, however, a reference to Satan's
fall is more likely. The context of the passage (9:1-11)
and the thematic parallelism of Revelation (cf. 12:9)
support this proposal.
See also the NT (Luke 10:18-19) and
OT (Isa 14:12) allusions; cf. Giblin, The Book of
Revelation. 101.
3For the ancient Near-Eastern and OT backgrounds of
the locusts, scorpions, and the sirocco, see Paul Lippi,
"Locusts, Scorpion-Men, and the Sirocco in the Fifth Trumpet
of the Apocalypse," Honors Project, Andrews University,
1974, 2-10.
It can be concluded that the biblical
background supports the notion of judgment as the symbolic
meaning of locusts; cf. Ford, Revelation. 148.
"The five-month period is the normal life span of
the locusts; cf. Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 102;
Lippi, 12.
Five months, however, can symbolically refer to
the terminated devastation of the Flood, as in Gen 7:24; cf.
Giblin, ibid., 102. Number "five" itself can mean either
"incompleteness" or "smallness"; cf. Naden, 14 9; Daniel T.
Niles, As Seeing the Invisible: A Study of the Book of
Revelation (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1961), 30.
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’A|3a88c6v or ’A tuoA.A.'Ocov.1 Commentators generally agree that
these terms in Rev 9:1-11 carry a symbolic description of
the activity of demonic forces2 whose power is not only
delegated but also controlled by God.3
As was noted earlier, both the Trumpets and the
Plagues show a progression in divine and antidivine
activities.

By comparing these two septets, however, one

can observe a further development in the movements.

Thus

the sixth trumpet (Rev 9:13-21) describes a tremendous
cavalry that not only harms but kills one-third of mankind,
yet those who stay alive do not repent.4

The sixth plague

(Rev 16:12-16), on the other hand, depicts the "last
battle," 'ApjiaysScbv, on the great day of God the Almighty.
xThe Hebrew
means "destruction; place of
destruction, abyss," while the Greek ’A tcoA.A.'Ocov is perhaps a
pun on the name of the Greco-Roman god, ’A juoAAcoV; cf.
Ford, Revelation. 152; Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 101.
This wordplay, both in Hebrew and Greek, adds further flavor
to the above-mentioned irony. Cf. also John 8:44 where
Jesus calls the Devil <Jtv9pco7tOKT6vO£ and ii/EtiCTri^.
2Collins, The Apocalypse. 61; Ford, Revelation.
151; Robert P. Gordon, "Loricate Locusts in the Targum to
Nahum III 17 and Revelation IX 9," Vetus Testamentum 33
(1983): 339; Ladd, 131; Paulien, "The Seven Seals," 229;
Roloff, 114; Swete, 116; Thomas, Revelation 8-22. 30;
Walvoord, 164.
3Hughes, 111; Morris, 128; Paulien, Decoding
Revelation's Trumpets. 226; Powell, 7 6; Thomas, Revelation
8-22. 31; Walvoord, 160.
4Cf. Rev 16:8-10, the same results of the fourth and
fifth plagues.
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Interestingly both the sixth trumpet and the sixth plague
build on the same set of catchwords ("river Euphrates,"
"mouth," and number "three"),1 thus providing the major
features of this progression.
Rev 9:17-19
Within the sixth-trumpet passage one detects another
odd chiasm in 9:17b-19.

The microdynamic of these verses

displays the following pattern:
A

"Horses with lion-like heads" (9:17b)
Kal ai K8(t)aA.od xcbv Itcjecov dog K£<j)aXal A.e 6vxcov

B "Fire, smoke and brimstone out

of their mouths"

(9:17c)

Kal EK XCOV CTTOfldXCjOV ai)XCOV EKTUOpE'UEXai TTUp Kal KaTCVdg Kal 0EIOV
C

"One third of mankind was killed by these three plagues"
(9:18a) dLllb XCOV xpicov 7tA.T|YG0V XOOXCOV &7C£KX(XV0T|OaV x6 xplxov
xcbv dvGpamcov

B' "Fire, smoke and brimstone out

of their mouths"

(9:18b)

e k x o u 7tup6g K a l x o b Kam'O'u K a l xott QeIoto %ox> EKirops'uop.Evo'u
e k xcbv a x o p d x co v ai>xcov

A' "Horses having serpent-like tails with heads" (9:19)
a i y a p o iip a l a-bxcov 6 j i o i a i 6({)£cjiv,

K£<|xxA.dcg.

rIn Rev 9:19 "serpent-liketails" and in Rev 16:13
"frog-like demonic spirits" are mentioned, probably
indicating the same antidivine forces; cf. Rev 12:9.
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Giblin calls the structure a description "in a
concentric fashion."1 The focus of this arrangement is the
centrally placed element (C), which points out the increase
in demonic activities.

The fifth trumpet brought not

killing but torture ((3aaavia|i.6g) .

The clear purpose of the

sixth trumpet, however, is to kill (&7COKX£ivco) .
Only in the last element of this microstructure (A' )
one finds E^ODOia, which explains the double intensity of
the killing power of these horses.2

The earlier "human

faces" (Rev 9:7) are not seen any more, and the source of
power is not only the tail
well.3

(9:10) but the mouth (9:19) as

Finally, instead of "scorpion-like tails" (9:10) the

horses now have "serpent-like tails" (9:19).

This dramatic

change depicts a shift from a half-human silhouette to a
definitively bestial or demonic appearance.4

In short, the

3Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 108; cf. Muller,
347, 350.
2The Greek reads: T| yap E^ouda tcov '(jcjucgv ev xa> ax6|j.axi
airtcov ecrxiv Ka l ev xaig abpaic; ai)xa>v.
3See Deut 28:13, 44, where the blessing promises
that "the Lord shall make you the head and not the tail,"
whereas the curse predicts that "he (the alien) shall be the
head, and you shall be the tail." See also Isa 9:15, where
"the prophet who teaches falsehood is the tail." It seems
that in the progress of the fifth and sixth trumpets not
only the tail but the head (mouth) is also becoming demonic.
4Collins, The Apocalypse. 63; Morris, 135; Walvoord,
165, 167.
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sixth trumpet attains a crisis point in the progression of
the seven by describing this dreadful and deadly power.1
Following the sixth trumpet (second woe) is an
interlude,2 enlargement,3 or expansion4 in Rev 10:1-11:14.5
This section is important from a macrostructural point of
view because without it the sixth trumpet was merely
negative.0

Rev 10:1-11:14, however, provides an assurance

that neither John's global prophetic ministry nor the
’
■Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction. 3d ed.
in 1 vol. (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press,
1973), 979; Naden, 151.
2Isbon T. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John: Studies
in Introduction with a Critical and Execretical Commentary,
reprint of 1919 ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House,
1967), 573; Collins, The Apocalypse. 64; Fiorenza,
Revelation: Vision of a Just World. 79; Mazzaferri, 336-337;
Milligan, 157; James Moffatt, The Revelation of St. John the
Divine. EGT, vol. 5., ed. W. Robertson Nicoll (London:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1910), 289; Robert H. Mounce, The Book
of Revelation. NICNT, vol. 17 (Grand Rapids, MI: William B.
Eerdmans, 1977), 205; Roloff, 122; Strand, "The Eight Basic
Visions," in Symposium on Revelation-Book I. 38-39; idem,
"The Two Witnesses of Rev 11:3-12," AUSS 19 (1981): 128; J.
P. M. Sweet, Revelation. WPC, ed. D. E. Nineham
(Philadelphia, PA: Westminster Press, 1979), 157, 175;
Theodor Zahn, Die Offenbaruna des Johannes, vol. 2., KNT,
vol. 18 (Leipzig: A. Deichertsche Verlagsbuchhandlung Dr.
Werner Scholl, 1926), 396.
3Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 96, 103, 108; idem,
"Revelation 11:1-13," 434-436; Kempson, 97-101.
4Miiller, 380-381.
5This section is similar to Rev 7:1-17, although
here the clear link to the preceding material is missing;
cf. Muller, 380. Cf. also Rev 16:15.
6Just as it would be the case with the sixth seal if
Rev 7:1-17 were missing; cf. Muller, 382.
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testimony of the two witnesses (prophets) will be in vain.
This section further indicates that the witness of John's
first-century Christian community will also be fruitful.
This long1 reassuring enlargement is thematically
divided into two sections, the first (10:1-11) focusing on
John's prophetic testimony,2 and the second (11:1-14)
concentrating on the militant, prophetic Christian witness,3
even to the point of martyrdom.

These sections may not be

separated but must be distinguished from each other.4

In

the second section E^OUCta appears twice in one sentence5
thus providing a "balancing," positive use6 of power/
authority within the Seven Trumpets unit.
lCf. the much shorter enlargements in Rev 7:1-17,
and especially in 16:15.
2Giblin, "Revelation 11:1-13," 435.
3Ibid., 435, 446.
4Ibid., 435-436, where Giblin emphasizes the ongoing
prophetic testimony and the divine imperatives (cf. 10:4, 8,
11; 11:1-2, 12) as major thematic links between the two
sections; cf. also the difference between the vertical
dimensions of action in Rev 10:1-11 (heaven-earth) and in
11:1-13 (heaven-earth[abyss]-heaven).
5Rev 11:6 reads: ouxoi §%o'uaiv xijv e^obotav KXeiaai x6v
oi>pav6v, Iva (if] bexbt; Ppexil tcx<; t||ifepa<; xrjc; 7tpo<j)T|X£taQ aincbv, Kal
e^O'ualav §x°'uaiv ^ T<*>v ^Saxcov axpE^eiv ahxa eiq alpa Kal naxd^ai
xf|v yfiv ev redan 7tA.r|Yfi oaaKiq eav BeXriacoaiv.
6Compare with the earlier (9:3, 10, 19), negative or
demonic use (or misuse) of E^Obata during the fifth and
sixth trumpet blasts.
See also Giblin, "Revelation
11:1-13," 447.
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Rev 11:1-13

Rev 11:1-13 contains at least four subsections.1
One can make further observations, however, by focusing on
the activity of the two witnesses

(11:3-12).

An analysis of

the microdynamic of this passage exhibits the following even
chiasmus:
A

"The duration of the two witnesses' testimony" (11:3-4)
Kal 7tpo<j>T|'i£\)GO'uaiv ruiEpag x ^ t a ? SiaKoalag fe^pKOVxa

B

"The activity of the two witnesses" (11:5-6)
7tGp 8K7top8'usxai 8K xau <rx6|i.axo<; airccov ... omoi §x°'uaiv 'l^\v
ktpvaioLv KA.eiaai xov abpavov,... Kal e^otaiav §x0'UCTlv ^ l ^cov
bSdxcov axp8(j)eiv at>xa eig alpa Kal Traxa^ai xfiv yrjv ev 7udcxr|

JcA.riY'n
B' "The activity of the beast from the abyss" (11:7-10)
x6 Giplov x6 dvapaivov eK xfj? dptaaot Tuoifjaei jiex’abxcov Tco^ejiov

Kal viKTiaei abxobg Kal dTuoKxevei ainoxx;
A' "The duration of the two witnesses' death" (11:11-12)

Kal jiexa xag xpeig r||j.£pa<; Kal f|(iiau Jtvebiia ^cofjg ek xox> Geoxj

elafjX.0ev ev abxoig.
1Ibid., 436-437, where Giblin considers vss. 1-2, An
Introduction; vss. 3-6, The Empowered Two Witnesses; vss. 710, Their Suffering for Their Testimony; vss. 11-13, The
Vindication of the Two Witnesses.
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The centraltwo elements

(BB')

of this pattern

contain

a balanced statement regarding the divine and

demonic

activities.

for a definite time

The two witnesses bear God's approval
period,1 while the beast's attack is

abrupt, without time reference or demonic authorization.2
Nevertheless,

for a short time the beast succeeds against

the witnesses.3
Giblin sees vs. 13 as the "climactic point" of the
whole passage, which describes repentance.4

In relation to

the foregoing ABB'A' structure, however, vs. 13 functions as
a "tail-piece" or "frame-passage" which concludes the
literary unit.5

This piece is obviously not without

importance because it shows the ultimate effect of the
witnesses, at least on the "remnant," oi Xouuoi.
:See Rev 11:3; cf. Rev 12:6.
2Cf. Rev 13:2, 5, where both time reference and
power source are provided for the beast's activity.

3c f . Rev 13:7a, m i

eS60t| ainco rcoifjaai 7t6X.ep.ov pexa xcibv

dtyicov Kal viKfjaai ainotg, for a similar wording of the beast's
success, where only the last phrase of Rev 11:7, Kal
&7C0KXev£l atrcouq, is missing. See also Dan 7:21 (0).
4Giblin, "Revelation 11:1-13," 444. It should be
noted, however, that neither pexavo£co nor pexdvoia is used
in this passage (cf. Rev 9:20-21 and 16:8-11, where theverb
form
is used). Giblin's valid statement is perhaps based on
the observance that the terms employed in the last clause of
Rev ll:13, Kal oi Xoutol £p<t>opoi 'eykvovxo Kal feScoKav 86£av xco 0ecp
XOX) obpavou, carry the notion of repentance.
5Thomson, 27.
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Based on the above-displayed chiasm, it seems clear
that John's focus is not on a specific time period1 but on
the prophetic activity of the witnesses.2 As noted above,
the witnesses' use of power3 can be contrasted with the
misuse of power in the fifth and sixth trumpets.4
The identity of the two witnesses is an enigma.5
They may characterize the "post-70 Christian mission,"6 with
2The time given to the witnesses in Rev 11:3 is
"1260 days"; cf. Rev 12:6 for the same number, and Rev 11:2;
13:5 for the same period of time (42 months).
2Edwin Earl Reynolds, "The Sodom/Egypt/Babylon Motif
in the Book of Revelation" (Ph.D. dissertation, Andrews
University, 1994), 221.
In Rev 11:5-6 a reversed chronology
can be observed.
First references are made to the miracles
performed by Elijah (vss. 5, 6a; cf. 2 Kgs 1:10; Sir 48:3;
Jer 5:14; 1 Kgs 17:1) then to the plagues brought about
Egypt by Moses (vs. 6b; cf. Exod 7:17).
3Beckwith, 600-601; Charles, A Critical and
Exeoetical Commentary. 1:284-285; Ford, Revelation. 178-179;
Hughes, 125; Roloff, 132; Swete, 136; Thomas, Revelation 822., 91; Walvoord, 180. See especially Morris, 149, who
argues that the power of the witnesses is "limited only by
lack of faith."
4Even the misused power of the "locusts" and
"horses" was limited by God.
See the above notes on Rev
9:1-21 regarding the expansion of these powers; cf. also
above comments on Rev 6:7.
5See Num 35:30; Deut 17:6; 19:17 for the duality of
the witnesses, and John 5:31-32, 36-37; 8:13-18 for the
unity of the witnesses.
6Allan McNicol, "Revelation 11:1-14 and the
Structure of the Apocalypse," Restoration Quarterly 22
(1979): 201-202.
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a worldwide prophetic perspective,1 or perhaps the content
of this prophetic ministry in mind.2

In short, John's goal

in Rev 11:1-13 is to provide instruction "containing the
divine Spirit's explanation of the future course of the
prophetic ministry."3
Rev 16:8-9
The next E^OPdia passage within the thematic
parallelism of the Trumpets and Plagues is Rev 16:8-9.'*
From a macrostructural point of view this pericope finds its
corresponding parallel element in the fourth trumpet (9:12).
The striking contrast, however, between the opposing
1Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 114; idem,
"Revelation 11:1-13," 443.
2Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 114, mentions "the
law and the prophets"; Paulien, Decoding Revelation's
Trumpets. 90, n. 2, proposes a NT "version of the law and
the prophets read in the synagogue"; Kenneth A. Strand, "The
Two Olive Trees of Zechariah 4 and Revelation 11," AUSS 20
(1982) : 259-261, refers to the "OT prophetic forecasts" and
the "NT apostolic confirmation"; idem, "The Two Witnesses of
Rev 11:3-12," 131-135, he argues for the "word of God" and
the "testimony of Jesus." For these suggestions, see Matt
5:17; 7:12; Rom 3:21; Matt 23:2; Luke 4:16-17; John 8:17-18;
Rev 1:9; 6:9; 12:17; 20:4.
3Giblin, "Revelation 11:1-13," 454.
4The Greek reads: Kal 6 TkTapxog
Tnv <t>i<&A.T|V ainop
kjcl t6v f|A.iov, Kal e860t| ainco mppaxtdai top? &v0pco7copq ev 7tppl. m i
femp|iaTld0T|dav oi &v0pamoi Kappa pkya m l kpXacKfrfpriaav t6 6vop.a
top Geop top £%ovto<; ttiv k^opdtav ejd Tag 7uA/r|Y(xg xaprag m i ot>
p.£Tev6T|aav 8opvai airccp 86^av.
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functions of the sun1 in these two passages points to an
antithesis.

On the surface structural level, the closest

parallels to the fourth trumpet are the fifth trumpet and
the fifth plague.2 But a careful study of the above
thematic parallel elements (Rev 16:8-9 and 9:12) shows a
dramatic antithesis between the fourth trumpet and the
fourth plague.3

It seems that in the case of the fourth

plague God's judgment brings an increase and intensification
of activity in nature, whereas in the fifth plague, as was
noticed earlier,4 a decrease of activity can be observed.
These opposing movements in the first four plagues
and the remaining three increase the dramatic tone of the
Plagues Septenary.5 J. M. Ford argues that the fourth
3In the fourth plague the sun "scorched men with
fire," whereas in the fourth trumpet "one third" of the sun
"was darkened."
2Paulien, Decoding Revelation's Trumpets. 408,
asserts that in the fifth trumpet the darkness of the fourth
becomes total, which reveals the darkness of demonic
control, whereas in the fifth plague the "darkness" is an
apparent reversal of demonic control.
It is important to
note here, however, that this "control" is already limited
by God in the fifth trumpet (see the clustering of the
divine passives, e860T| and fepp£0T|, in Rev 9:1, 3, 4, 5).
3These two extremes (darkness and burning heat) are
opposing signs of misfunctions of the sun; cf. Gen 1:17-18,
where the purpose of the sun is (fxxlveiv £7d ir\c, ynQ •••Kal
Siaxcopi^siv &va |i£aov tot <j)cotds Kal <Jcv& (leaov tot g k 6xovc," (lxx) .
4See above notes on Rev 9:1-12 and 16:10-11.
5For the importance of the fourth and fifth elements
in the Septenaries, see Milligan, 93; Naden, 138.
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plague is the antithesis of the cloud by day, while the
fifth one of the pillar of fire by night from the Exodus
tradition.1

She also perceives the fine irony built on the

same tradition, which runs through the whole section.2
Against this background A. Y. Collins observes some
important parallelisms of Rev 16:5-7 in the literary center
(unit D) of Revelation.3
The microdynamic of Rev 16:8-9 shows the following
main inverted parallelism (AA') with important "framepassages," particularly a "tail-piece":

K a l o t e x a p x o g e ^ e x e e v xf|v <t>i&Xr|v a t o a u etc ! t 6 v f|Xiov
A

"It (sun) was given to scorch men with fire" (vs. 8)

K a l e560t) alncip K a u j i a x l a a i xoix; & v 0 p a m o u < ; ev Ttupl
A' "Men were scorched with fierce heat" (vs. 9a)

K a l EKat)|iaxta0Ti<jav oi av0pco7roi K a a j p a (lEya
:J. Massyngberde Ford, "The Structure and Meaning of
Revelation 16," ExpTim 98 (1987): 329; cf. Exod 13:21-22.
2Ibid.
Ford points out the liturgical <j)l(iA.T| and
£|lVT|a0T| which do not bring blessing but destruction in this
context; cf. Rev 18:5.
3Adela Yarbro Collins, "The History-of-Religions
Approach to Apocalypticism and the 'Angel of the Waters'
(Rev 16:4-7)," CBO 39 (1977): 373, particularly mentions the
following phrases: &Xri0ival Kal SiKaiai ai KplcTElQ aou (cf. Rev
15:3-4), and dtyyfeXog XCOV i)5&TC0V (cf. Rev 14:18). See also
Dale Ralph Davis, "Relationship between the Seals, Trumpets,
and Bowls in the Book of Revelation," JETS 16 (1973): 149158, proposes a "successive-final" viewpoint for the
relationships of the above Septenaries.
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a

Kal e3A.aa<j>fi|iT|aav

xoi3 kxovxoc, vr\v fe^auatav

b

a'

6vo|ia xoij Qeov
etc! xaq

KXr\ydq xaviaq

Kal oi) (lETEvoricyav Soaivai alnco So^av.
The main inverted parallelism serves as a minor

literary device emphasizing the dramatic tone of the plague
which falls on the lost.1
outanother

Interestingly

G. B.

Caird points

parallelism in Rev 7:16b2 which antithetically

demonstrates one of the eschatological rewards of the
redeemed.3
The conclusion or "tail-piece" itself also forms
another inverted parallelism (aba' pattern)'1 which focuses
on God's ultimate authority.
parallelisms

A comparison of these inverted

(AA' and aba') clearly indicates John's

:It appears that 7Tup is the focus of this clause.
For the importance of "fire" in Revelation denoting God's
judgment or wrath, or the eschaton, see Paulien, Decoding
Revelation's Trumpets. 248-249.
2The Greek reads : ob5£ |if| TC^OT) ETC a-bxaUQ o

oi)5£ TCav

Kabfia.
3George Bradford Caird, A Commentary on the
Revelation of St. John the Divine. HNTC (New York: Harper &
Row, 1966), 203.
4Cf. Muller, 618, for a somewhat similar analysis of
the above passage.
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intention to emphasize that God is in absolute control,1
even when He gives permission or delegates authority.2
The vivid picture ends with a negative result which
resembles the consequences of the sixth trumpet.3 The
blasphemous unrepentance manifested in the fourth, fifth,
and seventh plagues4 is an evident sign of the "typical
heathen spirit" as repeatedly rebels against God.5

In the

fourth plague a fine irony can be perceived once again in
the irrationality of human rebellion against God, toO k%OVTOQ
Tf|V E^otciav ejtl xdq 7tA.r|Yd<; xavxac ,.

Rev

17:7-14

The next-to-last

passage within the Seven

Plagues section is Rev 17:12-13.6

From a macrostructural

Charles, A Critical and Exeaetical Commentary.
2:44, asserts that the articular k^ouala here "connotes full
authority or power." See also Morris, 196.
2In Rev 16:8 it is expressed by the divine passive,
eS69r|, which might also indicate a personification.
3The last clause of the sentence reads in Greek: Kal
o-b |J.£T£v6T|cav S o m m alnco S6£av; cf. Rev 9:20-21.
The aorist
infinitive is used to express results; cf. Rienecker and
Rogers, 848.
4Rev 16:8-11, 21; cf. Rev 13:5-6; 17:3.
Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 152.

See also

5Thomas, Revelation 8-22. 258.
6The Greek reads: K a l t & 8 k m Kkpaxa d e IS ec ; 8 k m
PadiXEig eIciv, o'Ixiveq paai^Etav owuco £A.apov, dXXd k^oDotav dx;
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point of view the overriding theme of Rev 17-18 is God's
verdict of condemnation.1 Although it seems that these two
chapters focus in a unique way on the final outcome of the
judgment over Babylon,2 their antithetical thematic parallel
sections can be found in Rev 21-22, in the description of
the New Jerusalem.3
Rev 17 also shows some thematic parallelisms with
chapters 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, and IS.4 The key phrases of
these parallel passages are: 7ropv£uco, jiefrucnca), 0T|piov,

ovopaxa pA.aa<|)r||J.ia<;, BaPuA.c£>v r\ k o X ic,r| |i£ydA.r|, a tjia xciov dyicov,
PaaiA.£i£ p.lav oopav A.ap.pdvoucn.v (lExa xou Giplou. ouxoi ptav yvd)|i.T|v
k^ouaiv Kal xijv 5uvap.iv Kal k^ouatav airccov xco Griplq) 8i56aaiv.
1Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 161. The verdict
is expressed by the Greek x6 Kptpa in Rev 17:1, which points
to the "result" of a judgment process (cf. Rev 18:20; 20:4).
The Greek T| Kpiau;, on the other hand, describes the "action"
or "process" itself (cf. Rev 14:7; 16:7; 18:10; 19:2).
2Cf. Rev 17:1-5; 18:1-3.
3Prevost, 146-147, where his comparison of the above
chapters is entitled Des lamentations a la glorification.
Considering, however, the overall chiastic arrangement of
Revelation, units BB' (1:9-3:22 and 21:1-22:5) are the
primary parallel counterparts.
Thus, the "Seven Churches"
will eventually be united into one, the "heavenly
Jerusalem"; cf. Heb 12:22-23a, which reads in Greek:
7tpoa£A/r|A/O0axE Sidov 6p£i Kal tc6A.el Geo-u £a>vxo<;, ’lEpouaaA.fip. sjuoupavtcp,
Kal pupidatv dyykA.cov, icavijyupEi Kal kKKA.riala 7tpcoxox6KCov
djcoyEypappkvcov kv ol)pavoig.
4Cf. (1) Rev 17:2 and 14:8; 18:3, 9; 19:2; (2) 17:3
and 13:1, 5, 6; (3) 17:5, 18 and 16:19; (4) 17:6 and 16:6;
18:24; (5) 17:8 and 11:7; 13:8; (6) 17:9 and 13:18; (7)
17:14 and 19:11-16; (8) 17:16 and 18:8-9.
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dphxjaoc;, cjco(j)ia, BaaiA.e\)Q (3aaiA.ecov Kal KtipiOQ Kuplcov, ev 7rupl
KataKaico.1 The majority of these terms are expressions of
the activity and judgment of antidivine powers.
The microdynamic of Rev 17.-7-142 exhibits the
following inverted parallelisms with "frame-passages":
eycb epco aoi to {rucrnjpiov tij? yuvaiKO? Kal xov Gripto'u
A

"The beast from the abyss" (vs. 8)
t6 Griplov o elSeq f|v Kal ot>K £cmv Kal peXXet &va(3alveiv ek vr\q
df3'ua<7ot> Kal elg dnchXeiav bTcdyei

B

"The mind which has wisdom" (vss. 9-10)
&5e o vo\j<; o kx^v aobtcxv

A' "The beast goes to destruction" (vs. 11)
Kal

tb Griplov 6 f|v Kal oi)K £ativ ... Kal elg dcncbXsiav bTudyei

lA detailed analysis of these phrases is beyond the
scope of the present study.
For a good comparison of common
words and phrases in Rev 12-18, see Muller, 590-593, 611613, 633-637.
2This longer section, which includes the e^oixjla
passage (vss. 12-13), is chosen because it forms a literary
unit that can be entitled: tb JJ.'uatljplOV tfj? ywaiKbg Kal XOV
GTlplov; cf. Muller, 622-623, for a helpful analysis of this
section. A further study also reveals that the angel's
explanation is given in a reversed order, e.g., first about
the beast (vss. 8-14) then about the woman (vss. 15-18).
Regarding the woman, see also Rev 18:1-24.
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A

"Ten horns without kingdom" (vs. 12a)
Kal xa S e K a K&paxa ... o'txiveq paaiXetav oiwrco k \a $ o v

B

"Ten horns receive authority as kings" (vs. 12b)

tiXkct. e^ouatav cb<; paaiA.elq jilav dopav A.ap.p&vo'ixxiv
A' "Ten horns give power and authority to the beast (vs. 13)

xf]V 5 -u va p iv Kal s^crualav aincbv xcp 0T|plcp 5 i56acnv
oucoi p e x a t o t dpvlo'u TCoA.ep.fiao'uaiv K al x6 d p v l o v viK f]aei alrcoi^q.

It was noted earlier1 that John has a particular
interest in small details.

The above analysis of Rev 17:

7-142 provides a clear demonstration of that as one's
attention is drawn from the woman first to the beast, then
from the beast to its ten horns.3 The double foci of this
passage dealing with the seven-headed beast and its ten
LSee above note on Rev 9:3, 10, with regard to
John's "focusing" technique.
2Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 161-162, supports
an a-x-y-z-x'-z'-a' structure for Rev 17:8-18, which perhaps
reflects on the interlinked inverted parallelisms of this
passage.
3For similar "focusing," see Dan 7:15-28.
Note also
Gregory K. Beale, The Use of Daniel in Jewish Apocalyptic
Literature and in the Revelation of St. John (Lanham, MD:
University Press of America, 1984), 252, 259, as he
especially refers to Dan 7:4-7, 20, 24, as "clear allusions"
of Rev 17:7c, 12a.
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horns include ao^lct1 and &)<; PacnA.EiQ.2

"Wisdom" is needed to

explain (1) the double identity of the seven heads (seven
mountains and seven Icings) in Rev 17:9-11, and (2) the power
dynamism between the scarlet beast and its ten horns in Rev
17:12-14.

This passage builds on the obvious tension of

having E^O'UCrla but not PaaiA.Bia.

In other words, the inner

division among the heads and their horns directs one's
attention to their inherent failure and prospective doom.3
They cannot help but carry out God's purpose, which is
expressed by an ironic wordplay.4
’
-Cf. Rev 13:18a, for similar wording.
See also
Beale, ibid., 268-270, and my notes on Rev 13 below.
2Charles, A Critical and Exeaetical Commentary.
2:72, remarks that the ten horns "hold a quasi-kingly
power"; Swete, 222, argues that "the ten pacnA.ei<; are not
pOCCJlXeiQ in the same sense as the seven, but resemble them";
Thomas, Revelation 8-22. 300, concludes that the ten horns
are "kings without kingdom." The interesting fact is that
according to Rev 17:17, the ten horns eventually come to an
agreement and will decide SoOvai tt]V paatX eiav aincov tcp 0T|plcp.
This clause clearly indicates that at some point of time the
ten horns will have "the kingdom" which they unanimously
hand over to the beast.
3Rev 17:13-14, 16-17.
4The Greek text of Rev 17:13, 17 read: 0\)T0l [llav
yvcbjiriv £xouaiv kcc! tf]v Swap-iv Kal s^obatav alrtciov xcp 0iplcp 5i56aaiv.

. . . b ydp 0b6<; £6ookev bIq xaq m pStag aincov xcoifjaai tfjv yvct)|j.r|v ainoti
Kal juoifjaai jilav yvcbpr|v Kal 5oa3vai vt\v pacriXelav alncov xco 0T|plcp d%pi
i:8A,6a0fiaovTai ol Xbyoi X0"U 06OU For a good explanation on the
combination of 8\)va(J.i<; and B^ovda in this context, see
Swete, 223.
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One of the key phrases of the passage is t6 Grjpiov 6xi
r\v Kai o-bK £axiv Kai Tuapeaxai.1

it appears that this definition

is directly contrasted with God,2 or perhaps it is again an
ironic wordplay-1 on the prerogative assigned to God and
Jesus earlier in Revelation.4 This phrase is repeated in a
modified form within the pericope,5 and, together with
dt(3\)aao<;, it is parallel both to the beginning of demonic
activity during the fifth trumpet (Rev 9:11) and to its
continuation during the expansion of the sixth trumpet

(Rev

11:7) .
Based on the foregoing, it can be concluded that in
Rev 17, in spite of God's verdict in vs. 1, the demonic
powers are still active.6

This activity points to the

2Rev 17:8c, and also 17:8a, 11a.
2Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 164.
3Beale, The Use of Daniel. 254.
4Rev 1:4, 8; 4:8, which read in Greek: 5 d)V Kal 6 f|V
Kal O 8px6p.evOQ; cf. Rev 11:17; 16:5, where the last element
of this clause is modified.
sRev 17:8a, 11a, where the phrase is modified by the
clause Kal e Iq dJUcbA.eiav IwcdyEi. It is important to note here
that &7ld)A.8ia (destruction, ruin) and ’A juoAAI)G)V (Destroyer)
are both the derivatives of dn6A.A.'l)lll (to destroy, kill,
lose).
See also Rev 9:11, for ’A jtoAA/UCDV, and John 17:12 and
2 Thess 2:3, for &7ECbX.Eia.
6Charles, A Critical and Exeaetical Commentary.
2:72.
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eschaton,1 when the temporary combination of these powers
will fulfill God's plan and make His will complete.2
Perhaps the most important aspects of the "beasthorns" power dynamic are:

(1) the dramatic shortness3 of the

time of their union,4 and (2) their ultimate failure and
self-destruction.5 Generally speaking, the beast of Rev 17
represents "the principle of abusive governmental power."6
The beast together with its horns show "one of the inherent
flaws of the will to power.

It does not unite; it

:Thomas, Revelation 8-22. 301, refers to Dan 7:7, 24
(and Dan 7:26-27 can be added) and concludes that these
"rulers will receive their dominions in the last days." See
also Beckwith, 700.
2Rev 17:17, where again God is shown to be in
control of events, b yap 0ed<; £8cokev eiq x&q KapStat; abxcov rcoifjcxxi
xfiv yvcb(j.riv abxot) Kai 7toifjaat plav yv(h\ix[v Kal Scruvai xt]v paaiAelav
atrccov xqj Griptcp a%pi teA.ea0fiaovxai oi ^6yoi xo-u 0eou
3The phrase in Rev 17:12, (liav cbpav, probably refers
to "a relatively brief existence"; cf. Swete, 222.
See also
Dan 4:19 (LXX), Luke 22:53, John 2:4; 4:21, 23; 5:25, 28,
35; 8:20; 12:23, 27; 13:1; 16:2, 4, 21, 25, 32; 17:1; 19:27,
where c&pa clearly designates "occasion," "opportunity," or
"short indefinite period of time"; cf. Newman, 202.
4Hughes, 186; Ladd, 232; Morris, 212; Walvoord, 255.
5Rev 17:16-17. See also Beasley-Murray, John. 233;
Collins, The Apocalypse. 122; Kempson, 245; Hans K.
LaRondelle, "Armageddon: Sixth and Seventh Plagues," in
Symposium on Revelation-Book II: Exeaetical and General
Studies. 373-390, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 7
(Silver Spring, MD: Biblical Research Institute, 1992), 387.
6Kempson, 243.
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divides."1 This tragic division is later seen in the
destruction of the harlot (Rev 17:16).
Rev 18:1-24
The last E^OUCrla passage within the Seven Plagues
section is Rev 18:1.-

From a macrostructural point of view

Rev 18 is part of God's verdict of condemnation.3

In the

Seven Trumpets section (Rev 8:2-11:18), which is the
thematic and structural parallel to the Seven Plagues,
k^ovcrla is associated with various forces of evil or
demons.4

In Rev 18:1, however, one finds the term used in a

positive way.5
If one considers the context within the Seven
Plagues (Rev 15:5-18:24), it is striking that the misuse of
’
-Collins, The Apocalypse. 122.
2The Greek reads: Msxd m m a etSov &A.A.OV &YY£^-OV
Kaxapaivovta ek too o'bpavo'U k%ovza e^oualav \xeydXr\v, Kal r) yr\
e(j)oaxla0ri ek zr\c, 56£ri<; ataou
3This is the only chapter in Revelation which
contains both the "action" (f| Kpi<Jl<JQ, 18:10) and the
"result" (t6 Kpijia, 18:20) of the judgment process; cf. my
above note on Rev 17:12-13.
4Rev 9:1-21; cf. Morris, 214; Thomas, Revelation 822, 314-315.
5Cf. Rev 13:2 where the phrase, fe^oixjla |i£YdtA/r|,
occurs too, but in a negative sense.
See Ford, Revelation.
296; Swete, 226.
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authority in Rev 17:12-14i is counterbalanced by God's
e^OOJOta in Rev 16:9,2 as well as by His angel's E^ObCFia
|i£YdX.T|, which illuminates the earth in Rev 18: l.3 A similar
feature was observed earlier within the context of the Seven
Trumpets section.’
Talcing Rev 18 itself, one discerns a "concentric
structure"5 or "chiasm, "6 which can be labeled an odd

lE .g ., ottoi (iexa tot) dpvlo'u noXE|ifiao'uciv.
2e .g ., xd 6vo(ia xoa3 Geotj xotj ^xovtqc, xijv E^otxriav £7ci xa<;

K\r\yac, xa.xi'iac,; cf. Rev 16:7a, KtipiE o 0e6^ o raxvxoKpdxcop, which
adds further emphasis to God's absolute control of events on
earth.
For the use of TtavxOKpdxcop, see Rev 1:8; 4:8; 11:17;
15:3; 16:7, 14; 19:6, 15; 21:22. A careful study of the
context of these passages shows that they are spread almost
evenly in units CDED'C' (4:1-20:15) of the overall chiastic
arrangement of Revelation, which is significant if one
focuses on the central panels of the Apocalypse. These
sections may be entitled "Activity and judgment of
antidivine powers." The demonic forces (o'l KOC|iOKpdxop£<; xou
OTCdxODg XOXJXOU, in Eph 6:12) are definitely doomed, for God
is b rcavxoKpdxcop.
3Swete, 226, comments: "So recently has he [angel]
come from the Presence that in passing he flings a broad
belt of light across the dark Earth— a phrase used of the
vision of God in Ez. xliii." It is also important to note
here that, as a part of the contrast, the demonic activity
is associated with smoke (KCX7tvd<;) and darkness (cnc6xo<;) in
Rev 9:1-2, while the angelic activity is characterized by
light ((jJCOQ) in Rev 18:1.
4See my comparison of Rev 9:1-21 and 11:1-14.
sGiblin, The Book of Revelation. 170.
6Strand, "Some Modalities of Symbolic Usage in
Revelation 18," 38, 46; idem, "Two Aspects of Babylon's
Judgment Portrayed in Revelation 18," 53-55.
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chiasmus (ABCB'A' pattern).

It clearly exhibits the

following arrangement:
A

"Another glorious angel from heaven" (18:1-3)
dXkov &yyeA.ov KoctapalvovTa ek tau abpavoG kxovxa. E^crualav
liEYd^riv

B

"Another voice from heaven (18:4-8)
&AAr|v 4>covfiv ek xoG oGpavoG

C

"Laments over Babylon" (18:9-19)
Kai KA.a'Oao'uaiv Kai KOij/ovxai etc’ amfiv oi pacriA.sig xr\q yG? •••

B' "A voice in heaven" (18:20)
Eixjjpalvou etc’abxfj, abpavs Kai oi dYioi Kai oi dndaxoXoi...
A' "A mighty angel took up a stone" (18:21-24)
Kai fjpEv eIq dyyzXoq iaxupoq AAGov .. .
The center of this structure (C) depicts the very
moment1 of the destruction of Babylon.

The E^Obcrla passage

(18:1) is found in one of the extremes (A) of this pattern,
which contributes an important aspect to the background of
Babylon's fall.2
*The drama of a rapid way of destruction
highlighted by the repetition of 6xi Jlia &pa (cf.
19). The phrase recalls Rev 17:12, where it is
describe the short existence of the beast-horns
cf. Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 170.

is
18:10, 17,
used to
alliance;

2Adela Yarbro Collins, "Revelation 18: Taunt-Song or
Dirge," in L'Apocalypse iohannioue et 1'apocalyptique dans
le Nouveau Testament. 185-204, ed. J. Lambrecht, BETL, 53
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The essence of unit A (18:1-3) is to announce the
tragic fact that Babylon eysvETO KaTOiKTirripiov 8ai|iOvla)V Kai
(l)'uA.aicn mvxbg 7Cvei)(iaxog diCKaGdcpxot).1

In other words, Babylon

has become the scene of evident demonic activity, which is
now confronted with the "authoritative"2 appearance of God's
glorious messenger who is about to carry out a great work
"on behalf of God."3
The Woman Versus the Dragon
The last, imbalanced element (E - The Woman Versus
the Dragon [11:19-15:5]) of the chiastic structure of
Revelation contains seven e^OXJcla passages,4 which make up
one-third of the total occurrences in the book.

The heavy

concentration or clustering3 points to a focus in John's
(Gembloux: Editions J. Ducolot, 1980), 193, refers to 18:3
as providing "reasons or grounds for the judgment."
3Caird points out that Rev 18:1-3 testifies to the
existence of a popular feeling about consorting of animals
(birds) with demons. See Caird, Principalities and Powers.
58-59, where he argues, building on Isa 13:20-22; 34:13-15,
that "not only in human life but in the world of nature
there is a residue which cannot be brought into congruity
with the holiness of God"; cf. Matt 8:28-34.
2Hughes, 189; Ladd, 235.
3Walvoord, 258.
412:10; 13:2, 4, 5, 7, 12; 14:18.
5See my above note on similar clustering in the last
balancing elements (D and D') of the overall chiastic
structure.
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thought.

The existence of this non-balanced central element

(unit E) is a particularly powerful feature with obvious
implications for exegesis.1

It seems that the author's

focus is further underlined by "a shift" of signs (CT||ieTa)
at this central element of the chiasmus.2
The length of this central element (Rev 11:19-15:4)
is still under discussion.

A number of scholars consider

Rev 12:1 (or 11:19) to 14:20 a closed unit,3 while others
extend it, including Rev 15:1-4.4 Although Minear
recognizes that Rev 12-22 relates "stages in the fulfillment
Thomson, 27, 31, 224, 226.
2Ibid., 27, 216-217.
3Beagley, 81; Boring, 149; Bousset, 335; Bowman, The
Drama of the Book of Revelation. 75; Caird, The Revelation
of St. John the Divine. 147-195; James M. Efird, Daniel and
Revelation: A Study of Two Extraordinary Visions (Valley
Forge, PA: Judson Press, 1978), 78; Vernard Eller, The Most
Revealing Book of the Bible (Grand Rapids, MI: William B.
Eerdmans, 1974), 125; Farrer, A Rebirth of Images. 47-49;
William Hendriksen, More Than Conquerors: An Interpretation
of the Book of Revelation. 2d ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Book House, 1940), 26; Thomas S. Kepler, The Book of
Revelation (New York: Oxford University Press, 1957), 130;
Eduard Lohse, Die Offenbaruna des Johannes. NTD, vol. 11, 3d
ed. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971), 68; R. H.
Mounce, 48; Mulholland, 214; Muller, 573-574, 608-610;
Sinclair, 61; Spinks, 216-217; Strand, Interpreting the Book
of Revelation. 51-52; Leonard L. Thompson, The Book of
Revelation: Apocalypse and Empire (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1990), 38.
4Blevins, Revelation. 57-73; idem, Revelation as
Drama. 7 9-95; Bowman, "Revelation, Book of," 64; Collins,
The Apocalypse, xiii, 82; idem, Crisis and Catharsis. 112;
Hurtgen, 139; Johnsson, 11-13; Michaels, 64; Minear, 105;
Mulholland, 214; Paulien, "The Role of the Hebrew Cultus,"
248; Wilcock, 110.
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of the prophet's task (10:11)," he concludes that these
chapters must be divided into smaller units.1
Therefore, following Rev 11:18, Minear selects
11:19-15:4 as the first unit of the second half of the
Apocalypse.2 His reasoning includes:
the beginning of each vision;

(1) "Heaven" is always

(2) Rev 11:19 is awkward if it

is attached to the previous vision;

(3) Rev 15:2-4 is an

effective summary of the preceding chapters;

(4) the hymn in

Rev 15:3-4 is liturgically related to 11:19; and (5) in Rev
15:5 the opening of the temple again is a sign for a new set
of plagues.3
To these valid observations one may add the
"principle of Prolepsis or Anticipation" discussed by
William Milligan.4

Based on this principle one can detect

the use of prolepsis both in the beginning5 and in the
3Minear, 115.
2Ibid., 105-129.
3Ibid., 115-116.
4Milligan, 114-116, particularly mentions the
promises made to the overcomers in Rev 2-3 and their
fulfillment in Rev 20-22.
5Rev 12:1, 3, which read in Greek: Kal OT|JJ.£lOV |l£ya
dxj)0T| ev tcp oi>pavco, y-uvf) 7tepipepA.r||j.evT| t6v f|Xiov ... Kal <£><|>0t| &AAo
ot|(j.£iov ev tco otjpavcp, Kal l5o\) Sp&Kcov p.eya<; jruppdc; §xcov KecjxxXcxq
'eizxd Kal K^pata 8&Ka.
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ending1 verses of the above unit.

These shifts of emphasis2

not only determine the contents of the following verses, but
they also serve as literary devices.3

It appears that

prolepsis is employed to mark off Rev 11:19-15:4 in a unique
way, thus embracing the themes of combat and victory.
Therefore, it is clear that Rev 11:19-15:4 is both a
literary1 and a thematic5 center of the Apocalypse, the
culmination of John's dramatic message.

At this high peak

he focuses on E^O'UC'ia6 and TipoCK'UVECO,7 thus providing two
dramatic keywords of the divine-antidivine power struggle.
rRev 15:1, 2, which read in Greek: K a i e{8ov 6XXo
aT||i£iov ev xcp otjpavcp iiEya Kal Ga'UfiacTbv, 6 y y sX o v q etctcx k%ovxaq
TcA-riYdt; kn xa tat; k o x a x a q ... K a i eTSov dot; Q6.Xa.Gaav baA.lvriv
(iE(iiY[i£VTiv TCDpl Kai xovq viKcovxat; ’
ek tot) 0T|plov ...
2In the opening verses the focus turns from the
Woman to the Dragon, while in the closing verses the
emphasis moves from the Seven Plagues to the Overcomers.
3Thomson, 27, calls this chiastic phenomenon "shift
and reversion," marking points of development in an
argument.
’Because it is the unique, central element of the
overall odd chiasmus (ABCB'A' pattern) of Revelation.
5Because it contains all the key figures and major
events of the climactic antidivine power struggle, even
including a victorious hymn of the overcomers.
6Out of its 21 occurrences in Revelation,
7 times (12:10; 13:2, 4, 5, 7, 12;14:18) in this

it appears
unit.

7Out if its 24 occurrences in Revelation, it is
found 9 times (13:4, 8, 12, 15; 14:7, 9, 11; 15:4) in this
element.
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These terms indicate the abuse of authority as a motivating
force behind coercion and power worship.
Rev 11:19-15:4
From a macrostructural point of view Rev 11:19-15:4
serves "as the bridge"1 between the Seven Trumpets and the
Seven Plagues.

Chapter 12 itself functions as "the

preface"2 to Rev 13-22, or as "an introduction, backdrop,
and summary"3 to Rev 13-14, which "predicts a reign of
terror."4 Chapters 13 and 14 are thematic "counterparts"5
that provide vivid pictures of the antidivine and divine
activities with regard to worship.
The microdynamic of Rev 11:19-15:4 shows an odd
chiasm (ABCB'A' pattern) with an introductory "framepassage" which points to God's heavenly temple.

The unit

starts and ends with the notion of sign (<xr||J.£lOV) in heaven:
Michaels, 64.
2Masilamony Pauliah, "The Woman of Revelation 12 in
the History of New Testament Interpretation" (M.Th. thesis,
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1993), 55.
3Johnsson, 14.
4Ibid., 4.
5Ibid., 5, 9.
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m i fivolyq o vab? xob ©sob b e v xcp obpavcp Kai cob^'H i| Kipcoxbq rqq
8ia0fiKT|g abxob e v xcp vacp abxob
A

"Signs in heaven"

(12:1-6)

Kai (jtijieiov jiEya cb<j)0ri ev xcp obpavcp ... Kai &<|>9t|aAAo aruielov

'ev xcp obpavcp ...
B

"A war between Michael and the Dragon"

(12:7-12)

Kai kv&vexo TtbXEjiog ev xcp obpavco, o Mixaf]X Kai oi ocyys A.oi abxob
xob 7co/\.£(ifjaai (a.exd xob SpdKOvxot;. ..
C

"Activity of the Dragon and the Sea Beast"

(12:13-13:10a)

7cpocr£Ki)vri<jav xcp SpdKOVxi... Kai TrpoaeK'Cvqaav xcp 0qplcp ...
D

"The perseverance and faith of the saints"

(13:10b)

TQ8e ecrav t| i>7Cop.ovq Kai q Tclaxt; xcov dytcov
E

"Activity of the Land Beast"

6Xko

0qplov . .. etx£v Kepaxa 8bo bjioia dpvlcp . .. Kai roiei Tcdvxaq

... Iva Sooaiv abxoic;
F

(13:11-17)

"Here is wisdom"

yd.pay\x.a etuI ... xb

(iexcotcov abxcov ...

(13:18)

rQ8e ri aobia eaxtv
E' "Activity of the Lamb and His followers"

(14:1-5)

Kai i8ob xb dpvlov eaxbc; £7ti xb 6poq Sicbv Kai |iex’abxob .. .
£xouaai xb bvofia abxob Kai xb bvopa xob mxpb<; abxob
Y£YP<*M.|i.£vov ^

toov

pexcoTrcov abxcov ...
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D' "The perseverance and faith of the saints" (14:12)
rQ5e t| i)Tcop.ovf) xcov dtylcov eaxlv, oi xTipO'uvxeg ... xtiv mcrxiv ’Iriaob
C' "Activity of the three angels" (14:6-13)

K ai eTSov &?iA.ov &yysA.ov tc£x6|j.£vov ev (lEacrupavTpaxi, kxovxa

zbayykXiov alcbviov . . .Xeycov ev $covfj p.EYaA.T|, Oopf|0T|X£ x6v 0e6v
Kai . . . JtpocjKwn<jax£ xcp 7roifiaavxi xdv aupavov Kai xfjv Yfjv . . .
B' "A son of man sitting on the cloud" (14:14-20)
Kai ISol) vecJjeIti A.eukti, Kai E7d xf)v vz^kXr\v KaGfpEvov 6poiov uibv
dv0pcb7uo\)...
A' "Another sign in heaven" (15:1-4)
Kai e{5ov d X X o atip.£iov ev xcp oi)pavcp p.&Ya Kai Gatjpaaxdv ...
C. H. Giblin provides a somewhat similar analysis of
a longer passage, "11:15-15:8 - The Seventh Trumpet-blast,"
which he calls "a sevenfold scenario of creation-wide
conflict set forth in concentric order."1
ABCDC'B'A' pattern is Rev 14:1-5.

The focus of his

Units C (13:1-18) and C'

(14:6-20) are contrapositioned describing the activities of
the demonic triad (Dragon, Sea Beast, and Land Beast) and
the angelic triad, respectively.
and B'

Finally, units B (12:1-18)

(15:1) are balancing elements depicting "heavenly

signs," but the latter unnecessarily separates vs. 1 from
vss. 2-4, where it belongs.

Considering the specially

’
-Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 15.
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marked beginning and ending of Rev 11:19-15:4,

it seems

awkward to add Rev 11:15-18 and 15:5-8 to this section, thus
separating from their literary units.1
The focus (unit F) of my proposed structure is a
remark on wisdom.2

It occurs that the same rhetoric is

followed in Rev 13 and 17, which are complementary chapters.
Earlier in this study dealing with the microdynamic of Rev
17:7-14 it was noted that vss. 8-11 form an inverted
parallelism (ABA' pattern).

The central element (unit B) of

that structure is a remark on O'0(j)i(X,3 which is bordered by
units AA' describing the activities of the beast.

This

perhaps indicates that the p/UCTXTpiov of the rise and fall of
the beast can be explained only by those who have wisdom.
In the above structure, where (70<j)ia appears to be in
the center (unit F) again, one can observe the bordering
antithetical units of EE'
the Lamb) .

(Activity of the Land Beast and

Further, the next parallel elements

(units DD' )

'■E.g., the seventh trumpet is cut off from the first
six, and the Seven Plagues section (15:5-18:24) is left
without introduction.
2Cf. Rev 17:9, where the word order is reversed.
See also the doxologies of Rev 5:12 and 7:12, where aobia is
grouped with E i A o y t a , 5 6 £ a , xip.fi /■ 5'uvap.ig , and u j j c x x ;.

3The Greek reads: co5e b votq o £%cov ao<t>tav. ai snxd.
K8<jxxA,al £%xa 6pri eidv, bnov tjyuvfi KdGrjxai etc’ocbxcov. Kai paaiXeig
E7tx& slaiv: ol 7c£vxe kneaav, 'o slq £axn\ b dXXoq oIjtcco f]A.0£v, Kai bxav
£A.0t| oX-lyov abxbv 5eT p.eivai.
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highlight the characteristics of the holy ones, T| mop-OVT] Kai

T| Tctaxi^ xcov dylcov. 1
Beale convincingly argues in his dissertation that
the combined use of the Hebrew *7327 (to understand, have
insight) and pH (to understand, gain insight) in the Book of
Daniel2 is the best background against which to understand
the use of

VO'Gt;

and (T0(|)ia in Rev 13:18 and 17:9a.3 This

Danielic background stands for the idea of eschatological
insight, especially in Dan 11:33 and 12:10.4 Beale
concludes that this usage "indicates that John understands
Christians to be the fulfillment of the prophesied mas'kilim
in Daniel 11 and 12. "5
:Rev 13:10b.
Its parallel element (14:12) has an
extention including oi XTjpo'uvxeq xcxq kvxoA.dc; xau Qeov Ka i xfjv

Ttlaxiv ’Iricro'u.
2Dan 2:21; 9:22-23; 11:33; 12:10.
3Beale, The Use of Daniel. 268-270; cf. idem, "The
Danielic Background for Revelation 13:18 and 17:9," Tyndale
Bulletin 31 (1980): 163-165.
4The phrases in the MT text read
W2'r D^toarn respectively.

03

and

5Beale, "The Danielic Background," 165-166; idem,
The Use of Daniel. 270. He offers two further suggestions:
(1) the exhortations in Rev 13:10b; 14:12 may be based on
Dan 12:12, and (2) the introductory formula, (S8e, in Rev
13:10b; 13:18; 14:12 and 17:9 is John's own way of pointing
the reader back to the context of Daniel; cf. idem, "The
Danielic Background," 168. Similar pointing back to the
Book of Daniel can be perceived in Matt 24:15, which reads
in Greek: “Oxav cnjv ISrjxe x6 pSfcA.tryp.a xfjg epripcbaecDq x6 pr|0£v Sid
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If one considers the distribution of the seven
e^O'UCta

passages in Rev 11:19-15:4, it is striking that

there are two balancing occurrences of the term in units B
and B' , which are positive.1 On the other hand, in units C
and E (both in the first half of the chiasm) five additional
k^O'uala passages are clustered, all negative.2 This
balancing (or embracing) technique of describing divine and
demonic activities has been observed earlier in this
dissertation in the Seven Trumpets section3 and especially
in the Seven Plagues section.4
Rev 12:1-18
The foci of the two embracing units (B and B' ) are
the first and second advent of Christ.5 The microdynamic of
chapter 12 clearly exhibits a well-constructed inverted
parallelism (ABA' pattern) as follows:
AavifiA. t o t ) TCpottjfixob sax6< ; e v x6tuco dtylcp, 'o 6lvayivcbcK cov v o e lx c o .

LRev 12:10 and 14:18, respectively.
2Rev 13:2, 4, 5, 7 and 13:12, respectively.
3See the demonic activity in Rev 9:1-21 as it is
counterbalanced by the activity of the divine witnesses in
11:1-14.
4See the demonic activity in Rev 17:12-14 as it is
embraced by the divine activity in 16:9 and the angelic
activity in 18:1.
5Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation.
94, states that "chapters 12-14 depict the messianic war
from the incarnation (12:5) to the parousia (14:14-20)."
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A "The signs of a woman and the great red Dragon" (12:1-6)
Kai GT||!£iov jieya co<J)0ti ev xcp crbpavqj, yuvfj Jt£pij3£|3A.r||j.£VT| xdv
f|Xiov . . . Kai d&<t)0T| aA.A.0 ctt)|ieiov ev xcp otpavcp, Kai i8o\) Sp&Kcov
p.£ya<; iruppbt;. . .
B "A war between Michael and the Dragon" (12:7-12)

Kai

eyevexo

7u6A.£|io<;

ev

xcp o bpavcp, o Mix,af]A. K a i oi dyy£A.oi abxo-G

xo-u 7toA.E|ifjaai p.£xa xov S po tK O vx o g . . .
A' "The Dragon's war with the woman and her seed" (12:13-18)
Kai cbpyta0Ti o SpaKcov

etc!

xfj yuvaiK l Kai &7t;fjA.0£v 7C0ifjaai tc6A.e|iov

p.£xa xcov A.oi7rai)v x a u GTCEpjiaxo^ abxfji;...
The center of this structure is unit B which forms
an inclusio that is bracketed by the cosmic and earthly
scenes1 of the woman-Dragon conflict.2 The E^ovcia passage
xThe alternating vertical dimensions of Rev 12 are
the following: (1) vss. 1-6: heaven-earth-heaven-earth
(wilderness), (2) vss. 7-12: heaven-earth-heaven, and (3)
vss. 13-18: earth (wilderness).
2See Muller, 594-597, for similar analysis; cf.
Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 126-130, describes a
chiastic, aba' pattern for Rev 12:4b-17; Lund, Chiasmus in
the New Testament. 398-400, proposes an "odd" chiasm for Rev
12:6-14 only, which seems to be forced. For the biblical
and Qumran symbolism of Rev 12, see Roger D. Aus, "The
Relevance of Isaiah 66:7 to Revelation 12 and 2
Thessalonians 1," ZNW 67 (1976): 262; David Flusser, "At the
Right Hand of the Power," Immanuel 14 (1982): 45; Johnsson,
16, 19; Pauliah, 53, 55; Wink, Engaging the Powers. 91.
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(12:10): is found at the very center of this inclusio,2
which is the textual center3 of Revelation.
It is noteworthy that this textual center deviates
from the literary or structural center (13:18) noted above.
This literary phenomenon makes sense if one considers
wisdom-saying (13:18) as a reflection on the identity of
John's community, and the hymnic material (12:10b-12),
including the e^ouoia passage, as the central exposition of
John, focusing on Jesus' authority as a basis for
perseverance.

Thus, hortatory material (wisdom-saying) and

exposition (hymnic material) point to a double foci in the
Apocalypse.4

LThe Greek reads: Kai fiKOUcra $cjqvtiv |i£ydA/r|V ev xcp obpavcp
Xkyovcav, 'Apxi eyevsTO f| acoxrpla Kai f| Swapi*; Kai t| pacnXeia tot)
Qeov tiixo5v Kai t| e^Obala tern Xpiaxoij aircau, bxi fep^.'nQri o KaxTyycop xcov
&8£A.<{)cov tipcov, o Kaxriyopcov abxoijg evcoTtiov xau Geotj tipoov rip^pat; Kai
VUKXOg .
2For the proposed idea of biblical or mythical
backgrounds to Rev 12:7-12, see Collins, The Combat Myth.
57-161; Prigent, 120-127; Snyder, 242-358.
3See my notes on the centrality of Rev 12:7-12 under
the subheading " ’E^OiXJta Clustering in the Apocalypse."
“Cf. Guthrie, The Structure of Hebrews: A TextLincruistic Analysis. 146, for similar conclusions regarding
the two genres (hortatory material and exposition) in the
Book of Hebrews, as they move "in concert, but not exact
correspondence."
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The two key figures of Rev 12:7-12 are Michael1 and
the Dragon.2

As a result of Michael's victory over the

Dragon, the hymn in vss. 10b-12 declares that 'Apxi eyevexo T|

complex

Kai f\

Xpicxcu aircau.

5\)va|iig

K a i t| (3aciA.ela

xcu Gscru tijj.cov Kai

f| e^o'ucla

xoa3

It is clear that the last two phrases

(PaciA.£la and e^ouala) of this clause complement each other.3
God established the victorious authority of His Anointed

lThe Greek name 0 MiXOCTlA. is a transliteration of the
Hebrew ‘PSD'O, meaning "Who is like God?" Outside Revelation
it appears only in Jude 9 and Dan 10:13, 21; 12:1, always in
a combat with evil forces. For a possible identity of
Michael and the Son of Man, see Doukhan, Daniel: The Vision
of the End. 100; Ferch, "Authorship, Theology, and the
Purpose of Daniel," 75; Gerhard F. Hasel, "The 'Little
Horn,' the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A
Study of Daniel 8:9-14," in Symposium on Daniel:
Introductory and Exeoetical Studies. 378-461, ed. Frank B.
Holbrook, DARCOMS, vol. 2 (Washington, DC: Biblical Research
Institute, 1986), 403; Shea, "Unity of Daniel," 252; cf.
Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation. 74,
proposes that "we should see the defeat of Satan by Michael,
depicted in 12:7-9, as a symbol of the Lamb's victory."
2The Greek O SpdKGOV is identified in Rev 12:9b, 10c
as o 6<j)iQb dcpxaio?, o KaA.o\)|i£vog AidpoA.o<; Kai b Saxava^, o n&avcov
xf\v otKO'up.£i/r|V 6 A.t |v ...b K axfiycop xcov &8£A.<j)C0V f|(ia> v ." For Satan
(Sammael) being the "accuser," see Caird, Principalities and
Powers. 34; B. Talmud Berakhoth 46a; B. Talmud Yoma 20a;
Midrash on Exod 12:29.
See also my notes below on the
possibility of equating the Dragon with the Sea Beast (Rev
13:1-13).
3In Col 1:13 (3aaiA,£la and fe^oxxrta are antithetical,
but in Rev 12:10 the two terms are epexegetical or parallel,
thus pointing to the fact that k^cucta is not misused any
more.
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One,1 which is a "radical reorientation of values and
power.But

this hymn also celebrates the victory of the

overcomers.3

Rev

14:14-20

The other corresponding element (unit B') of the
above-mentioned embracing units is Rev 14:14-20, which
focuses on the second advent of Christ.4 The pericope
naturally divides into two sections (14:14-16 and 14:17-20)
Charles, A Critical and Exeaetical Commentary.
1:326; Hughes, 139; Ladd, 172; Morris, 162; Roloff, 149;
Swete, 155; Thomas, Revelation 8-22. 133.
2E. P. Sanders, The Historical Figure of Jesus
(London: Penguin Books, 1993), 169. See also Rudolf
Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, trans. Louise Pettibone Smith
and Erminie Huntress Lantero (New York: Scribner, 1958), 51.
For the importance of the articular E^ouci.a and pacJiA.Ela in
Rev 12:10, see Charles, A Critical and Exeaetical
Commentary, 1:326.
3Rev 12:11 reads: K a i a i n o l ev iK T |(jav a i n d v 8 i a x6 a l f i a

xox) d p v l o u K a i 8 i a xdv \6yov xfj? p a p t h p l a q a in c b v K a i ot)K f\y&nr\cav
xf|V VDXTIV aliXCOV &XPI d tp v lo b ;

cf. Prevost, 139-140 .

“Rev 14:14 reads: K ai eISov, Kai l5oi) VE<j)£A.r| Aeukti, Kai kjtl

xfjv v£<j)6A/r|v KaGfpEvov 6|ioiov m6v dtyGpcoTOb, &%(£>v etuI xt\q KE({>aA.fj<;
abxoij <5%k§a.vov xP'ucro'uv Kai ev xrj x,eiPi- ainou SpEiuavov 6£u. See also
Rev 1:13, for the same phrase, 6|lOlOV bldv &V0pd)7rOD. The
expression seems to be a direct translation of the Aramaic
133 of Dan 7:13. Interestingly the Theodotion Greek of
Dan 10:16 (Kai ISoi) &<; bpo tc o ai q bio-D djcyGpcbrcou) shows a closer
verbal agreement with Rev 14:14 than the LXX Greek of Dan
7:13.
For other NT allusions which emphasize "sitting on"
and "coming on/with the clouds," see Matt 24:30; 26:64; Mark
13:26; 14:62; Luke 21:27; Rev 1:7. These allusions perhaps
indicate exaltation ("sitting") as well as judgment
("coming").
Similarly, in Rev 1:13; 2:1, "walking" might
mean priestly function.
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depicting two1 harvests.

The keyword "harvest" (08pid|l6<;) is

used here figuratively to denote the image of final judgment
executed by God.2
The microdynamic of Rev 14:14-20,3 shows two
epexegetical inverted parallelisms
A

(ABA' patterns):4

"One like a son of man seated on the cloud with a sharp
sickle"

(14:14)

KaGfpevov 6|ioiov uibv dvGpcbJiou .. .Kai kv

xfi x,etpl at>xo\3 Spercavov b£-6
B

"Send forth your sickle and harvest . . ."

neppov xb Speicavov aou

Kai

(14:15)

Gkpiaov, 6xi f)A.8ev r| copa Geplaai. . .

A' "He who is seated on the cloud cast his sickle"

(14:16)

Kai kpaA.ev o mGfpevog 87rt xfjg ve<|)kA.T|g xb Spkrcavov ai>xoi3
3For similar duality, see Matt 13:24-30, 36-43;
25:31-46.
2Cf. Matt 13:39b, which reads: 0 8k 0epicp.bg <XUVXEA.Eia
aloivbg kaxiv, oi 8k Gepiaxal aYYeXol elaiv, and Mark 4:29, which
says: bxav 8k TtapaSoi o Kaprcbg, ebGbg bauoaxeAAei xb Spkraxvov, 6xi
raxpkarriKev o Gepicpbg. For a clear OT allusion, see Joel
4:13-14 (lxx ), k^arcoaxelA.axe Spercava 6xi juapkaxriKev xpiyyrixog
elaropebeaGe ruaxeixe Sibxi 7cA/npr|g r| A,r|v6g lmepeK%eixai xa lm:oA.fivia
bxi 7C87uA.r]0'uvxai xa K aK a abxcov fj^01 £&]xr\<3av ev xfj KOiXdSi xrjg 8lKT|g
6xi eYY'b? rpepa Kuplou kv xfj koiM Si xrig Slicng .

3The e^oucrta passage (14:18) reads: Kai dAAog diyyeXoc,
[e^riXGev] ek xoij GuaiaaxTipto'u [b] kxoav e^oualav k7cl xooj 7rupbg, Kai
kbcbvriaev cpcovr\ p£YdA/n xcp kxpvxi ^ Spknavov xb b£b Xiy&v, rikppov aot>
xb Spkjcavov xb b£l) Kai xp-uYTiaov xoug pbxpixxg xfjg dprckXou xrig yt1Q> bxi
flKjiacav a'i axatfnAal abxfig.

4For similar literary phenomena, see my notes above
on Rev 16:8-9 and 17:7-14.
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A

"Another angel came out of the temple with a sharp
sickle"

(14:17)

K a i & X koq d y y e X o q e^'nA.Gev ek tob vaob tot)

ev too obpavco £%cov Kai a-btoc; 8peTcavov o^b
B

"Send forth your sharp sickle and gather . .

(14:18)

nepM/ov c o b t6 Spemxvov to o£u Kai tptyyriaov . . .
A' "The angel cast his sickle . . . "

(14:19-20)

Kai £(3aA.ev o &yy£A.o<; t6 5p£7i:avov abtob

The second parallelism is longer and more detailed,
which perhaps indicates John's focus.

It is evident that

this literary device aims to emphasize the "harvest" motif
by repetition and contrast.

The two foci (units B) of these

patterns depict the same activity, "reaping" or "gathering
ripe fruit."

The clear verbal parallels are striking and

highlight the dramatic tone1 of John.

In the focus (14:18)

of the second inversion one finds an angel £%C0V fe^Obdav EJll
tOb TUbpb?. 2

This passing note on the angel's function adds

further emphasis to the idea of judgment3 or divine wrath4
already expressed by the word GepiajlbQ.
xThis dramatic tone is further expressed by using
ingressive aor. (7u£fi\|/0V, 06piaov, and tpbYrl<701') in 14:15, 18.
2For the importance of "fire" in Revelation, see my
note above on Rev 16:8-9.
3Ladd, 201; Morris, 186; Roloff, 178; Walvoord, 222.
4Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 144; Swete, 191;
Thomas, Revelation 8-22. 222.
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Within the embracing units (B and B') of Rev 11:1915:4, one finds five additional e^ODCta passages
and E).*

(in units C

These provide a vivid picture of the Dragon-Beasts

triad as they abuse their delegated authority2 and unite in
an antidivine power struggle.
From a macrostructural point of view, Rev 13 and 14
are antithetical parallel elements focusing on the issue of
divine and demonic worship.3 According to Bauckham, Rev 13
itself is primarily a religio-political critique of the
Roman power.4 The very essence of this prophetic critique
is the parody of the Roman ideology, which takes a
“totalitarian direction"5 when it absolutizes its immense
LRev 13: 2, 4, 5, 7, 12. It is almost one-fourth of
the total e^O'uala occurrences in Revelation clustered in a
single chapter.
2It is signified b y the divine passive e 569 t | in vss.
5(2x), 7 (2x), 14, 15; cf. Collins, The Apocalypse. 92-94;
Ford, Revelation. 212; Ladd, 180; Morris, 168; Naden, 195;
Thomas, Revelation 8-22. 161.
3See especially the use of ltpociCUV£co in 13:4, 8, 12,
15 and 14:7, 9; cf. Bauckham, The Theolocrv of the Book of
Revelation. 35.
4Ibid., 36. Here Bauckham emphasizes the aspect of
political critique in Rev 13, while he considers Rev 17-18
primarily economic critique, but both “deeply religious."
The description of a boycott in Rev 13:16-17, however, seems
to be an economic critique, too.
5Ibid., 37-38; Gunneweg and Schmithals, 173.
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power.

Rev 13 may also be understood as the amplification

of Rev 12:13-17,1 which is the "great wrath"2 of the Dragon.
Rev 13:1-8, which describes the appearance and
activity of the Sea Beast, shows verbal and thematic
parallelism to 17:3, 8, 14, and 11:7.
turn, are clearly based on Dan 7-8.3

These passages, in
Rev 13:11-18, which

depicts the activity of the Land Beast, evidently alludes to
Dan 3:1-7.4
Beale observes, both in Dan 7 and in Rev 13, "a
threefold pattern" of the beast's activity.5 This activity
-Beale, The Use of Daniel. 229; Johnsson, 12.
same can be said about Rev 14:8 and 17:1-2; 18:1-3.

The

2See especially Rev 12:12, 17.
3Beale, The Use of Daniel. 313-320, proposes that
Rev 1; 4-5; 13; 17, or perhaps Rev 12 and 20 too, are
midrash on Dan 7-8.
See also Steve Moyise, The Old
Testament in the Book of Revelation. JSNTSS, 115 (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 59-63, who argues that this
attempt is forced, with the exception of Rev 13, which is
clearly based on Dan 7. Moyise offers the term
"intertextuality" in the place of "midrash," meaning that
"John has built a bridge between two contexts, thereby
setting in motion an interaction that continues to
reverberate throughout the whole book" (ibid., 142). See
further Jean-Pierre Ruiz, Ezekiel in the Apocalypse: The
Transformation of Prophetic Language in Revelation 16.1719,10. EUS, 23 (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1989), 520,
who states that John persuades his readers to enter into a
"dialogue with the text and with the texts within the text."
4Beale, The Use of Daniel. 242-244, lists Dan 3:5
(3:2-7) and 7:6 as "probable allusions."
5Ibid., 245-248.
Here Beale provides the following
three points: (1) the stepping forward of an agent, (2) the
"authorization" of the agent, and (3) the effect of the
given power; cf. also Hans-Peter Muller, "Formgeschichliche
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is antidivine and inhuman, and its sole purpose is selfglorification, which manifests itself as coercive power
worship.1

Rev

13:1-10

Rev 13 is, then the principal chapter in the
Apocalypse dealing with the abuse or misuse of (delegated)
authority.

This chapter naturally divides into two

sections.2 An analysis of the microdynamic of Rev 13:1-10
exhibits an odd chiasm (ABCB'A' pattern),3 which is embraced
by important introductory and concluding "frame-passages" as
follows:
Untersuchagen zu Ape 4F" (Th.D. dissertation, University of
Heidelberg, 1962), 108-111, who considers only two
characteristics of the agent.
'•Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation.
37, 164; Kempson, 231; Wink, Engaging the Powers. 93-94.
2Vss. 1-10 depict the activity of the Sea Beast,
vss. 11-18 describe the activity of the Land Beast.
3Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 132-134, proposes a
fivefold concentric pattern (abeb'a') for Rev 13:3b-8, which
he later calls "concentrically-structured, dramatized scene"
and "geometrically-designed literary composition"; Lund,
Chiasmus in the New Testament. 403, suggests an
ABCDED'C'BrA' pattern for Rev 13:1-5. See also E. Muller,
598-601, for a helpful analysis.
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Kai elSov

ek

xfj<; GaJiacjari? 0Tiplov dvapaivov, &%ov KEpaxa 5sKa Kai

K£(j)aXdq bixa ... Kai £8 cokev abxcp o SpaKCov xr)v S'Ovapiv abxcyu Kai xbv
Gpovov airco-u Kai E^oualav [lEyaA/riv
A

"The whole earth worshiped the Dragon and the Beast"
(13:3b-4)
Kai £0a\)|idta0T| 6A.ri t| yfi brctaco xcru Gxiplot) Kai 7ipoc£Ki)VT|aav xcp
SpdKOVxi, 6xi §5 cok£v xf]v E^ouaiav xcp Griplcp, Kai 7tpo<T£K\)vr|aav xcp
0T|ptCp . . .

B

"Authority was given to the Beast" (13:5)
Kai £860ri ainxp E^ouata TOifjaai piivaq xeaaEpaKOvxa [Kai] 8\x)

C

"The Beast blasphemes God and the heaven dwellers"
(13:6)
Kai f|voi^£V xb a x 6 |ia abxcro sic; pA.aa^rip.lac; Ttpoq xbv 0 eov . . . Kai
xfjv CKTivfiv abxau, xovq

ev

xcp obpavcp aKtivo'Gvxag

B' "Authority was given to the Beast" (13:7)
Kai e860 t| alncp E^ouota £Td Tuaaav <j>a)A.fiv Kai A.a6v ...
A' "The whole earth will worship the Beast" (13:8)
Kai TtpoaKuvfiaauaiv at>x6v rcdvxEc; oi KaxoimuvxEc; £7tl xt]<; yriq
El xi<; § xei ofc? dKoucdxco. ... tQ 8 e feaxiv f| ■b7cop.ovfi Kai t|

ttI ctxiq xcov

dvtcov.
This pericope shows the most striking E^ODCia
clustering in the entire book.

Although the term does not
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appear in the focus (unit C) of this pattern, it dominates
most of the structure.

It occurs four times, in units A and

BB' as well as in the introductory passage.

The

introductory passage and unit A provide the source1 of the
Beast's E^OlXJla, while units BB' contain time limitations2
and a seemingly unlimited3 horizontal expansion of the
Beast's power.

Therefore, the k^ODdla clustering in Rev 13

points to the highest intensity of demonic activity, which
finally culminates in the power of the Land Beast.
Rev 13:1-8 also contains a vertical contrast between
the "heaven dwellers" and the "earth dwellers."4

The

blasphemy uttered by the Beast, as part of this contrast,
resembles that of the rebellious humankind in the Seven
Plagues section, but under different circumstances.5 These
xAn interesting dynamism can be observed in vss. 2,
4 and vss. 5, 7. In the first two verses the power source
seems to be the Dragon, but in the latter two verses God is
in control.
This transition is perhaps a fine indication
that even the misused authority is under God's ultimate
rulership.
Regarding the same period of time (42 months or
1260 days), see my notes above on Rev 11:1-14 and 12:1-18.
3Roloff, 157.
4The vertical movements of Rev 13:1-8 are the
following: (1) sea/earth, (2) heaven, and (3) earth. For
similar contrast, see my notes above on Rev 12:1-18.
5See my notes above on the fourth, fifth, and
seventh plagues; cf. also Dan 7:8, 11, 21, 25.
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horizontal and vertical movements of the Sea Beast's
activity depict its immense power.

Rev

13:11-15

The microdynamic of Rev 13:11-15 exhibits an even
chiasm (ABB'A' pattern)1 with "frame-passages" as follows:
Kai e IS o v dXXo Gtiplov & v a ( 3 a i v o v e k xfj<; yfjq ... K a i xf]v E ^ o u c t a v xov

7rpd)tob 0Tiplob r c a a a v 7ioiei e v c o t c i o v ai)xo{3
A

"The earth dwellers worship the first Beast" (13:12b)

K a i Jioiei xfjv yfjv K a i xoix; e v a-bxfj K a x o i K O ' G v x a g t v a
T i p o a K u v f i a o D a i v x 6 0riplov x 6 Tcpcioxov
B

"The Land Beast works great signs (13:13)

K a i t c o i e i aTijiEia {lEydX-a ... E v a m o v xcov &v0pa)7tcov
B' "The Land Beast deceives by the signs (13:14a)

K a i nkavd xotjc ; KaxoiKo-ovxat; etc I xfj? yfjq 5 i a x a cr||i£ia a e S o G ti
ai>xcp rcoirjaai Evcb7Ciov xoa3 0T)pio\)
A' "The earth dwellers make an image for the (first) Beast"
(13:14b) xoi? KaxoiKcmcTV etcI xfjt; yfjc; Ttovfjcai ElK6va xcp 0riplcp

K a i e 8 o 0 t | ai)xcp 5oi3vai m ev\ia xfj e I k 6 v i x o *u O t p Io d , I v a K a i A.aXf]crri t|
eIkoov xcm Oriplob . . .
*Lund, Chiasmus in the New Testament. 404, proposes
an ABB'A' pattern for Rev 13:11-14 only.
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The central elements (units BB') of this structure
affirm the miracle-working power of the Land Beast1 whose
purpose is "to mislead" (Ji:A.avdcco) .2 The last k^oixita
occurrence in Rev 13 is in the introductory frame-passage of
this unit (13:12a), which points out the "dragon-nature" of
the executive power of the Land Beast.3
The key figures of Rev 13 are the Dragon and his
allies, the Sea Beast and the Land Beast.4

This demonic

3The repetition of kvcbrciov in vss. 12, 13, 14
underlines the visual effects of the Beast's activity.
2This is one of the reasons why the Land Beast is
called 0 VJ/e-uSoTUpoctriTCTiq in Rev 16:13; 19:20; 20:10. Another
reason is perhaps the double nature of this beast, etxev
Kkpata 5bO 6p.oia dtpvlco Kai

eA.aA.ei dog 8p&kcov.

3The Land Beast works in harmony with the Dragon and
the Sea Beast; his aim is not competition.
In a sense he
"serves" the other two, and at the same time he is
controlled by God; cf. Giblin, The Book of Revelation. 135;
Hughes, 151; Ladd, 183; Morris, 171; Swete, 169; Thomas,
Revelation 8-22. 174; Walvoord, 205.
4The appearence of the Sea Beast resembles that of
all four beasts in Dan 7:3-7; cf. Beale, The Use of Daniel.
230-231; Collins, The Apocalypse. 89-91; Fiorenza, Vision of
a Just World. 83; Swete, 165-166. The Land Beast seems to
be a unique figure to John. A number of scholars believe
that the Sea Beast can be identified with the MT irPl1? (Job
3:8; 40:25; Pss 74:14; 104:26; Isa 27:1) or the LXX SpdKCOV
(Job 7:12; 26:13; 40:25; Pss 73:13-14; 103:26; Isa 27:1;
51:9), whereas the Land Beast is usually considered as the
MT niarn or the LXX 0ripia (Job 40:15); cf. especially Caird,
Principalities and Powers. 61-62; Collins, The Combat Myth.
161-170; Snyder, 301-304; Mary Katharine Wakeman, "God's
Battle with the Monster: A Study in Biblical Imagery" (Ph.D.
dissertation, Brandeis University, 1969), 88-115, 161-165,
179-191, 200-255; Howard N. Wallace, "Leviathan and the
Beast in Revelation," in The Biblical Archeoloaist Reader.
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triad1 is the counterpart of the angelic triad in Rev 14:611.

It is evident that the activities of this demonic triad

are described in an ironic way.2

Perhaps the most striking

ironies are formulated in Rev 13:4b3 and 13:7b,4 which point
to the fact that the seemingly absolute power of the Dragonvol. 1, ed. G. Ernest Wright and David Noel Freedman (Garden
City, NY: Doubleday, 1961), 290-298.
3Rev 16:13-14 reads: Kai eTSov EK XO"U CTx6|iaxog XOU
Sp&Kovxog Kai ek xcm ax6|iaxog xcru GTplou Kai ek xot) ax6|iaxog xo-G
vi/e d Gotcpo^tixou

7cvE\)p.axa xpla &Ka0apxa dag p&xpa%oi: Elcrlv yap
TuvEiapaxa Saipovlcov Troiouvxa ar|p.£ia ...

2Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation.
37, 114; Beale, The Use of Daniel. 301-305; Caird,
Principalities and Powers. 62; Charles, A Critical and
Exeaetical Commentary, 1:351; Collins, The Apocalypse. 8991; Ford, Revelation, 212; Johnsson, 20-22; Morris, 168;
Neall, 265, n. 32; Ronald H. Preston and Anthony T. Hanson,
The Revelation of Saint John the Divine: Introduction and
Commentary (London: SCM Press, 1949), 96; Roloff, 16; Swete,
165; Wink, Engaging the Powers. 92.
3The Greek reads: Tig 6jioiog xcp 0T|plcp Kai xlg fruvaxai
JtoA.£|lfjc7ai |i£x’ai/caG; This double question becomes a perfect
irony when one considers the Dragon's lost battle with
Michael in Rev 12:7-12. A further trace of irony might be
found in the comparison of Rev 12:18 (Kai £CXd0T| £7i:l xfjv dp.p.ov
xfjg GaMaarig) and 14:1a (Kai eISov, Kai l5o\) x6 dpvlov £<jx6g E7d x6
6pog Eicbv) , where the "battle grounds" of the Dragon and the
Lamb are contrasted.
4The Greek reads: Kai e860T| alaxcp E^oucrla £7d rcaaav
(Jro^v m l A.a6v Kai yA.&o'a’av Kai £0vog. The irony is perfect
again if one compares this statement with that of Jesus' in
Matt 28:18, which reads: ’E560ti P-Oi rcaaa E^ouala ev oGpavcG Kai
E7d [xfjg] yfjg. 7cop£^0£vx£g ohv p.a0tix£-uaax£ Tcdvxa xa £0vr|...
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Beast is only the remains of an already-lost fight.1
Although the war continues the decisive battle has been won
on a cosmic level.2
e860TI

The clustering of the divine passive

in Rev 13:5(2x)f 7 (2x) , 14, 15 further emphasizes that

something more than imperial persecution is "in mind."3
Finally, the ambiguous number 666, the "human
number" of the Beast, in Rev 13:18“ might also be a fine
irony, for it summarizes the whole chapter in three numbers.
This irony may reflect on the failed attempt of the demonic
triad towards perfection,5 their becoming bestial,6 and
their mimic of the sovereignty of the Lamb-Christ7 who is
lEmil Brunner, Christianity and Civilisation, vol. 2
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1949), 117-118, righly
argues that "the sovereignty of God excludes an absolute of
human power.
It excludes both the absolute sovereignty of
the state and the absolute sovereignty of the people." We
may add that the absolute sovereignty of the Church is also
excluded.
2See Rev 12:7-12.
3Morris, 169; Thomas, Revelation 8-22. 163.
“The Greek reads: rQ 5 e r| c or te x early. 5 £xcov v o t v xj/Ti^iadxco
t d v d p i G p d v xov Griplo'u, dupiGjidg y a p &v0pd)7i:oi) eaxlv, Kai o dpiG(i 6<;

a ino-u e ^ a K 6cn.0L e ^ f i K o v t a

.

5Johnsson, 31.
6Beatrice S. Neall, The Concept of Character in the
Apocalypse with Implications for Character Education
(Chicago: University Press of America, 1982), 153-155.
7Tremper Longman III, "The Divine Warrior: The New
Testament Use of an Old Testament Motif," Westminster
Theological Journal 44 (1982): 299, asserts that "there may
also be a contrast between the beast and Christ in that the
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the final victor of the apocalyptic combat, because He is
"King of kings and Lord of Lords."1
Synthesis of the Research
This study investigated how e^ouola is employed in
the context and literary structure of Revelation.

As a

general observation, it was concluded that in the majority
(18) of the passages the term denotes the supernatural use
of authority/power, which is in harmony with the LXX, Jewish
apocalyptic, and NT usage.
Figure 1 made evident the use of k^otxria clusters in
the central chapters
Revelation.

(11-13) and in chapters 9 and 16-18 of

Figure 2 took into account the chiastic

structure of the book, which highlights John's intention for
using the term in an artful way.
The theme of apocalyptic combat is the conceptual
backdrop to Revelation, and 11:19-15:4 is the chiastic focus
of the book.

The high point of this combat is a life-and-

death struggle between divine and antidivine powers, which
former has a number which conceals a name, and the latter
has a name which conceals a number." Further he suggests
that "Christ has a name (King of kings and Lord of Lords)
which when converted to Aramaic and added up results in
111." See also Patrick W. Skehan, "King of Kings, Lord or
Lords (Apoc. 19:16)," CBO 10 (1948): 398, who provides the
Aramaic ]na KID p'po “1*70.
‘See Rev 17:14, 19:16 and 1 Tim 6:15 for the phrase
BacnA.E\)<; (3aaiA.fecov Kai Kijpio<; Kuptcov.
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centers around worship.

Worship in this context is an

expression of the acceptance of divine or demonic e^O'Uda.
The microstructural analysis of the s^ouoia passages
revealed that if the term occurs within an inverted
parallelism (ABA' pattern), it is always found in the
central unit (B), which is the focus of the author's
thought.

In the case of an odd (ABCB'A' pattern) or an even

(ABB'A') chiasmus,

appears either in units A/A' or

B/B' but never in unit C.

This characteristic usually shows

an imbalance or intensification within

the structure. In

rare cases, when the term occurs in balanced units (BB'), or
in the introductory "frame passage," it provides a dramatic
backdrop to the central unit or focus (C).1
In summary, it is evident that E^OOXJia plays a
special focusing role both in the macro- and the
microstructures of the Apocalypse.

Thus, it significantly

contributes to the overall message of Revelation, which is
the activity and judgment of antidivine powers.
Figure 3 provides a summary visual display of the
chiastic arrangement of Revelation.

The nine literary units

include the Prologue and the Epilogue,

and seven major

visions.

are parallels. There

Units AA', BB', CC', and DD'

LSee Appendix D for a summary of these analyses.
The microdynamic of the structures is signified by the
underlined units (e.g., A)where k^Obda occurs.
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are two balancing themes in units CC'
Judgment).

(Salvation and

The central units (DED') form the chiastic focus

of the book, labeled "Activity and judgment of antidivine
powers."

The important k^OiXJia clustering in units DED',

and the distribution of the term in units A' , B, and CC' are
signified by the numbers in parentheses.
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* Activity and judgment of *
*
*
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*

*

★
*

Woman

*

*

*

vs.

*

*

★

*

Dragon

*

*

*
★
*

*
*
*
*

Trumpets
D

11 :1915 :4

8 :2 -

7 Seals

11:18

4:1-

(6 )

8:1

(7)

7 Plagues
D'
15:518 :24

(4)

7 Judgment
Scenes
C'
19:120 :15

Churches
B
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logue
A
1:
1-8

1:93 :22

(1 )

(1 )

New
Jerusalem
B'
2 1 :1 -

22:5
Salvation

(1 )

Divided
Church

Judgment

*

*

*

*

★

*
+

*
*

■k
■k

Epi
logue
A'
22:

6-21

United
Church

k

"Power" of
Death/Hades

No "power" of
Second Death

Fig. 3. A content analysis of the literary units of Revelation.
The numbers in parentheses indicate the occurrences of e£ouata.
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SUM M A R Y

AND

C O N C L U S IO N S

Summary
’E^OiXJia is derived from k^ecxiv, and its most
frequent Hebrew and Aramaic equivalents are n^ty'BO and 19*?^,
respectively.

The corresponding Latin terms are potestas

and auctoritas.
The review of the representative studies on e^ouorcx
demonstrated that earlier works tend to interpret the term
as power or authority, while recent publications focus on
the meanings of freedom, liberty, and right.

It appears

that the legal aspect of k^Obaia has become dominant.
Recent dictionary articles emphasize philosophical
categories for authority and their references to Revelation
are marginal or nonexistent.
W. Foerster's article in TWNT/TDNT is still the most
comprehensive exposition of k^O'UC’icx, especially his
discussion of the word in Revelation.

O. Betz's article in

TBNT/NIDNTT groups k£oi)aia with 8'Gva|J.lQ and 0p6vOQ, which
together form the bulk of the power language in the
Apocalypse.

Betz also points out the importance of the Book
229
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of Daniel as background for the meaning of the term.
Journal articles generally limit their e^oucjia studies to
the Gospels and the Pauline corpus.
The background study of the nonbiblical and biblical
sources revealed that both the Greco-Roman and the
Hellenistic Jewish writings emphasize the legal aspect of
the term and discuss the problem of abusive power/authority.
In the LXX fe^O'UatCC most frequently translates the Hebrew
n'pttfQO and the Aramaic

, and predominantly denotes

delegated authority and its misuse in the human realm.

The

OT Pseudepigrapha focus on the supernatural aspect of

e^otcia,.
In the NT the majority of the 8^0\jaia passages
closely follow the LXX and Jewish apocalyptic usage,
especially in the area of delegated authority in human and
supernatural relationships.

In the Apocalypse, however, the

supernatural aspect of the term is more emphasized, which
includes the problem of abusive authority.
The structural studies of the e^O'UCTia passages in
Revelation showed that the term is clustered in certain
parts of the book, predominantly in the central chapters
(11-13).

Considering the chiastic arrangement of

Revelation, this means that B^oucia plays a special role at
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the chiastic focus of the book by highlighting the
apocalyptic combat theme.
A detailed study of this chiastic focus revealed
that the key issue for John was a life-and-death struggle
between true and false worship.

He deliberately employed

irony, especially in the central chapters, in order to
unmask the bestial nature of the antidivine (anti-Christian)
powers.
Conclusions
What complex role does E^ooxria play within the
chiastic ordering (including macro- and microstructures) of
the Apocalypse?

As one of the most important terms of the

power language employed by John, B^OiXJia has a unique role
both on the macro- and the microstructural levels.

First,

the clear association of the divine passive fcS60T| with
e^ODOia in most of the passages makes evident that in the
different phases of the power struggle (1) God is in
control, and (2) the power, used or misused, is delegated by
God.

Second, the message of Revelation focuses on the

activity and judgment of antidivine powers (8:2-18:24) which
reaches its high peak in the central chapters (11-13) and is
expressed by a heavy concentration of ktflVGiOL passages.
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What is the impact of the

E^O'UCia

entire chiastic arrangement of the book?

clusters on the
The foregoing

analysis of the nine literary units of Revelation revealed
that k^ouaia, sometimes together with 5\)V(X|li<; and 0p6vo<;,
carries the dynamism of antidivine power struggle.
three main

E^O'DGicx

The

clusters (Rev 9; 13; 17) express a

development in this struggle.

The final outcome of the

combat is the self-destruction of the united abusive powers
(Rev 17:12-18) .
How does
level?

E^O'UC'icx

function on the microstructural

The microstructural analysis underlined the central

function of the term.

In the majority of the E^OUCTia

passages, where even chiasms or inverted parallelisms are
observed, k^ouoia contributes to imbalance and
intensification.

In rare cases (Rev 9:3-10; 13:2-7),

however, the term occurs in the balancing elements of odd
chiasms and provides a dynamic and dramatic backdrop to the
focus.

What are some implications of these findings?
Implications
The Apocalypse unmasks the most dominant

constructions of this world as an ideology of the powerful.
In that sense Revelation is a theology of power, or more
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precisely, the issue of power/authority is one of its
deepest theological concerns.

This concern is expressed

in a unique and artful way and shows that behind the abuse
or misuse of power/authority in human relationships there is
always a demonic force, which prompts for self-glorification
and power worship.

This force naturally comes from demons

who are described in the NT as personal, spiritual beings
(e.g. Mark 1:23-27; 3:11-12; 5:1-13, etc.).
The book of Revelation presents God's rule as well,
a rule which does not, however, contradict human freedom
(e.g. Rev 2:7, 11, 17, etc., Rev 13:9; 22:17).

God's

universal rulership is clearly associated with the term
Gpovoq which symbolizes His overall control of activities,
both good and evil.
essentially good.

The nature of God is shown as
John depicts this goodness in divine

promises and liturgical hymns (Rev 21:1-7; 15:3, 4).
good because He shares His E^Obaia and 9 p 6 v O Q

God is

(Rev 2:26-28;

3:21; 5:9-10; and 20:4).
The theology of Revelation was certainly directed
and still appeals to people who believe themselves to be in
conflict because they are a despised minority.

The

Apocalypse offers a theology of hope to those who choose a
powerful resistance to worldly power.
When power/authority is considered as an ethical
issue, it is inseparable from our vertical (with God) and
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horizontal (with humankind) relationships.

In a general

sense all authority is delegated by God, which evidently
leads to human responsibility and discernment.

This

responsibility includes an assertion of all God-given
personal human rights including resistance when one is
confronted by unjust authority.
Revelation provides a balanced picture by describing
both the use and misuse of power/authority.

To avoid

becoming an end in itself, power has to be rooted in love
and controlled by justice.

God shares power with His

creatures and makes them responsible for it by pointing to
eternal rewards and judgment.
This responsibility (or ethical action) of a person
as a moral agent centers around fidelity, the worship of
God alone.

This behavior is also described as "patience" or

"perseverance" in Rev 1-3, and 13-14.

In short, the

Apocalypse, especially its Epilogue (22:6-21), concentrates
on one decisive factor— influencing behavior.
History teaches us that in any society, when a
creative minority degenerates into a dominant minority, it
provokes the breakdown of that civilization.

This is

precisely the case in Rev 13 and 17-18 where the BeastBabylon power structure becomes tyrannical
fully demonic (18:1-4).

(13:11-18) and

The prophetic critique of this

abusive power is one of the main concerns of John.
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Facing despotism or abuse by institutional power
structures, where too much uncontrolled power is
concentrated in the hands of a person, can be an almost
everyday occurrence for anyone.

It is, therefore,

noteworthy that Plutarch (ca. A.D. 50-120) pointed out the
irrationality of human behavior in situations determined by
fear and superstition.

His practical observation is as

follows: "It is equally true that men give welcome to
despots, and pay court to them, and erect golden statues in
their honour, but in their hearts they hate them and 'shake
the head'" (Moralia. De superstitione 11., Plutarch's
Moralia II, LCL, 489).

The power struggle described in the

Apocalypse is thus played out in everyday life not only at
the cosmic level.
Based on the central theme of the activity and
judgment of antidivine powers in Revelation one can perceive
a real danger for the Church too, as it can become a power
structure at any time that it takes on a secular character
and coerces human conscience.

The balanced description of

the use and abuse of authority in the Apocalypse, including
eternal consequences, can help readers to avoid the trap of
power delusion.
Possible areas of further study would include the
following three main tasks:
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1.

A complex exegetical approach to the power

language (0p6vog, E^ouaia, Suvaing/5tva(iai, (3aaiA.eia/|3a<JiA.8\)0L),
Kpdxoq/ Kpaxsco, ,iax‘&sAffic{x») used in the Apocalypse, one

which analyzes the literary, thematic, and structural
context of the particular passages.
2.

A detailed study of how the power language in

Revelation relates to the language of the Hebrew cultus so
frequently employed throughout the book.
3.

An ethical study of the relationship between the

power language employed by John and the nature of God, where
God's goodness is contrasted with the nature of evil and the
demonic.

In addition, the interdependence of human behavior

and hope, rewards, and patience as motivating factors could
also be explored.
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A P P E N D IX

A

EEOYZIA OCCURRENCES IN THE LXX
This list is based on the order of books in the LXX
text by Alfred Rahlfs.

The Hebrew/Aramaic equivalents of

E^ouaia in the MT are provided for the sake of comparison.
LXX Text

MT

1 . 4 Kgdm 20:13

2 Kgs 20:13 .
“frtfOB

2. 1 Esdr 4:28
3. 1 Esdr 4:40
4. 1 Esdr 8:22
5. Esth 3 :13b
6. Esth 4 :17b
7 . Jdt 8: 15
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Macc
Macc
Macc
Macc
Macc
Macc
Macc
Macc
Macc

1:13
6:11
10: 6
10:8
10:32
10:35
10:38
11:58
14:4

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

2
2
2
2
2
2

Macc
Macc
Macc
Macc
Macc
Macc

3:6
3:24
4:9
4:24
7:16
10:13
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LXX Text

MT

33. 3 Macc 7: 12
24. 3 Macc 7: 21
25. 4 Macc 4: 5
26. 4 Macc 5: 15
27. 4 Macc 6: 33
28 . Ps 113:2
29. Ps 135: 8
30. Ps 135: 9

Ps 114:2 lYpa'aa
Ps 136:8 n^sy'aa
Ps 136:9 n^sy'aa
T T

J V

31. Prov 17:14
32. Eccl 8:8

Qoh 8:8

33. Wis 10: 14
34. Wis 16: 13
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Sir
Sir
Sir
Sir
Sir
Sir
Sir

9:13
10:4
17:2
24:11
30:11
33:20
45: 17

42. Pss . Sol. 9:4
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan

3:2
3: 97
4 :17
4:27
4:31
4 :31
4 :31
4:37
4:37
4:37
5:4
5:7
5:16
5:29
6:4
7:12
7:14
7:14

Dan 3:2 1 ^ '
Dan 4:19 la'psy'
Dan 4:23 ID'pitf
Dan 4:31 ia^'
Dan 4:31 la'ptf

Dan 5:7 ato
Dan 5:16
Dan 5:29
Dan 7:12 la'ptf
Dan 7:14
Dan 7:14 la'pitf
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LXX Text
61.
62.
63.
64.

Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan

MT
7:14
7:26
7:27
7:27

Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan

7:14
7:26
7:27 Kitp’pty
7:27
TT • T

65. Bel 25
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A P P E N D IX

B

EEOYZIA OCCURRENCES IN THEODOTION
This list contains the occurrences in Daniel and Bel
in the Theodotion text by Alfred Rahlfs.

The Hebrew/Aramaic

equivalents of E^ODCTia in the MT are provided for the sake
of comparison.
LXX Text
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan

MT
3:2
3:3
4:3
4:26
4:34
4 :34
7:6
7:14
7:14
7:27
11: 5

Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan
Dan

3:2 10^
3:3
3:33 loW
4:23
4:31
4:31
7:6
7:14 10^
7:14 IB1?#
7:27
11:5 n^e/aa
r r : v

12. Bel 25
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C

EEOYXIAZEIN OCCURRENCES IN THE LXX
This list is based on the order of books in the LXX
text by Alfred Rahlfs.

The Hebrew/Aramaic equivalents of

E^Otaia in the MT are provided for the sake of comparison.
LXX Text

MT

1. 2 Esdr 7:24
2. 2 Esdr 15:15
3. 2 Esdr 19:37

Ezra 7:24
Neh 5 15
Neh 9 37 ‘jWo
- T

4. 1 Macc 10:70
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Eccl
Eccl
Eccl
Eccl
Eccl
Eccl
Eccl
Eccl
Eccl
Eccl

2 19
5 18
6 2
7 19
8 4
8 8
8 9
9 17
10:4
10:5

Qoh
Qoh
Qoh
Qoh
Qoh
Qoh
Qoh
Qoh
Qoh
Qoh

2 19 to1?®'
5 18 B’tySf
6 2 EPfy*
7 19 B'W
8 4 iita'pef
8 8 ta^W
8 9 ‘jBfa
9 17
10:4 ‘jty'O
10:5

15. Sir 20:8
16. Sir 47:19
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D

SUMMARY OF THE MICRODYNAMIC OF THE EEOYIIA
PASSAGES IN REVELATION
Chiastic
Units

Passages

Odd Chiasm

B

2:26-28

C

6:8

D

9:1-11

ABC B.1A'

9:17-19

__
ABCB'A'

Even Chiasm

ABCB'A'
ABA' ?

11:1-13

ABB'A'

12:1-18
13:1-10

ABA'
Int+ABCB' A '+Con

13:11-15

Int+ABB' A' -t-Con

14:14-20

ABA'

16:8-9

a&a'
(tail piece)
ABA'

17:7-14
18:1-24
C'

2 0 :1-10

A'

22:13-16

Inverted
Parallelism

&BCB' A'
ABA'
ABB'A'

Totals:
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